
By Lee Hart

Despite some early season 
concerns that 2016 might 
be a dry year, no one is talk-
ing about lack of moisture 

now as western Canadian farmers head 
into harvest.

Producers contacted for the late-August 
Farmer Panel report everything from 
excessive moisture bordering on a wreck 
to just about perfect conditions with 
“exceptional” looking crops depending 
on what farm you are on.

Some producers report frequent but 
timely rain to produce what’s looking like 
average to above-average yields, while 
others talk about major rain events — the 
tap turned on in July and never shut off 
— and are preparing for the best salvage 
job they can manage. 

And in true farming spirit, no one is 
sounding smug about the prospects of a 
decent harvest ahead, or on the other hand 
feeling self-pity for excessive moisture. 
Mother Nature calls the shots, she plays 
no favourites, and depending on the year 
all producers have been on one side or the 
other of these growing season conditions.

Here is what farmers had to say about 
their plans for 2016 harvest season.

MarK PaWLUK  
SHOaL LaKe, Man.

Mark Pawluk is crossing his fingers 
there will be no more rain for a few weeks 
and he’ll be able to get on fields and 
harvest a reasonable-looking crop on his 
southwest Manitoba farm.

While crops are suffering to some 
degree from water damage, he knows it 
could have been worse. If the rain holds 
off, his biggest concern will be to mini-
mize the number of times he gets stuck 
trying to get it combined.
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SUMMER MOISTURE: EITHER 
TOO MUCH OR JUST RIGHT
While it will be a struggle to get crop harvested in some parts of Western Canada, 
other farmers say they are looking one of their best crops ever

In southeast saskatchewan, mid-august weather conditions were ideal for a relatively early harvest.
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By mid-August, harvest was well 
underway on our farm in southeast 
Saskatchewan. (That’s my father-in-
law in the combine on the cover, 

picking up the last of the peas before moving 
on to the lentil fields.)

I know I’m running the risk of jinxing 
things by writing this here, but to date we’ve 
had great harvest weather. Everything has hap-
pened early, but it’s otherwise been a textbook 
example of harvest. So far, we haven’t even 
had any major breakdowns (again, I know I’m 
running a pretty big risk, putting this in print. 
Things may have changed drastically by the 
time you read this!)

I know many Grainews readers are not in the 
same fortunate situation. A few of the farmers 
Lee Hart interviewed for his cover story are 
dealing with too much rain. For some farm-
ers, the harvest moisture is hitting the point 
of ridiculousness. (By now, I’m sure you’ve all 
seen that Facebook video of a farmer waterski-
ing through the edge of his canola crop.) 

My brother and cousins are dealing with 
record rainfall on their farms in west-central 
Saskatchewan. Instead of heading out for har-
vest, they’re driving around trying to figure out 
how they can get their harvest home without 
using the roads that have flooded out. Part of 
their harvest preparation this year was putting 
cables on the combine, so they can pull it out 
if (when?) it gets stuck in the mud. 

We’ve had our share of too much rain here in 
the past few years. My husband’s harvest tip for 
my family was to tell them to combine clock-
wise around the sloughs, so if you get stuck you 
can park a truck in the field to auger the grain 
out of the hopper. Otherwise, you’re really in a 
jam. (We learned that the hard way.)

Luck changes. One summer day, you’re look-
ing at a great lentil crop. The next morning 
you’re wondering if you should take your kayak 
out to that same field. Or, one minute, you’re 
swathing the canola field, admiring a moose. 
Ten seconds later, you’re calling your husband 
out to help you deal with all that plugged can-
ola straw. Enjoy the good times. If this year is 
your turn to try to figure out how you’re going 
to deal with all that water, remember what they 
say: “This too shall pass.”   † 

Leeann
hearts

Ask for hearts
When you renew your subscription to 
Grainews, be sure to ask for six Please 
Be Careful, We Love You hearts. Then 
stick them onto equipment that you, 
your loved ones and your employees 
operate. That important message could 
save an arm, a leg or a life.

Find, read and comment on blog 
posts easily and with a thumbs up!

Like us on Facebook!
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Leeann Minogue is @grainmuse

Lisa Guenther is @LtoG

Lee Hart is @hartattacks  

Scott Garvey is @machineryeditor

Grainews has 
a Facebook page. 
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email leeann.minogue@fbcpublishing.com

Write to Grainews, 1666 Dublin ave., 
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Wheat & Chaff
staMPeDe BY JerrY PaLen

“there’s no good ag news tonight,  
so turn off your tV and go to bed.”

Leeann 
MInogue
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The week before the Ag In Motion show 
near Saskatoon in July, our machinery 
editor, Scott Garvey, brought in a selec-
tion of different UTVs for his group of 

judges to put to the test. We drove them out on 
the AIM grounds — speeding through mud, dodg-
ing pylons and climbing hills on Scott’s obstacle 
course. That’s Scott in the picture, heading for the 
bog. Unlike me, he didn’t get stuck. But, in my 
defence, I would like to point out that everyone 
involved had a pretty good time messing around 
with the winch.

Luckily, the AIM grounds dried up in time for 
the show. You can see Scott in the second photo, 
giving visitors to our booth the rundown on all  
the machines. 

You’ll have to wait until the October 18 issue of 
Grainews to read Scott’s full assessment of each of 
the machines we tested, but I’ll give you a spoiler: 
They were all great, and I wouldn’t mind owning 
any of them. The surprising thing was how differ-
ent they all were. Each machine had some great 
features that would be perfect for specific jobs, 
and some features that might get annoying under 
some circumstances. The lesson? Before you buy 
a UTV for your farm, make sure you know exactly 
why you need it.   †

Leeann

By August 8, we already had most of our canola swathed. This 
is the view from the cab.

This moose came surprisingly close to the swather. He seemed 
irritated that he had to keep getting up and moving 20 feet to 
the north every time I came around.

Maybe I shouldn’t have been spending so much time 
admiring that moose. One broken knife section can cause a 
lot of trouble in a very short time.

utV chaLLenge
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When planning your canola 
harvest this season, remem-
ber that it’s never a bad idea 
to seed hybrids with a mix 

of maturity timings. This will allow you to 
space out your harvest timing as fields are 
coming ready. 

From a risk management standpoint, 
those different-maturity varieties will not 
be at the same susceptible growth stages 
when high disease pressure or severe 
weather comes through. For example, if 
your hybrids are flowering at different 
periods, there’s a good chance you’ll be 
able to miss at least some of the heat blast-
ing that can kill off flowers.

As you get closer to harvest, look 
carefully at your canola fields to decide 

whether you’re going to swath or straight 
cut. The Canola Council of Canada has 
several great agronomic recommendations 
for either method that can improve your 
chances at success. 

Make sure you’re cracking pods to check 
the seed maturity, as that will determine 
when you swath, straight cut or desic-
cate your crop. Getting the maturity tim-
ing right can help deliver improved yield 
and quality through bigger seed sizes and 
higher oil content. 

Crop maturity is also the best time to scout 
for diseases — like blackleg or sclerotinia — 
so you know what’s affecting your crop, and 
the potential risk for next season.   †
This agronomy tip was brought to you by Michael Hutton, 
canola product evaluation scientist with Syngenta Canada.  

This photo was sent in by Marvin and Rita 
Entz from the Tompkins Hutterite Colony near 
Tompkins, Sask. They wrote: “Does anyone need 
a ride? Abraham (4) is busy giving his younger 
sisters Jasmine (3) and Megan (1) a ride on his 
new Case IH tractor on a Sunday afternoon.”

That looks like a nice way to spend a 
summer weekend! Thanks for sharing this 
picture. We’re sending you a cheque for $25.

Send your best shot to leeann.minogue@
fbcpublishing.com. Please send only one 
or two photos at a time and include your 
name and address, the names of anyone in 
the photo, where the photo was taken and 
a bit about what was going on that day. A 
little write-up about your farm is welcome, 
too. Please ensure that images are of high 
resolution (1 MB is preferred), and if the image 
includes a person, we need to be able to see 
their face clearly.  †

Leeann

GIVE US YOUR 
BEST SHOT

Farm saFety

agronomy tips… From the Field

photo contest

Be ready for canola harvest

 Wheat & Chaff

I can’t.” “I don’t want to.” “You can’t 
make me.” If this came from a child 
talking about a math problem or a 
chore, adults would accuse that child 

of having a negative attitude. But chil-
dren are not the only ones that can suffer 
from a negative attitude. Could a negative 
attitude be preventing you from having a 
safe farm? 

Having a safe farm is a priority for 
almost all farmers. But is this just all 
talk? According to an survey conducted 
by Farm Credit Canada, 75 per cent of 
farmers feel the work on their opera-
tion is done safely most of the time, 
however more than 40 per cent of the 
same respondents have reported a per-
sonal injury, family member injury or 
employee injury on their operation. If 
most work is being done safely, why are 
people still getting hurt?

Time, money, old habits. These are com-
mon responses when asked what obsta-
cles to improving safety are. However, 
a negative attitude towards safety can 

impact job performance and increases 
the chance of getting injured. One of the 
biggest negative attitudes when it comes 
to safety is “accidents happen,” or “it was 
a freak tragedy.” These statements are 
simply untrue.

Recognizing that accidents are not only 
predictable but preventable is the first 
step in having a good attitude around 
safety and injury prevention. It might 
be uncomfortable or time consuming to 
think about safety and injury preven-
tion, but those inconveniences are minor 
when it comes to preventing an injury or 
even a fatality.

When it comes to day-to-day atti-
tudes, first, avoid becoming fatigued 
or overly hungry or thirsty. No human 
does their best under these conditions. 
Being tired can slow down your reac-
tion time and can influence your deci-
sion-making skills. Being hungry, well, 
that can just make you irritable, easily 
annoyed and even reckless. Addressing 
basic needs like rest, food and drink can 

go a long way in maintaining a good 
attitude.

Complacency is nother negative atti-
tude that can affect your farm and your 
safety. After performing a job many times 
without a problem, you may believe 
you’re experienced enough to skip steps. 
That’s exactly when an injury can hap-
pen. It’s important to follow your estab-
lished safety procedures each and every 
time you perform a task. 

Emotions are good and normal. It’s 
OK to be upset or angry at a situation. 
But it’s not OK if you let those emotions 
get in the way of performing your task 
correctly. Being angry or upset can lead 
people into being reckless or in making 
hasty decisions. Take the time to calm 
down, or to figure out a solution before 
performing your task. Sometimes, a task 
can be frustrating. We’ve all been in the 
position where, no matter what you do, 
nothing you do seems to go right. This 
can be annoying, frustrating and infuri-
ating! Walk away, calm down and then 

restart. This goes for everything from 
fixing machinery to sorting calves. Take 
a moment (it doesn’t have to be hours) 
to take a few deep breaths. Regroup. And 
restart. 

Lastly, ask for help! You aren’t in this life 
alone. Many people including agri-retail-
ers, medical professionals, family mem-
bers, neighbours and friends are there for 
you. We all need help sometimes. It can 
be as simple as asking for clarification on 
a new crop protection product from your 
local ag rep or as complex as dealing with 
a health crisis. Not knowing, or feeling 
overwhelmed is totally OK, just ask for 
help when you need it. 

Maintaining a positive attitude will 
help reinforce the importance of doing 
farm work safely. Having a good attitude 
about farm safety costs no dollars, but it 
is an investment in time and in thinking 
and that investment can pay off in spades 
in having an injury-free farm.   † 

Canadian Agricultural Safety Association,  
www.casa-acsa.ca

Is your attitude a barrier to a safe farm?

you have used a baseball bat as a fly swatter.

By Carson Demmans and Jason Sylvestre

you might be From the prairies iF...

“
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“Really, I am optimistic and con-
sider myself lucky,” says Pawluk, 
who farms with family members 
at Shoal Lake not far from the 
Saskatchewan border. “Fortunately 
we missed the big rain events and 
just had to deal with a lot of six-
tenths and eight-tenths showers. 
And a good growing crop can easily 
use an inch of rain. It was a lot of 
rain, but not as bad as some areas.”

At the end of the second week of 
August he was preparing to apply 
a preharvest treatment on cereals 
and about to swath some can-
ola. He just needed to see some 
dry weather. “It seems like these 
wetter conditions are becoming a 
new normal and we are getting 
accustomed to it,” he says. “We 
put some hooks on the grain cart 
knowing we’ll probably be stuck 
and just have to be prepared for it.”

KENDALL HEISE  
BEULAH, MAN.

Kendall Heise, another south-
central Manitoba producer, says 
he feels fortunate conditions in 
his area had dried up a bit over 
the past three weeks (late July to 
early August). 

“We started out quite wet and it 
just kept coming,” says Heise who 
farms at Beulah, Man. “Everything 
this year was a struggle. Even 
though we were able to apply fungi-
cide (several double treatments) will 
still had a lot of disease pressure.”

“There was talk earlier of bumper 
crops this year, and I’m not sure if 
we had that, but right now I’d say 
we are standing with an average to 
slightly above-average yield.”

Hiese says about 10 per cent of 
his pea crop was likely lost. The soy-
beans appear to be making a come-
back after the rain. And over the 
next week to 10 days he planned 
to apply a preharvest treatment 
to cereals, and swath some canola 
that “looks pretty good, but not a 
bumper crop.” He had planned to 
try straight cutting some canola but 
the crop was looking “pretty flat” in 
places. He may wait until next year. 

And this was the first year Hiese 
had tried a split application of nitro-
gen on wheat. He applied an aver-
age level of fertility at seeding and 
then top-dressed liquid nitrogen 
at mid-season. He was anxious to 
combine the check strips to deter-
mine if the split application made 
a difference.

KRIS MAYERLE  
TISDALE, SASK. 

Further west at Tisdale, Sask., 
Kris Mayerle figured they had lost 
about 10 per cent of their seeded 
crop to excessive moisture and he 
had revised earlier expectations 
of an above average crop to now 
more average yield. 

“Particularly since the middle of 
July we’ve had a lot of rain,” says 
Mayerle who is part of a family-
run pedigreed seed and commercial 
crop farming operation. Between 
July 12 and 15 they had about seven 
inches of rain in his area, and again 
in early August some parts of the 
farm got a 1.5 inch rain while other 
parts up to 3.5.

“It’s been wet but not as bad as 
last year,” says Mayerle. “In 2015 we 
had 20 inches of rain from late July 
through harvest.”

Over the next week to 10 days 
he planned to desiccate crops and 
swath canola and he figured the 

early barley and oats would be 
ready for combining within 10 
days to two weeks. 

He had put tracks on a couple of 
combines for the 2015 season and 
he was getting them outfitted again 
for the 2016 harvest.

GERRID GUST  
DAVIDSON, SASK. 

It isn’t a good harvest outlook at 
the Gust farm at Davidson, Sask. 
north of Regina. 

“I guess you could say I am just 
in the worry mode right now,” 
says Gerrid Gust, who farms with 
family members. “We had a crop 
that was looking fantastic up to the 
middle of July. But now we’ve had 
so much rain I’ve had to buy out 
lentil contracts, and the durum is 
loaded with fusarium. I guess all we 
can do now is play defence.”

Gust says his canola really isn’t 
looking all that bad, but since the 
price was down earlier in the year 
he had cut back on canola acres, so 
he doesn’t have that much of it.

He had swathed some winter 
wheat he was planning to com-
bine for seed, but the swaths had 
received a couple of rains, so he’ll 
have to see what the quality is like. 

“The bright side is that we’re 
not as bad off as some parts of 
Saskatchewan, in terms of excess 
moisture, but once again we’re 
reminded that Nature has the last 
word when it comes to farming.”

As conditions stayed wet, Gust 
had serviced the combine headers 
and got the skid plates in place. 
“The equipment needs to be ready 
when you’re combining lentils in 
the mud,” he says.

JASON LENZ  
BENTLEY, ALTA.

In west-central Alberta, Jason 
Lenz says his farm dodged a few bul-
lets this year to produce a “lovely” 
crop of grains and oilseeds. 

“We didn’t have the excessive 
rain storms and no hail this year 
either,” says Lenz who farms with 
family members near Bentley, west 
of Red Deer. 

He said they had occasional 
rainfalls which delivered about 11 

inches of rain over the growing sea-
son. At times it was borderline dry 
and then it would rain. 

Lenz expected to be combining 
malt barley in about two weeks — 
toward the end of August. Since he 
hasn’t owned a swather for several 
years, Lenz will continue to straight 
cut canola. 

JODY KLASSEN  
MAYERTHORPE, ALTA.

Northwest of Edmonton, Jody 
Klassen says there were varying 
conditions. North of Mayerthorpe 
it was extremely wet and south of 
Mayerhorpe, where most of his 
farmland is, conditions were just 
about “perfect.”

“Our crops are looking fantas-
tic,” he says. He expected the peas 
would be ready for harvest in about 
two weeks, and this year he will 
swath about half his canola and 
straight cut the other half. 

COLIN FELSTAD  
DAPP, ALTA.

North of Edmonton, Colin Felstad 
says he can’t complain about crop 
conditions either.

“Generally I am pretty pleased 
with how everything looks,” 
he says. “At times there were 
parts of the county up here that 
were slightly too wet, but overall 
things are good and I’m particu-
larly pleased with how the cere-
als look.”

Felstad says there was some 
increased insect pressure during the 
growing season, but there didn’t 
appear to be serious losses. 

He expected to soon be desiccat-
ing peas and applying a preharvest 
treatment on wheat. He should be 
combining in a couple weeks. He 
will try straight cutting part of his 
canola crop to see how that goes. 
And he applied Manipulator plant 
growth regulator to wheat this past 
season. Treated acres appear to be 
about five inches shorter than those 
left untreated. Felstad left some 
check strips so he can evaluate ben-
efits of the treatment.   † 

Lee Hart is a field editor with Grainews based 
in Calgary. Contact him at 403-592-1964 or by 
email at lee@fbcpublishing.com.
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SUMMER MOISTURE 
EITHER TOO MUCH  
OR JUST RIGHT
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Near Chinook, Alta., 
Charles Schmidt 

says they had “close 
to perfect growing 

conditions,” this 
season.

Mark Pawluk, at Shoal Lake, Man., 
is crossing his fingers that there will 
no more rain for a few weeks and 
he’ll be able to get onto his fields.

CHARLES SCHMIDT  
CHINOOK, ALTA.

It’s a different story on the Schmidt farm in 
the normally dry Special Areas region of east-
ern Alberta. 

“I’d say we had close to perfect growing con-
ditions and we just have a beautiful crop,” says 
Charles Schmidt, who is about to harvest his last 
crop on the long-time family farm at Chinook, 
Alta. “Normally we are crying the blues in this 
area because it is too dry, but I probably have 
one of the nicest lentil crops we’ve ever had. 
And the soft white wheat is looking perfect.” 
Schmidt says they had about 12 inches of rain 
over the growing season.

The Schmidts, who have been cropping about 
10,000 acres in a crop/fallow rotation for many 
years, have sold the farm at Chinook and plan 
to relocate to a smaller more intensive farming 
system at Davidson, Sask. In light of the exces-
sive moisture conditions in central Saskatchewan 
in recent years, Schmidt says he may be moving 
from one extreme to another, but in the long 
run he figures he will find more consistent crop 
production on a smaller land base.



By Grainews staff

While many farmers 
think about herbi-
cide resistance in 
Australia, the U.K. 

and the U.S., the reality is that 
it’s a Canadian problem, too, 
says Kate Sanford Mitchell. We 
need to listen to extension spe-
cialists who are sounding the 
alarm about herbicide resistance, 
she adds. 

“Weed resistance is a global 
problem that requires a local solu-
tion,” says Sanford Mitchell, who 
manages Bayer CropScience’s 
herbicide and insecticide portfo-
lios for oilseeds. 

Weed populations can develop 
resistance to everything from 
herbicides to hand-weeding, says 
Sanford Mitchell.

“For the most part, resistance is 
a matter of probability. Growers 
don’t create resistant weeds but 
what they do is they select for 
them,” says Sanford Mitchell.

But herbicide resistance is the 
most common type of resistance 
in Canada, she says. Farmers 
spraying a large area are going to 
select for a few naturally resistant 
plants within the weed popula-
tion. Using the same herbicide 
groups repeatedly will build that 
resistant population, Sanford 
Mitchell explains.

How many individual weeds start 
out naturally resistant in a popula-
tion is anyone’s guess. Typically 
farmers don’t notice the problem 
until they’re in the sprayer or the 
combine, and they see patches 
of weeds. Even then, their first 
thought isn’t herbicide resistance. 

“Their first thought is the 
chemical didn’t work. Or ‘I must 
have missed that spot.’ And so it 
goes unreported,” says Sanford 
Mitchell. 

findinG resistant weeds

So how can farmers spot resist-
ant weeds? 

“Visually it’s really tough to 
say that’s a resistant weed prior to 
spraying,” says Sanford Mitchell.

After spraying, farmers should 
look for weed patches. A regu-
lar-shaped patch is likely a miss, 
Sanford Mitchells says. But if 
patches look irregular, and are 
kind of close together, “there’s 
likely something else going on.”

weed control
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We are Smart Growers.
We took a leap of faith and moved away 
from the city to build a life on the farm. 
We traded our nine-to-five desk jobs for 

the opportunity to put our boots to the ground and 
breathe in fresh air every day of the year. We’ve put 
everything we have into our canola operation and while 
it’s hard work, when we count the bushels at the end 
of harvest each season we know it’s worth it. 

As new farmers we were nervous about the challenges 
of securing capital and access to farm assets while 
managing high levels of debt. We knew we needed to 
make smart choices and use innovative ideas to make 
our farm profitable, while tending to the daily needs of 
our canola crop.

After extensive research and discussions with our local 
retailer, we decided on ESN® SMART NITROGEN®;  
an enhanced efficiency fertilizer. ESN’s controlled-
release technology ensures nitrogen is available  
when the canola needs it most, widening our  
window of opportunity for application. Knowing 
that ESN’s unique polymer coating protects 
sensitive canola seed, and that our crop’s 
nutritional needs are being met provides peace 
of mind, and more time to spend on other 
day-to-day business operations. By making 
smart decisions we’ve been able to take what 
was once a dream and create a life for ourselves.   

We turned our dream of running a 
successful farm into a reality.
Increase Net Return. 
Minimize Loss. 
Maximize Crop Yield. 

To meet more smart growers  
visit ESNSmartGrower.com

47222-04 ESN_SmartGrower_Canola_ad_8_125x10_GN.indd   1 7/5/16   2:12 PM

Resist herbicide resistance
Farmers don’t create herbicide resistance, but management practices can encourage it

Herbicide resistance is a global problem that requires a local solution, says 
Kate Sanford Mitchell. Farmers, researchers and industry from North America  

to Australia are trying to find effective ways to control resistant weeds.
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Farmers hoping for a new 
chemical cure are in for a disap-
pointment.

“There’s no new chemistry 
coming in the pipeline. I hate 
to say it, but what we’ve been 
hearing is true,” says Sanford 
Mitchell. 

Manufacturers are mixing 
existing herbicides into new 
combinations, Sanford Mitchell 
says. Those new products are use-
ful, but farmers need to remem-
ber that weed populations have 
seen those chemicals. 

“And so we need to find some-
thing that we can do that will 
help us control the herbicide 
resistant weeds in our fields or 
at least decrease the probability, 
if you don’t already have resist-
ance, of it further developing 
and spreading across your field.”

Some herbicide groups were 
overused and saw more herbi-
cide resistant weeds than others. 
“That low level of resistance still 
is within the population because 
those naturally-resistant mutants 
are likely still there.”

Although herbicide resistance 
is a growing problem in Canada, 
farmers still have plenty of weed 
control options. Now is the time 
for farmers to start managing her-
bicide resistant weeds. And there’s 
no need to be overwhelmed by 
the plethora of weed manage-
ment techniques out there. 

“Pick one management tech-
nique that you can do on at 
least one field. Try it out. See if it 
works on your farm.”

Looking beyond  
herbicides

Sanford Mitchell suggests look-
ing at a range of techniques to 
control weeds. The goal is to 
make “mother nature second-
guess itself and not be able to get 
ahead of us as quickly,” she says.

1.  Rotate  crops. A more 
diverse crop rotation will make 
it harder for weeds to take over.

2.  Consider  strategic  tillage.
Sanford Mitchell doesn’t suggest 
abandoning minimum tillage. 
But by tilling weed patches, you 

can bury the seeds, suppressing 
the weeds. 

Remember you don’t “get 
a mulligan” with tilling, says 
Sanford Mitchell. If you till that 
same patch again, you risk bring-
ing those seeds back to the sur-
face, giving them a chance to 
grow again. 

3.  Seed  competitive  varie-
ties.That doesn’t mean switching 
crop plans, but instead looking 
for a variety that’s more competi-
tive, says Sanford Mitchell.

4.  Seed  differently. Try seed-
ing cereals east-west instead of 
north-south. Australian research 
showed it increased light inter-
ception, Sanford Mitchell says. 
This allowed Australian wheat 
and barley to out-compete weeds 
and increase yield. Whether or 
not Canadian farmers would see 
the same response is an unknown, 
but she says it’s worth a try.

5.  Look at the ditches. If you 
think you have resistant weeds, 
don’t neglect ditches border-
ing your field. Sanford Mitchell 
points out you don’t want those 
weeds spreading into your field.

6.  Increase  rates. Bump seed-
ing rates high enough for crops 
to compete with weeds. Research 
consistently shows that higher 
seeding rates are an effective way 
to control weeds.

7.  Seed  later. A five year 
study out of the U.K. showed 
the best way to prevent her-
bicide resistance was to delay 
seeding, says Sanford Mitchell. 
She suggests seeding your worst 
field last, and controlling those 
weeds. Seed a different field last 
the next year. 

Farmers in other countries are 
spending more to control her-
bicide-resistant weeds. In the 
U.S., some farmers in the south 
have resorted to hiring rogu-
ing crews to hand-weed fields 
stricken by weeds. That can 
cost as much as $150 per acre, 
Sanford Mitchell says. 

“The best thing we can do is fig-
ure out what technique can help 
us prevent these extra costs from 
coming onto Canadian farms 
because we know it’s only going 
to eat at the bottom line.”   †
Grainews staff 

Cutting herbicide resistance risks comes down to manag-
ing herbicides, in part. Here are four tips for doing that bet-
ter, courtesy of Kate Sanford Mitchell, who manages Bayer 
CropScience’s herbicide and insecticide portfolios for oilseeds.

1. Match your herbicide to the most difficult weed you’re 
trying to control.

2. Use multiple effective herbicides in the tank is one of the 
most effective things you can do, says Sanford Mitchell. While 
it’s not possible on every crop, Sanford Mitchell recommends 
looking for chances to tank mix, whether it’s a pre-burn or 
in-crop application. 

3. Rotate your herbicide groups, not just brands. Visit 
mixitup.ca to find out which groups the brands you’re using 
fit into.

4. Maximize the herbicide performance. Sanford Mitchell 
listed several practices, including:

- Spray during the day.
- Use the proper adjuvants.
- Use the best tank mixes.
- Use the correct nozzles.
- Spray at appropriate speeds.
- Use label rates.
- Apply during appropriate weather conditions.

Grainews staff

Four steps to  
managing herbicides

» conTinUed FroM page 5
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By AngelA lovell 

If you went to a workshop 
about cover crops 10 years 
ago you wouldn’t have 
had any trouble finding an 

empty seat. Today, producers pack 
these workshops. Word is spread-
ing about the benefits that cover 
crops could bring to their farms.

Cover crops provide many 
soil and production benefits: 
increased organic matter content, 
vibrant, working soil microbiol-
ogy that gives better nutrient 
cycling, weed control, improved 
water holding capacity and infil-
tration, reduced soil compaction, 
and more resilience under stress 
from excess moisture or drought 
are just a few of them.

Kevin Elmy was one of the few 
producers who attended those 
early cover crop workshops and 
now he gives them — explaining 
to others how cover crops have 
helped reduce his financial and 
environmental risk and make his 
farm more sustainable. 

“By including cover crops on our 
farm we have reduced our costs, 
increased our gross, and increased 
our net dollars without having to 
put out more money,” says Elmy, 
owner of Friendly Acres Seed Farm 
near Saltcoats, Saskatchewan. 
“Instead of investing in short term 
inputs like fertilizers and pesti-
cides, we have invested into more 
seed to improve our soils. If a 
cover crop blend is $25 per acre, 
what do you get for that compared 

to if you are buying fertilizer at 60 
cents a pound? At $25 an acre you 
would get 40 lbs. of nitrogen and 
you might get a slight response 
in the crop from that. With $25 
in cover crop seed per acre we 
are building up organic forms of 
plant nutrients, which will stay 
in our soil longer. We don’t have 
to worry about it gassing off or 
leaching out because it’s in a plant 
available form. So we are able to 
build organic matter, recycle nutri-
ents and keep our soil microbes 
happy.”

The microBiology

To understand cover crops, 
it’s necessary to know how life 
functions, above and below the 

ground. Plants and soil microbi-
ology have a symbiotic relation-
ship. “Plants convert CO², water 
and sunlight, and produce energy 
for plant growth. Half the sugar a 
plant produces is exuded through 
its roots to feed the soil microbiol-
ogy, which in exchange converts 
the minerals the plant needs to 
grow into a plant available form it 
can use,” says Manitoba Grazing 
Club co-ordinator, Michael Thiele, 
who has been championing the 
use of cover crops and intensive 
grazing management, organizing 
workshops and field tours (with 
funding assistance from Ducks 
Unlimited Canada) for many years.

One of the best ways we cur-
rently know to keep this symbi-
otic relationship between plants 

and soil life in balance is to com-
bine cover crops with livestock, 
and manage grazing to provide 
short grazing periods and long 
recovery periods, says Thiele. 
Depending on the size of pad-
dock, and the time of the season, 
producers should move animals 
frequently enough to make sure 
they graze only the top third of 
plant growth, and leave that pad-
dock to rest at least 90 days before 
returning to graze it again. 

“When we clip a plant too 
short it sloughs off a lot of root 
system and takes more time to 
recover,” he says. “If we leave 
plenty of plant leaf matter it can 
still collect energy and it doesn’t 
slough off as much root system. 
When it produces a flower or seed 

Soil mAnAgemenT
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Good reasons to plant cover crops
Not organic? Don’t have cows? Cover crops could still be a fit on your farm

1.  Look  for  earth-
worms. When you dig 
six inches into the soil, 
ideally you should have 
at least five earthworms 
in that sample. These 
amazing “soil engi-
neers” are the foragers 
that bring litter and 
plant matter down into 
the ground to be broken 
down into plant use-
able nutrients by soil 
biology.

2.  Look  for  dung 
Frisbees. If the cow pat-
ties in your field are 
so hard you could play 
Frisbee with them it 
means that the soil biol-
ogy isn’t getting what 
it needs to break them 
down. Dung should 
disappear within a few 
days when healthy soil 
biology is working as it 
should.

3.  Poke  in the poop. 
If you break apart some 
fresh dung and find lots 
of beetles inside, then 
you know that you are 
creating a healthy soil 
environment that will 
break down and use the 
manure to make your 
soils more productive.

4.  Insert  a  knife. 
How far can you eas-
ily push a knife — or 
you can also use a tool 
called a penetrometer 
— into the soil before 
you encounter resist-
ance? That’s the depth 
of hardpan or com-
pacted layers. In good, 
healthy soil your knife 
blade shouldn’t reach 
any hard soil.   †

Angela Lovell

How do 
I know 
my soil is 
healthy?



head, the plant has fully recov-
ered. The focus is on the rest not 
the grazing.”

Cattle trample the remaining 
two-thirds of plant growth down 
to provide “armour” for the 
soil. “There should be no bare 
ground,” says Thiele. “When the 
ground is covered it stays cooler, 
and a mix of shallow and deep 
rooted plants help break up hard-
pan to give better water holding 
capacity, and provide good water 
infiltration, preventing erosion. 
The litter provides organic mat-
ter as food for the soil biology, 
which builds more productive 
soil over time.”

If there is no soil armour, soil 
becomes compacted and rain-
fall will run off because it can’t 
infiltrate. Conversely, in times of 
drought, deep roots can scavenge 
water from deeper in the soil pro-
file. What a well-managed system 
does, in essence, is build resilience 
to different weather conditions.

Plant diversity is also crucial. 
Soil life needs to eat throughout 
the season, so a cover crop mix 
of warm and cool season plants 
ensures they always have food. 
Ensuring plants are grazing at dif-
ferent times of the year also helps 
to extend the grazing season in 
spring and fall. 

Benefits without cows

Cover crops give fast results 
when combined with grazing, 
but what happens if you don’t 
have cows? There are a couple of 
options. You can work collabora-
tively with other producers who 
have livestock, or use cover crops 
as part of a long-term crop rota-
tion to build soil over time.

“I replaced canola in my rota-
tion with a cover crop that my 
neighbour comes and cuts and 
bales for green feed for his cat-
tle in August, and then I seed 
my winter triticale on time into 
better soils, and a better seed 
bed with less inputs,” says Elmy. 
“When we used to grow canola 
and sow winter triticale or win-
ter wheat into the residue, the 
ground would be so hard, we 
would have to wait for rain to 
get that crop going. With a cover 
crop the ground is mellow, we 
can seed through a lot more trash, 
which allows more soil armour, 
and the plants come out of the 
ground significantly quicker, and 
we seed on time which spreads 
out my workload.”

Elmy manages annual cash 
crops, cover crops and perenni-
als to help him maintain the 
health of his soils, through a well 
planned, long-term rotation over 
his 1,500 acres. “If a producer 
seeds a cover crop blend of annu-
als and perennials with winter 
triticale in the fall they trap snow 
and keep the ground temperature 
warm so the triticale overwinters 
well,” he says. “The following 
spring they can take a cut of green 
feed and maybe graze the cover 
crop later in the season. Within 
three years the perennials take 
over the stand, which they can 
still graze and hay for a couple of 
years before terminating it and 
growing a cash crop, capturing all 
the free nutrients they have built 
up. Then they can go back to a 
cover crop again. It’s a five or six 
year rotation.” 

Researchers have discovered 
there are millions of microbes 
present in soils, and many differ-
ent types eating different things. 
A crop rotation of wheat and can-
ola selects for microbes that only 

feed on those types of material; 
that reduction in the diversity of 
soil biology is what allows patho-
gens, that might have been killed 
if other types of soil microbes 
were present, to take hold. Other 
farming practices, such as high 
nitrogen fertilizer rates favour dis-
eases such as clubroot and fusar-
ium, which thrive in high nitrate 
soils. “If we can alternatively pro-
duce organic forms of nitrogen 
and free up and use the biology in 
the soil to produce plant friendly 
sources of phosphorous we win,” 
says Elmy.

Elmy has lowered his fertilizer 
costs. “On 1,500 acres our ferti-
lizer bill was $60 to $70 an acre 
on average and now its $10,” 
he says. “And we have not seen 
a yield penalty. Our crops are as 
good as they have ever been.”

cover crops for  
weed control

Elmy has also used cover crops 
to get rid of volunteer canola that 

was showing up in his Roundup 
Ready soybean crops. “The easi-
est way to get rid of volunteer 
canola is to grow a cover crop. 
When it’s almost at full flower I 
go out and cut it for green feed 
and there goes my weed issue,” 
he says. “I am decreasing the 
seed bank using other methods, 
besides chemicals, to bring the 
weed bank down.”

Cover crops provide ground 
cover for low residue crops like 
flax, soybeans, lentils and peas, 
helping to retain moisture and pre-
vent soil erosion. Elmy has also 
found tillage radish to be a great 
weed suppressant. Seeded the first 
part of July, the tillage radish’s 
large leaves touch the soil surface 
when they mature and begin to 
rot, give off an organic acid that 
kills anything underneath them. 
Elmy direct-seeds winter cereals 
into the rotting leaves in the fall 
using a seeding shank or knife to 
move the soils and leaves away, 
and the seeds come up no problem, 
while the weeds in between the 

seed rows, under the rotting leaves, 
don’t grow and compete with the 
emerging crop.

Elmy says just understanding 
soil and plant biology gives pro-
ducers more options to experiment 
with different crops and different 
markets. “They have options. If it 
turns dry they can take a graze off 
their cover crop and then rest their 
pasture to allow it to re-grow and 
have the option to put the cattle 
back in later or take it as a cut, or 
leave it as insurance,” says Elmy. 

“On the corn crop that I am 
grazing right now, I am going to 
sow that down to orchard grass 
afterwards and hay it off to try and 
go for the horse hay market because 
my NPK are all high. If it turns rainy 
and I can’t make the grade for the 
horse hay market, the cows will eat 
crested wheat grass and I can still 
have some cash income and am still 
managing my nitrogen.”   †

Angela Lovell is a freelance writer, editor 
and communications specialist living and 
working in Manitoba. Find her online at www.
angelalovell.ca.
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A cover crop mix of warm and 
cool season plants ensures that 
soil life always has food. 
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By AndreA Astleford

Dwayne,  who  farms 
3,000  acres  of  peas, 
lentils,  wheat,  barley, 
oats  and  canola  near 

Hanley,  Sask.,  asked  me  to  take 
a  peek  at  one  of  his  pea  fields 
in  June  of  last  year.  During  his 
weekly check, he explained, some 
pea plants in the field’s headlands 
and around the shelterbelts were 
flashing and turning white at the 
tops. 

“The  top  two  or  three  nodes 
are  light  yellow  and  the  leaf 
edges are almost white,” he said.

Upon arrival, I could see some 
of the plants’ leaf margins were 
starting  to  yellow  at  the  grow-
ing  points  around  the  field’s 

perimeter.
“Could there be a problem with 

the inoculant?” Dwayne asked. 
It  was  a  good  question.  I 

scanned  the  field  for  any  kind 
of  pattern  to  the  damage.  For 
example,  was  the  damage  dis-
tributed evenly throughout  the 
field,  on  the  edges,  or  concen-
trated  along  rows.  Although 
some  areas  around  the  field’s 
perimeter were affected, overall, 
this  field  did  not  exhibit  any 
pattern to the damage. Fertilizer 
or  nutrient-related  deficiencies 
would  show  up  consistently 
throughout  the  field  or  along 
the  edges  —  and  this  was  not 
the case, I explained to Dwayne.

“Could  it  be  damage  from 
spray drift?” he asked.

Again,  another  good  guess. 
Herbicide  damage  can  be  hard 
on a crop. Most producers pre-
sented  with  these  symptoms 
would  automatically  assume 
herbicide  damage  had  caused 
the  newest  node  to  flash  light 
yellow at the time of spraying. 

However,  this  field,  as well 
as  surrounding  ones,  had  lit-
tle  weed  pressure  and  were 
fairly  clean,  so herbicide was 
not  applied,  thus  eliminat-
ing in-crop herbicide or spray 
drift  as  potential  causes  of 
the damage.

Still,  I  felt  we  were  close  to 
working  out  the  problem.  So 
far, it had been a pretty dry year, 
and I knew that was the key to 
solving Dwayne’s pea puzzle.

If  you  think  you  know 
what’s  causing  the  damage  in 
Dwayne’s  pea  field,  send  your 
diagnosis  to  Grainews,  Box 
9800,  Winnipeg,  Man.,  R3C 
3K7;  email  leeann.minogue@
fbcpublishing.com or  fax 204-
944-95416  c/o  Crop  Advisor’s 
Casebook. The best suggestions 
will be pooled and one winner 
will  be  drawn  for  a  chance 
to  win  a  Grainews cap  and  a 
one-year  subscription  to  the 
magazine.  The  answer,  along 
with reasoning that solved the 
mystery,  will  appear  in  the 
next  Crop  Advisor’s  Solution 
File.   †

Andrea Astleford is a regional sales 
agronomist for Richardson Pioneer Ltd. in 
Saskatoon, Sask.

By terry Moyer 

Roger is a grain producer 
who  farms  2,500  acres 
of  canola,  soybeans 
and  spring  and  winter 

wheat  southeast  of  Winnipeg, 
Man. He was puzzled by a broad 
swath of severely lodged canola 
that showed up in a field shortly 
after the crop had been sprayed 
aerially  with  fungicide  to  com-
bat the stem rot pathogen scle-
rotinia,  and  he  asked  me  to 
come  out  to  his  farm  to  have 
a look.

When  I  had  my  first  look  at 
Roger’s  problem  field,  I  could 
see  the  band  of  lodged  canola 
was  about  a  third  of  the  way 
into  the 280-acre  field and was 
up to 80 feet wide in places. The 

strip also seemed to run in a rel-
atively  straight  line  from north 
to south, the same direction the 
field had been seeded.

I  observed  that  the  damaged 
plants  were  bent  over  close  to 
ground  level  in  no  consistent 
direction.  I  also  noticed  that 
along  the  edge  of  the  strip, 
undamaged  plants  were  stand-
ing perfectly straight right next 
to the lodged canola.

I  considered  some  of  typical 
causes  for  lodging  in  canola, 
such  as  overlaps  in  seeding  or 
spreading  fertilizer  or  a  sprayer 
miss when applying crop prod-
ucts,  but  none  of  these  sce-
narios  were  adding  up.  Roger 
recalled  that  there  had  been 
heavy rain around the time he’d 
noticed  the  lodged  canola,  but 

the clearly defined edges of the 
strip wasn’t really characteristic 
of wind damage associated with 
normal rainstorms.

Clearly,  something out of  the 
ordinary was going on. After sug-
gesting to Roger that a bird’s-eye 
view  of  the  field  could  perhaps 
provide the missing piece to the 
puzzle,  I  made  arrangements  to 
have my company’s UAV fly over 
the whole field. The images from 
it  provided  a  clear  picture  of 
what had really happened to the 
canola — a twister had touched 
down in Roger’s field.

Because  the  field  had  been 
difficult  to  walk  through,  only 
an  aerial  view  could  reveal  the 
true  scope  of  the  damage.  The 
UAV  images  showed  the  strip 
of  lodged  canola  ran  almost 

the  entire  length  of  Roger’s 
field,  and  wasn’t  as  straight  as 
it  appeared  when  we  surveyed 
things on the ground. The lodg-
ing  occurred  in  high  and  low 
spots alike, and even grass  in a 
drainage  ditch  that  crossed  the 
strip was flattened.

Clearly,  a  funnel  cloud  had 
touched  down  at  one  end  of 
the field and then exited at the 
other. A check of recent weather 
records  revealed  that  funnel 
clouds  had  been  seen  recently 
in  the area and  there had even 
been  a  picture  of  one  close  to 
Roger’s field that was published 
in the local news media.

Unfortunately,  there  wasn’t 
much  that  could be done  to  sal-
vage  the  damaged  canola.  The 
twister  had  damaged  the  crop  at 

a critical time in the disease cycle, 
and despite the whole field being 
sprayed for sclerotinia, the lodged 
canola  ended  up  badly  diseased 
due  to  the  wet  weather  and  the 
dense canopy close to the ground. 
As a  result,  the grower ended up 
with  a  yield  of  58  bushes  to  the 
acre for the standing canola, and a 
yield of 25 bushels to the acre for 
the lodged canola.

A  lesson  learned  for  both 
Roger  and  myself  was  to  not 
to  jump  to  conclusions  when 
searching  for  answers  to  agro-
nomic  problems.  Sitting  back, 
way  back,  and  getting  a  bird’s-
eye view can sometimes lead to 
a correct solution.   †

Terry Moyer is a regional sales agron-
omist with Richardson Pioneer Ltd. in 
Landmark, Man.

Crop Advisor’s solution

Twister cause of lodged canola

This issue’s winner is James Bakken. James grows 
wheat, barley and canola near Olds, Alta. 

James, we’re renewing your Grainews subscription 
for a year and sending you a Grainews cap. Thanks 
for reading and thanks for entering!

Leeann Minogue

CASEBOOK WINNER

Crop Advisor’s CAseBook

In the headlands and around the shelterbelts, some of the peas were flashing and turning white at the tops. 

A problem in the peas

Andrea Astleford is a 
regional sales agronomist for 
Richardson Pioneer Ltd. in 
Saskatoon, Sask.



By AngelA lovell

Cover crops are becom-
ing more popular. But 
how do you plan your 
first cover crop? 

The first part of the planning 
process is setting goals, says Kevin 
Elmy, owner of Friendly Acres Seed 
Farm at Saltcoats, Saskatchewan. 
Elmy has been growing cover 
crops for seven years and now 
grows and sells cover crop mixes. 

“With any cover crop, the first 
goal is to have plants growing in 
the soil all the time throughout 
the whole growing season,” says 
Elmy. “The next goal is to increase 
plant diversity by having a wider 
array of plants in the soil, and the 
third goal is to make the soil better 
than it is right now.”

Cover crop mixes can also meet 
other needs. They could increase 
production by keeping soil cool, 
retaining moisture, and feeding 
the microbes and earthworms that 
make healthy soil.

Including deep-rooted plants 
in the cover crop mix can help 
address physical issues such as 
compaction or erosion, as their 
roots can break through hardpan 
layers and improve water infil-
tration to prevent runoff. Soil 
chemical issues such as salinity 
or low nutrient levels can be 
addressed with plants such as 
legumes, buckwheat and tuber 
crops which release potassium 
and phosphorus.

Cover Crop plAnt groups

There are three main plant 
groups: grasses, broadleafs and 
legumes. Cover crop mixes ideally 
contain all three groups. 

Grasses build organic matter 
and produce lots of biomass, so 
for green feed or a grazing crop, 
or to keep soil covered, grasses 
are ideal. They have fibrous root 
systems and are a nitrogen (N) 
sink. Grasses also support mycor-
rhizae in the soil (the relationship 
between fungus and plant roots).

Broadleafs are great nutrient 
scavengers that will help improve 
soil quality and build soil bacteria. 

Legumes are nitrogen fixers. 
They add protein to the soil to 
feed soil biology and more leg-
umes in a rotation will build up 
mycorrhizae populations quickly.

A good cover crop not only 
includes a grass, a legume and a 
broadleaf, but also warm and cool 
season plants of each of these 
types. The more diversity in the 
mix, the better. 

“In a monoculture the roots are 
all growing at the same time, at 
the same depth and are after the 
same moisture and nutrients so 
there is lots of competition,” says 
Elmy. “When you have a cover 
crop, plants grow at different 
times and roots are at different 
depths, so they are not compet-
ing in the same soil, at the same 
time, for the same nutrients. It 

spreads risk and takes the stress 
out of the soil.”

soil Biology

Living material in the soil, 
mainly bacteria, fungi and nema-
todes, breaks plant organic mate-
rial into plant-usable nutrients. 

Bacteria is the party animal of 
the group, says Elmy. “When you 
plough down green material the 
bacteria population goes crazy 
because that’s providing carbon 
and protein for them and they will 
recycle nutrients fairly fast.”

Fungi grow slowly and like to 
eat more straw and humus in 
the soil. Fungi are the preferred 
food source for every other 
microbe that lives in the soil. 

“Their fine filaments — hyphae 
— can get into places the plant 
roots can’t get into, and by 
doing that they can reach more 
micronutrients, such as stable 
carbohydrates, which is what 
other soil critters want to take 
in,” says Elmy.

Both legumes and grasses are 
dependent on mycorrhizae, 
their relationship with fungi, to 
absorb nitrogen from the soil. In 
exchange, the fungi get sugars 
from both plants.

Earthworms are indicators of 
healthy soil. They prefer to eat 
fungi, and they burrow and eat 
soil, producing castings that are 
rich in carbohydrates and protein, 
which attracts bacteria and fungi 
to keep the nutrient cycle going. 

Earthworm populations will 
be reduced through tillage and 
growing too many brassicas, such 
as canola, which reduces mycor-
rhizae. Repeat applications of fun-
gicides deplete earthworms’ food 
source by killing the fungi they 
feed on.

CreAting Blends

The first question Elmy asks 
when he helps a farmer develop 
a cover crop blend is, “What’s 
your goal?”

“If you tell me you are going to 
grow a cover crop and you don’t 
have goals I can’t give you the 
proper information for the best 
species,” says Elmy. “If the goal is 
to deal with high salinity, sugar 

beets, safflower, some sunflower, 
and some fall rye, seeded early in 
the season will help. If a producer 
wants high biomass and to build 
organic matter, lots of grasses and 
some legumes are best. To scav-
enge nutrients, grasses, legumes 
and broadleafs will absorb nitro-
gen. For weed suppression, use 
broadleafs and grasses.”

As a base for the blend, know 
what grows in the area and start 
with those plants. Then add 
diversity based on what the goals 
are, but be sure to think about 
plant growth above and below 
ground.   †

Angela Lovell is a freelance writer, editor 
and communications specialist living and 
working in Manitoba. Find her online at 
www.angelalovell.ca.
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One thing’s invigorated in the neighbour’s 
field: the cleavers. You smoked yours weeks 
ago. Because when it’s time to harvest,  
YOU’RE not burning daylight on clean-up duty.
You can wait to work, or you can get to work.

ALWAYS FOLLOW GRAIN MARKETING AND ALL OTHER STEWARDSHIP PRACTICES AND PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Details of these requirements 
can be found in the Trait Stewardship Responsibilities Notice to Farmers printed in this publication. ©2016 Monsanto Canada, Inc.

How to plan your first cover crop
Before you choose a cover crop mix, make sure you know what you want it to do

More  
diversity  
is better



By Grainews staff

BASF’s Insure Pulse cleared 
registration in the spring 
of 2016, making it the 
second flax seed treat-

ment on the Canadian market. 
Vitaflo, the other seed treatment 
option for flax, has been on the 
market since the ’70s, says a com-
pany representative.

But what benefits can flax 
growers expect, and how can 
they ensure they get good cover-
age with these seed treatments? 
Grainews spoke to the companies 
marketing the products and a 
third-party researcher to find out.

Flax seed has a reputation as 
tricky to treat. Russell Trischuk, 
technical marketing specialist with 

BASF, says even his own uncle is 
skeptical about treating flax seed, 
and Trischuk understands why.  

“It’s kind of like putting paint 
on plastic for most products,” 
Trischuk says. The waxes and sug-
ars on the seed coat are the cause, 
he explains. 

But BASF added a little propyl-
ene glycol to Insure Pulse to keep 
it from freezing, Trischuk says. 
That glycol also sticks the treat-
ment to the seed, he explains. 

Steve Manning, Western Canada 
accounts manager for Arysta 
LifeScience, says they haven’t 
had issues with Vitaflo flaking. 
The seed treatment contains 
Carbathiin, a systemic fungicide, 
which penetrates the seed coat. 

“And so coverage is good and 

getting inside that waxy layer of 
flax is not an issue for the prod-
uct,” says Manning.

Disease control is the biggest 
benefit to seed treatments. Insure 
Pulse and Vitaflo both have active 
ingredients that shield plants from 
rhizoctonia solani and fusarium, 
which cause seed rot, root rot, and 
seedling blight. 

“Generally they produce better. 
We’ve had some fields that have 
seen pretty significant yield boosts 
just because they’re getting plants 
off to a better start,” says Trischuk.

Pryaclostrobin, one of the 
active ingredients in Insure Pulse, 
improves vigour and emergence, 
and helps with “low temperature 
emergence recovery after frost,” 
says Trischuk. 

Other active ingredients in 
Insure Pulse include Xemium, a 
Group 7, and Metalaxyl, a Group 
4 that controls pythium. 

Vitaflo also boosts emergence and 
plant health, through its systemic 
fungicide, Carbathiin, Manning 
says. It was one of the original SDHI 
fungicides on the market, he adds. 

Vitaflo also contains Thiram, 
which controls any diseases on 
the seed.

application dos and don’ts

Manning says the application 
tips for Vitaflo are similar to other 
products. 

1. “Clean seed, obviously, that’s 
free of debris and dust is key,” he 
says.  

2. Make sure coverage is uni-
form. Manning says farmers can use 
a range of equipment, including 
drip treaters, augers, G3 treaters, or 
storm treaters.

3. Don’t add water. “It’s really 
in a ready-to-use formulation so 
there’s no need to add water at all,” 
says Manning.

4. Store Vitaflo in a heated ware-
house so it doesn’t freeze. 

5. Vitaflo has one application rate 
for flax — 525 ml/100 kg of seed. 
How many acres that treats depends 
on the seeding rate, Manning says.

For the most part, farmers should 
handle Insure Pulse the same as 
any other seed treatment, Trischuk 
says. But Trischuk does have a few 
specific tips:

1. Don’t add water. Water will 
worsen adherence, Trischuk says.

2. Farmers can apply at 300 
ml/100 kg or 600 ml/100 kg. If 
applying at 600 ml, treat it in the 
truck, then move it to the seeder. 
That extra step gives the extra mois-
ture time to dry, preventing prob-
lems such as seed bridging, Trischuk 
says. He adds that extra step isn’t 
necessary at the 300 ml rate. 

3. Nervous farmers shouldn’t feel 
pressured to treat all their flax acres. 
“If you’re uncomfortable, just start 
small and see how it works,” says 
Trischuk.

Both products are registered for 
other crops as well. 

Insure Pulse can be used on 
every pulse crop grown in Western 
Canada. 

“We asked for crop class sub-
group 6c, which encompasses 
things like faba beans. And there’s 
different species of peas that aren’t 
necessarily classified as field peas,” 
says Trischuk.

Vitaflo is a “perfect option” for 

seed treatment
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Getting covered: treating flax seed
Flax has a reputation for being tough to treat. The benefits can make it worth the effort

Waxes and sugars make flax difficult to treat.
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farmers who haven’t been treat-
ing their seed because it offers 
good value and can be used on 
a range of crops, says Manning. 
Manning says many pulses, 
oilseeds and “essentially all cere-
als are on the label.”

What the research shoWs

In 2013, Viterra funded a study 
on fungicide and nutrient seed treat-
ments in flax at Indian Head and 
Melfort. The treatments included:

1.  Untreated check.
2.  Fungicide seed treatment 

(Vitaflo).
3.  Nutrient seed treatment 

(Awaken).
4.  Fungicide and nutrient 

treatment.
It was a “one-shot deal,” 

says Chris Holzapfel, research 
manager of the Indian 
Head Agricultural Research 
Foundation. Holzapfel doesn’t 
want to make recommendations 
based on that one-year study. 
But he says the results were 

interesting enough to warrant 
more research.

Holzapfel says they saw a sig-
nificant increase in emergence in 
the Vitaflo treatments. That didn’t 
translate into a significant yield 
benefit at both sites. 

“But there was a pretty strong 
trend at Indian Head,” he says. 
The Vitaflo-treated seed saw about 
a four-bushel bump over the check 
and nutrient seed treatment at 
Indian Head. 

Flax yields were really high that 
year, hitting up to 52 bushels per 
acre, says Holzapfel, meaning the 
Vitaflo yield bump added up to 
less than 10 per cent. 

“But there was something there, 
I thought,” says Holzapfel.

BASF ran commercial trials for 
Insure Pulse, but the company 
wasn’t able to do much outside of 
permit work until the product was 
registered, says Trischuk. 

Now that the Pest Management 
Regulatory Agency has approved 
Insure Pulse, Indian Head is trial-
ing it. Researchers are comparing 

treated flax to an untreated check, 
Holzapfel says. They’re also com-
paring seeding dates (May 3 vs. 
late May), and three seeding rates 
(33, 55, and 75 kg per hectare). 

T h e  S a s k a t c h e w a n  F l a x 
Development Commission (Sask 
Flax) applied for the research 
money for the Indian Head study, 
Holzapfel says. 

Sask Flax is also coordinating 
Insure Pulse trials at Melfort’s 
Northeast Agriculture Research 
Foundation, Redvers’ South East 
Research Farm, and with Alberta 
Innovates in Vegreville. BASF is 
sharing costs in these studies. 

Those trials are using the same 
protocols as the Indian Head study. 
Trischuk says they want to look 
at seeding rates because they’d 
seen “a pretty dramatic increase 
in plant emergence.” That’s led to 
flax growers wondering whether 
they can cut seeding rates. 

“And we’re just not confident 
with the data we have to make 
any recommendations like that,” 
says Trischuk. 

BASF is also working with a 
researcher on seed treatment rates. 
BASF wanted another look at what 
different rates “commanded for 
disease control” so they could 
fine-tune recommendations, says 
Trischuk. 

Leaving a check strip is always 
a good practice, says Holzapfel, 
although he adds that it’s okay 
to view seed treatments as insur-
ance. For farmers who are leaving 
a check strip, Holzapfel suggests 
doing some emergence counts, 
along with comparing yield. 

Research with winter wheat 
reveals that farmers see the 
greatest benefit from seed treat-
ments under adverse conditions, 
says Holzapfel. Better emergence 
doesn’t always translate into bet-
ter yield, he says, as good weather 
and a decent stand could allow the 
crop to catch up later. 

“But that doesn’t mean that 
there isn’t potentially some value 
there,” says Holzapfel.   †

Grainews Staff
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Faller Prosper Elgin ND 

Canada Western Interim Wheat varieties move to Canada Northern Hard Red class 

Canada Western General Purpose varieties move to Canada Western Special Purpose class 

As of August 1, 2016: 

• Two new wheat classes will come into effect: Canada Northern Hard Red and Canada Western Special 
Purpose.

• Three wheat classes will be eliminated: Canada Western Interim Wheat, Canada Western General 
Purpose, and Canada Western Feed.

Grain producers: Important changes to wheat classes 
and variety designations  

I M P O R T A N T  N O T I C E

AC Abbey
AC Cora
AC Eatonia
AC Majestic
AC Michael

AC Minto
Alvena
Alikat
CDC Makwa
CDC Osler

Columbus
Conway
Harvest
Kane
Katepwa

Leader
Lillian
McKenzie
Neepawa
Park

Pasqua
Pembina
Thatcher
Unity
5603HR

Canada Western Red Spring varieties move to Canada Northern Hard Red class

As of August 1, 2016  

As of August 1, 2018

AC Foremost AC Taber Conquer Oslo

Canada Prairie Spring Red varieties move to Canada Northern Hard Red class

AC Crystal 

Canada Prairie Spring Red variety moves to Canada Northern Hard Red class 

As of August 1, 2019 

AAC Proclaim
AAC Innova
AAC NRG097
Accipiter

Broadview
CDC Clair
CDC Falcon
CDC Harrier

CDC Kestrel
CDC NRG003
CDC Primepurple
CDC Ptarmigan

CDC Raptor
Minnedosa
NRG010
Pasteur

Peregrine
Pintail
SY087
Sunrise

Swainson
WFT 603 

Consistently pulling in 
higher yields from flax 
crops is tricky, says Chris 
Holzapfel, research man-
ager of the Indian Head 
Agricultural  Research 
Foundation. He’s seen fertil-
ity and fungicide responses 
in the oilseed, but not to 
the same extent as canola. 

“With flax we do do well, 
but it’s kind of all over the 
map,” he says. 

Holzapfel is happy if they 
can hit 40 bushels, and the 
research farm’s average is 
probably in the high 30s, 
he says. 

“Best I ever did was 
2013, and that’s when we 
got into the low 50s. I 
hope to see those num-
bers again, but we haven’t 
achieved it yet.”

But flax does have a 
place in some rotations. 
Some farmers like it 
because it’s a little cheaper 
to plant and establish, says 
Holzapfel. It’s a popular 
pick for coarser-textured 
soil, he says. 

An ideal flax stand is 300 
plants per square metre, 
says Holzapfel, compared to 
70 to 80 plants per square 
metre for canola. Flax will 
compensate “reasonably 
well” if it doesn’t have an 
ideal plant stand, but it’s 
not in the same class as 
canola or soybeans, which 
really branch out, he says. 

Flax is well-adapted to 
a range of seeding dates. 
Staff at Indian Head have 
seeded it anywhere from 
the first few days of May to 
June 1st, and they usually 
don’t see any yield effect. 
But Holzapfel usually seeds 
flax ahead of canola on the 
research farm. 

Seeding flax first “keeps 
the combine moving a 
little bit more steadily 
and efficiently. We’ll still 
combine our canola first, 
but the flax is ready right 
behind it.” Plus, because 
flax is a long-season crop, 
seeding late means com-
bining late. 

In 2015, Indian Head 
seeded some flax on May 
2nd as part of a variety 
trial. Later that month, 
Holzapfel says they got a 
frost that dropped the mer-
cury to -7 C. 

“And that flax was all up 
and it (frost) actually didn’t 
even touch it. But it was 
very small and right at the 
soil surface,” says Holzapfel. 
He thinks the crop would 
have been hurt if it had 
been more advanced. 

Holzapfel hesitates to call 
flax frost-tolerant, as frost 
can damage it. 

“But you don’t have the 
insect trouble early on that 
you sometimes do with 
canola.”   † 

Grainews Staff

Holzapfel’s 
observations 
on flax 
production
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By Grainews staff

On a blustery June 
day, officials cut 
the ribbon on Bayer 
CropScience’s new 

wheat breeding centre near Pike 
Lake, Saskatchewan. But the 
wheat varieties coming out of 
that research station south of 
Saskatoon will be unlike other 
varieties grown in Western 
Canada, as the company is devel-
oping hybrid spring wheat varie-
ties in Saskatchewan.

Today’s wheat varieties are the 
result of self-pollination of inbred 
wheat lines, David Bonnett 
explained during the research 
centre’s open house. Bonnett 
leads hybrid spring wheat breed-
ing efforts in North America for 
Bayer.

When varieties are created 
from inbred lines, each genera-
tion is the same as the parents. 
That makes it possible for farm-
ers to save their own seeds year 
to year, although plant breeder 
rights restrict that practice on 
some varieties.

Hybrids result when two genet-
ically-distinct lines are cross-pol-
linated. Unlike the seed from 
pure lines, seed from hybrid vari-
eties generally isn’t saved, as the 
plants will revert back to the par-
ent varieties.

Other seed companies are 
developing hybrid wheat pro-
grams as well. While a few hybrid 
wheat varieties have been avail-
able commercially in Australia 
since the 1980s, yield gains 
did not outweigh production 
costs, according to Australia’s 
FarmOnline.

It’s a more complex way to 
breed wheat, said Bonnett. Plant 
breeders need to develop a wheat 
line that doesn’t produce pol-
len, and therefore any anthers. A 
second line produces the pollen. 
The hybrid spawned by those 
parent lines must be completely 
fertile.

“That’s biologically quite a 
challenge,” said Bonnett. But 
breeders have created sterile lines 
to receive the pollen. They’ve 
also developed lines with anthers 
that protrude from the wheat 
head so the pollen travels far 
enough to fertilize the other line. 

In the beginning of a hybrid 
wheat program “the hurdles 
are much, much higher,” said 
Marcus Weidler, head of seeds 
for Canada. That means a larger 
initial investment, he said — a 
total of $1.9 billion over 10 
years in the global wheat breed-
ing program. 

So why focus on hybrids? 
Bonnett said hybrid varieties 
yield higher and have more sta-
ble yields across environments. 
They also show substantial 
increases in vigour, he said, an 
important trait given Western 
Canada’s short growing season. 

Weidler said plant breeders 
can also speed up genetic gain 
in a hybrid program, something 
Bayer has seen with its other 
hybrid programs. Because the 
male and female lines are only 
combined when seed is produced 
for farmers, breeders can just test 
what comes out of those lines, he 
explained. 

How much faster will it be to 
develop hybrid wheat varieties?

“Honestly, we don’t know,” 
said Weidler. “It could be two 
years. It could be three years. 
We’ll figure it out while we go.”

Bayer expects its first hybrid 
spring wheat varieties to hit the 
market in six to eight years.

Goals of the wheat  
BreedinG proGram

The objective is to produce 
wheat hybrids that help farmers 
be more competitive in the mar-
ket place and also help feed the 
world, said Weidler. 

Bayer decided a few years ago to 
focus on a hybrid wheat program, 
Tom Zatorski, a wheat breeder 

based in Saskatoon, told delegates 
during a tour of the facility. 

“And what that meant for the 
Canadian spring wheat breed-
ing program is we went from a 
variety development program to 
a line breeding program that sup-
ported our hybrid effort.”

But, Zatorski said, breeding tar-
gets are relatively similar in a 
hybrid program. The main goals 
in either program are to develop 
a very high-yielding, and stable-
yielding, wheat. 

Breeders are also looking at 
disease resistance. In Western 
Canada, that means focusing on 
pathogens such as leaf and stem 
rusts, striped rusts, leaf spotting 
complexes, and fusarium head 
blight, he said. Plant breeders are 

using DNA markers to select for 
natural traits, he said. 

Bayer employees make the 
first crosses at the company’s 
g reenhouses  in  Saskatoon. 
Greenhouses are also used to 
increase the seed and to get three 
growing seasons. They can also 
send material to New Zealand to 
grow in the winter, Zatorski said. 

Material is then sent to the 
field nurseries near Pike Lake. 
Bayer has 480 acres near the 
South Saskatchewan River to 
work with.

“It’s on a clay loam. It holds 
moisture. We can grow a decent 
crop without a lot of rain. But 
at the same time it’s very well-
drained,” said Arling Kemppainen, 
agronomist for Bayer. 

Each quarter has centre-pivot 
irrigation, which helps ensure 
even germination so they can 
meet seed production goals. They 
can also use the irrigation for 
disease work, Kemppainen said. 
Bayer also does canola agronomy 
work at the site, he added.

Wheat breeders started out 
with 108 plots in 2013 at Pike 
Lake. In 2016, they had about 
6,000 plots on the site, Zatorski 
said, at various stages. 

When plant breeders first get 
material from the green houses, 
they only have about 20 grams of 
seed to plant in the field, Zatorski 
said. They need to multiply that 
seed to kilograms, so they have 
enough material for yield testing 
trials across Western Canada. 

New wheat hybid breeding centre
Bayer hopes to have its new spring wheat hybrids in farmers’ fields in six to eight years
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Bayer expects its first hybrid spring wheat varieties to hit the market in six to eight years.
Bayer’s objective is to produce wheat hybrids that help farmers be more competitive in the 
market place and also help feed the world.
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Field performance isn’t the 
only thing Bayer is measuring. 
Because they’re targeting the 
CWRS and CPS classes, “quality 
is very important to us,” Zatorski 
said. That means a high protein 
and a variety with a good end-
use functionality.

Rhett Kaufman is Bayer’s 
wheat quality manager, based 
in Nebraska. The Saskatchewan 
facility will be testing early-gen-
eration material, he told dele-
gates. In addition to quality labs 
in Saskatchewan and Nebraska, 
Bayer also has quality labs in 
Germany and Australia. 

Breeders send Kauffman about 
a pound of wheat. He can them 
make white flour with a small 
flour mill. In this early stage, 
staff will be testing thousands 
of lines a year, between labs in 
Saskatchewan and Nebraska, 
Kaufman said. The goal is to pare 
down those numbers before the 
material enters yield testing as 
potential parent lines. 

Early generation material must 
pass protein specs. Staff also 
measure falling number, kernel 
size and hardness, and sedimen-
tation volume, Kaufman said. 

The wheat also has to pass the 
mixograph test, to make sure it 
maintains gluten strength even 
if it’s overmixed. The mixograph 
is “a very strong, very robust, 
harsh mixing action. It puts a lot 
of stress on the wheat.”

Kaufmann follows guidelines 
set by Canada’s Prairie Grain 
D e v e l o p m e n t  C o m m i t t e e .  
“Quality is one of the most 
important factors, if not the 
most important factor, when it 
comes to registering a variety of 
wheat in the Canadian system,” 
he said.

Asked whether the Canadian 
grading system creates more 
challenges for the wheat breed-
ing program, Kaufman said it 
does and it doesn’t. Varieties are 
scrutinized more, but there’s also 
a clear target, he explained. 

“If it falls within that window, 
it’s going to be in that class.”

Other places allow varieties 
that are within an acceptable 
quality range, he said, but that’s 
not where he wants to see Bayer’s 
varieties. 

“We’re kind of using (the 
Canadian model) as a model for 
our other North American pro-
grams, and saying ‘This is where 
we want to fall.”   † 
Grainews staff
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By Leeann Minogue

Jacques   Nault ’s   brother 
Charles  Nault  first  heard 
a b o u t   L a s e r   I n d u c e d 
Breakdown  Spectroscopy 

(LIBS) technology at a pharmaceu-
tical conference. “It was presented 
as a tool to do quality control, to 
make sure pills contained the right 
molecules,” Jacques Nault says.

As  co-founders  of  LogiAg,  an 
agronomy  service  and  technol-
ogy  firm  based  in  Chateauguay, 
Quebec, the Nault brothers began 
imagining  how  LIBS  technology 
could be used in the ag sector. “We 
discovered it was used the mining 
industry, it was used in the metals 
industry,  it was even used on the 
planet  Mars.”  If  they  can  use  it 

on Mars,  the brothers asked, why 
couldn’t we use the technology to 
analyze soils on Earth?

Simplified,  LIBS  technology 
shines pulsed laser beams on mate-
rial,  then  uses  computer  software 
to  analyze  the  light  that  reflects 
back. The “spectral analysis” of this 
light can reveal information about 
the make-up of the material. Using 
this technology to analyze soil, the 
brothers  realized,  could  be  faster 
and  more  precise  than  traditional 
soil  testing  methods,  and  would 
require a much smaller sample.

They sought out more informa-
tion.  “The  LIBS  expertise  in  the 
mining industry was at the NRC,” 
(the  National  Research  Council), 
Nault  says.  Coincidentally,  the 
NRC lab was only a half hour drive 

from their LogiAg office. And, the 
type  of  work  the  Nault  brothers 
wanted  to do — commercializing 
research technology for use in the 
private  sector, was “dead on with 
the NRC’s mandate.”

“By  January  2011,  we  had  a 
research  project  going  with  the 
NRC,” Nault says.

Research  proceeded  until  2013 
when, Nault says, “the NRC came 
to us and said ‘we are not able to 
get any closer than about a 50 per 
cent error in the results.’” That is, 
the  soil  analysis  generated  with 
LIBS  technology  only  matched 
results  from  established  seed  labs 
about half the time.

While the results of the spectral 
analysis were consistent, new com-
puter  algorithms  were  needed  to 

convert the data to useable results. 
“There are huge databases,” Nault 
says.  “We  need  to  apply  special 
math to make sense of it.”

CaLiBrating resuLts

“This  is  where  we  made  a  big 
decision,”  Nault  says.  Instead  of 
giving  up  on  the  project,  they 
put  their  software  development 
team to work, creating a new data-
base and developing algorithms to 
make sense of their numbers.

The  spectral  signature  for  each 
soil  sample  was  detailed,  but 
not  directly  linked  to  the  typical 
results  farmers  expect  from  a  soil 
science  lab.  The  Naults  needed 
a  way  to  convert  those  results  to 
information about plant-available 
nutrients in the soil.

The  Naults  began  to  examine 
countless soil samples, comparing 
their LIBS results with results from 
traditional soil-testing labs. When 
results didn’t match, they tweaked 
their  algorithms  until  they  had 
formulas to convert their numbers 
to  traditional  results.  Then,  they 
tested  their  results  against  more 
samples, performing the same iter-
ations  over  and  over  again.  Most 
of their samples were sent to four 
different labs, three times each.

“We paid a fortune in lab fees,” 
Nault says. 

The process took a lot of compu-
ter power. A small company could 
never  have  purchased  enough 
computer  power  to  do  work  like 
this 10 years  ago, Nault  says. But 
today,  he  says,  “we  have  about  a 
dozen servers.”

Now  the  Nault’s  soil  testing 
process  has  a  one  per  cent  error, 
as  compared  with  results  from 
traditional  labs,  and  their  ana-
lysts aren’t finished yet. “Western 
Canadian  soils  are  different,  geo-
logically,  from  eastern  Canadian 
soils,”  Nault  says.  “We  have  to 
calibrate  from  those  soils.”  The 
Naults’  team is analyzing western 
Canadian samples and developing 
workable algorithms.

Nault  is  optimistic  that  they 
will have their algorithms in place 
to offer  soil  testing  through  their 
specialized  company,  LaserAg,  in 
Western  Canada  by  September. 
They hope to work with an agron-
omy  service  company,  certifying 
agronomists  to  take  samples  and 
use  their  LaserAg  process  to  pro-
vide information back to farmers. 

For  more  information  visit 
www.laserag.com.   †
Leeann Minogue is the editor of Grainews.
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Get the same up to date agricultural news 
content from Canada’s most trusted  

farming publications DELIVERED FREE 
to your tablet, smartphone or desktop! 

It works on mobile too! 
Scan the QR code with 
your phone to choose 
your free newsletters!

Glacier FarmMedia publications have been providing 

farmers with insight and information on agriculture 

for over 100 years. Our diverse family of magazines, 

newspapers and websites cover all aspects of the 

industry with keen insight and award-winning reporting. 

Everyday we deliver the latest agricultural news that 

effects you and your livelihood. 

Now you can get this essential news — from the sources 

you choose — delivered directly to your inbox! 

HERE’S HOW:
1. Visit www.freefarmnews.com and simply select the 

newsletters you want to receive from the list shown. 

Choose as many as you like!

2. Enter your email and postal code and then click 

the SIGN UP button – it’s that easy! You will receive a 

confirmation notice when you’re done.

GET FARM FRESH  
AG NEWS  
DELIVERED RIGHT  
TO YOUR INBOX!  
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Signup today at: www.freefarmnews.com

IT’S EASY to SIGN UP - and it’s FREE! 

New soil test company on the block
New technology is bringing another way to test the soil on your farm

LaserAg offers these small 
cups for soil collection. 
Sample takers can use 
LaserAg’s software to 

determine where to 
sample. Scanning the bar 

code on the top of the 
cup with a smartphone 

after the sample is taken 
will automatically record 

information about the 
sample, including the 
exact location. Filled 

cups can be submitted 
by mail, and results will 

be returned electronically 
within two weeks.  
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shatter and pod drop.

To fi nd out more, talk to your local Pioneer Hi-Bred sales 
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By angela lovell

New research is showing that 
it is possible to make new, 
nutrient rich, productive soil 
on your farm without waiting 

for eons, simply by changing your crop 
rotation and management. 

The research, led by Dr. Stuart Grandy 
at the University of New Hampshire, is 
revising our conventional understand-
ing of how soil organic matter (SOM) is 
formed, suggesting that the process is a 
lot quicker and easier than we thought. 

“We used to think that SOM was made 
up of the leftover bits from decomposi-
tion left behind by microbes, so whatever 
plant materials microbes did not break 
down fully became SOM,” says Grandy. 
“That leads to the idea that you want 
to add organic matter (plant residues) 
to soils that is very hard for microbes to 
break down if you want to build SOM. 
But in recent years we have realized 
that most SOM is made up of microbial 
residues. That creates a very different 
perspective on how SOM is formed and 
how to manage it. What we are looking 
at now is cultivating microbial communi-
ties that have characteristics that contrib-
ute to building SOM.”

“It’s a new understanding of how soil 
is built,” says Michael Thiele, Manitoba 
Grazing Club Coordinator. “It means 
our ability to build soil is much faster 
than what we had traditionally thought 
it to be. We used to think that soil is 
built on a glacial scale, so a very long 
timeframe, but if microbes form the 
basis of soil formation, as they live and 
die, expand and contract, we can build 
soil in a much shorter period of time.”

“What becomes really important in 
determining how much soil organic mat-
ter (SOM) we are going to build in a 
system, is not the amount of lignin going 
into the soil, it’s all about the function of 
the microbial community,” said Grandy. 

“Our model is arguing that all SOM is 
derived from the microbes themselves; 
the bodies of the microbes (necromass) 
which contain simple compounds, 
carbohydrates, nitrogen-bearing com-
pounds such as amino acids, proteins, 
and lipids. These products of micro-
bial biomass are not inherently resistant 
to decomposition — they just stick to 
clay minerals and it’s that association 
between the clay and the residue that 

protects the microbial fragments and 
turns them into long term, stable SOM.”

the importance of crop rotation

Plant inputs are still very important to 
SOM formation. Not because they are con-
tributing directly, as was once thought, 
but because they influence and shape the 
microbial communities that ultimately 
become SOM. Grandy demonstrated this 
in a field experiment where he compared 
an organic and conventional rotation.

Grandy found that the microbial 
growth rate and efficiency in the organic 
system was higher than in the conven-
tional system, and there was more soil 
carbon present, even though there was 
less biomass input and more tillage in the 
organic system. 

Based on conventional wisdom 
about SOM formation, this seems 
counterintuitive. 

“We typically expect that carbon 
inputs are associated with soil carbon, so 
the higher the carbon inputs from crop 
residue, the higher the soil carbon should 
be,” says Grandy. “We also expect that 
increases in tillage reduces SOM espe-
cially in sandy type soils like those in the 
experimental fields, and yet we are seeing 
an increase in SOM.”

The reason was the quality and timing of 
the carbon inputs. “A clover cover crop is 
a really important component of the rota-
tion in the organic system,” says Grandy. 
“It diversifies the carbon inputs, changes 
the timing of those inputs, and increases 
the inputs of carbon that have a low C to 
N ratio. Basically, the microbial growth rate 
and efficiency increases with high quality 
carbon inputs like clover residue. The rota-
tion that included a clover cover crop had a 
microbial community that more efficiently 
converted inputs into SOM.”

Grandy’s research opens up opportuni-
ties to rejuvenate depleted soils and build 
stable, long lasting SOM quickly. 

“Diversifying our crop rotations and 
including cover crops is especially impor-
tant for promoting these microbial com-
munities that are going to facilitate SOM 
formation,” he says. 

any SyStem can Build Soil

The potential exists for any farming 
system, whether it’s organic, conventional 
or no-till to encourage microbial com-

munities that will build SOM efficiently. 
“Building healthy soils with adequate 
SOM depends upon building a diverse 
and efficient microbial community and 
the best way to do that is by diversifying 
the kinds of plant and animal inputs that 
are going into soils through perennials, 
inter-cropping, cover crops, or increasing 
rotation lengths,” says Grandy. “From a 
SOM perspective the key is promoting 
more efficient, diverse and larger micro-
bial communities. There is a lot of promise 
here to develop local and region-specific 
strategies for cultivating the microbial 
communities that we need to build SOM.”

Grandy is experimenting with inten-
sive grazing management to see what 
effect it has on microbial communities. 
“We are finding that more intensive 
grazing promotes more root production 
and root exudates that stimulates micro-
bial biomass and also promotes a more 
diverse plant community which can 
translate into a more diverse and efficient 
below ground community,” says Grandy. 

Some cattle producers are already 
ahead of the curve, discovering they can 
use plant diversity and changes in their 
management style to increase SOM, reju-
venate tired soils and increase productiv-
ity on the same number of acres. 

“When producers change their grazing 
management, in a few years, the results 
are incredible,” says Thiele. “The soil biol-
ogy starts to function again, the nutrient 
cycle starts to work, and the result of 
that is higher soil carbon, better nutrient 
cycling, and better water infiltration.”

A great example of that process can 
be seen on Brian Harper’s farm. Harper 

bought a beaten up piece of land beside 
the Trans-Canada near Brandon that had 
been in brome and alfalfa for many years. 
The first thing Harper did was add plant 
diversity by sod seeding in some legumes 
such as milkvetch, alfalfa and purple 
prairie clover. He raised his stock density 
for grazing to 70,000 lbs. of beef per acre 
from the 3,000 lbs. per acre that had been 
grazing on the land previously. 

“When the cows graze you don’t let 
them take too much — just one bite,” 
says Harper. “The rest they trample 
down to the ground to provide litter 
which keeps the ground covered, retains 
moisture and keeps the soil temperature 
down. Meanwhile the soil microbes are 
stimulated and begin to break down the 
litter and increase SOM.”

Harper saw immediate benefits even 
in the first year, doubling his carrying 
capacity. The key to getting more pro-
ductivity off that piece of land was the 
grazing management. Harper divided the 
pasture into long, narrow, half-acre pad-
docks, moving the cattle every six hours, 
and not returning to re-graze for at least 
80 to 90 days. 

“The key to the system is short graz-
ing periods and long recovery periods to 
allow the grass to re-grow,” says Thiele, 
who collaborated with Harper on the 
project, which received some funding 
from the Commission for Environmental 
Co-operation, administered through 
the Manitoba Forage & Grasslands 
Association.   †

Angela Lovell is a freelance writer, editor and 
communications specialist living and working in 
Manitoba. Find her online at www.angelalovell.ca.

Building up the soil in your fields
Changing your crop rotation and management can change the content of your soil
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Want to know what’s 
next in Agriculture?

Watch This Country Called 
Agriculture and be informed.

Start watching now at 
AGCanada.com/TCCA
Or scan the code with your phone to watch.

This Country Called Agriculture is a new on-demand video 
series that delivers relevant news & information on the 
agriculture industry. Host Rob Eirich interviews ag pioneers, 
professionals and academics that off er insight into today’s 
trends and what the future holds for agriculture – 
on and off  the farm. Video topics include: 

 Sustainability

 Starting a new farm

 New technology

 Food production

 Ag innovations

 Renewable energy

 Production 

 and marketing

 Exporting

 Alternative energy

 & fuel sources

 AND MORE

Consumer Benefi ts from Genomics
Rob Eirich talking with Tom Lynch-Staunton of Livestock 
Gentec, and Colin Coros of Delta Genomics, about the 
benefi ts of animal genomics for consumers.

TCCA CURRENT EPISODES

Brought 
to you by

By anGela lovell

The Neufelds have been 
growing corn on the 
family farm, Maple 
Creek Acres, since the 

1990s, but when they decided to 
significantly expand their corn 
acres a few years ago they had a 
few issues to resolve in terms of 
corn drying and storing.

“We were spending a bunch a 
time in the morning and a lot 
of time late into the evening 
so that we could keep the grain 
dryer going, and we were also 
moving grain to different yards 
all the time,” says Neufeld, 
who farms 2,500 acres near 
Halbstadt, Man., with his dad, 
brother and uncle. 

Once the family knew they 
would be growing corn for the 
long term they put up a new 
bin close to the dryer, but as the 
farm expanded they extended 
the yard and built a bigger 
bin there, leaving space for 
another one to accommodate 
future growth. “At this point, 
we decided to put up a grain- 
handling system to streamline 
it, and set it up in a way to 
allow for future expansion as 
well,” says Neufeld. “With this 
upgrade we also added the capa-

bility of more wet and dry bins 
for the grain dryer to make 
things run smoother and faster. 
The system was designed from 
the start to save us time and 
ease the workload.”

an efficient,  
smoother system

The Neufelds installed a DMC 
five-inch pneumatic grain-han-
dling system, which consists of 
an air lock under the bin or 
a meter where the grain flows 
through into the airstream and 
then a blower that pneumati-
cally moves the air to the bins. 
A moveable distributor at ground 
level channels the grain to differ-
ent bins. The system has two, 15 
horsepower, single-phase blowers 
— the largest they could install 
for the electrical service available 
to their yard.

U-troughs installed under 
four existing hopper bins add 
wet grain storage in front of 
the dryer instead of just having 
one wet bin. “It lets us manage 
corn harvest a lot nicer, instead 
of harvesting for a while in the 
morning, letting the dryer make 
more room, and going in out in 
the evening again we now just 
go out and harvest for a longer 

period of time mid-day to fill up 
the bins and let the dryer work,” 
says Neufeld. “We try to keep the 
dryer running 24 hours.”

The control panel can be set to 
fully automatic so that the grain 
dryer continues to run over-
night. “When the grain dryer is 
running and the dry bin fills up, 
there’s a sensor that automati-
cally, when it gets to a certain 
level, fires up the whole grain- 
handling system and then starts 
emptying that bin and pushing 
grain into other storage bins,” 
says Neufeld. “When those bins 
fill up, there are sensors in those 
bins that tell the system to shut 
down.” As well a safety shut off 
feature shuts the system down 
— if for example, a pipe plugs — 
and prevents damage.

improved safety

Although corn was the impe-
tus behind the grain-handling 
system, the farm uses it for cereal 
crops once in a while. “We do 
use the blower in cereals the odd 
time if we’re harvesting higher 
moisture product that will need 
aeration in one of the large bins 
before moving to final storage,” 
says Neufeld. “The reason for 
using the blower in this case is 

that we just setup the auger to 
the one hopper (blower) bin and 
don’t have to move it during 
busy harvest periods.”

Neufeld says the biggest ben-
efits of the grain-handling sys-
tem are better productivity and 
less labour. “Reducing the labour 
involved was the big push and 
in that regards it’s done exactly 
what we wanted it to do,” says 
Neufeld. “It streamlines the oper-
ation and allows the dryer to be 
more efficient. We are able to har-
vest more acres per day. As well, 
it’s improved safety on the farm 
because we’re not quite as tired 
when we’re so busy, and we’re not 
running up and down the bins as 
much anymore.”

There were a few surprises 
with the installation of the 
system including the need for 
two extra electrical components 
called soft starters — which cost 
$3,000 apiece —that prevent 

the big electric motors on the 
system from putting too much 
draw on the hydro lines when 
they start up. The whole system 
cost around $60,000, but it’s eas-
ily paid for itself, says Neufeld.

a Good investment

“It’s maybe tough for some 
guys to get over the initial cost 
of ita, but if you can look past 
that and look at it as a longer 
term investment, it’s not as big an 
investment as you might think it 
is,” he says. “I haven’t done any 
calculations but we’re not having 
trucks running all over the place 
with augers as much, so that’s 
probably offsetting the cost of 
electricity to run the system. It’s 
made the job go a lot faster and 
smoother, and we can have some-
one concentrate on doing some 
field work in the evenings as well, 
which is incredibly important to 
do because your time is limited 
before it freezes up. You can’t 
always measure it in dollars and 
cents but the safety aspect, and 
not having to run as much is 
worth a lot.”   †

Angela Lovell is a freelance writer, editor 
and communications specialist living and 
working in Manitoba. Find her online at 
www.angelalovell.ca.

A better way to move that corn
A pneumatic grain-handling system adds efficiency to grain handling on the family farm

It’s easily  
paid for  

itself
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The system consists of 
an air lock under the bin 
or a meter where the 
grain flows through into 
the airstream and then a 
blower that pneumatically 
moves the air to the bins. 
A moveable distributor 
at ground level channels 
the grain to different bins. 
The initial cost of this 
pneumatic grain-handling 
system was $60,000, but the 
Neufelds believe it has been 
worthwhile.
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By leeann minogue

There are a of things to consider 
when you’re planning long-term 
rotations: herbicide rotations, 
nitrogen needs, rainfall. How 

about adding fungus to that list?
The relationship between fungi in your 

soil and plant roots has a big impact on 
your crop health. This relationship can 
cause flax to be stunted when it’s grown in 
rotation after canola. Corn and sunflowers 
can also suffer when they’re planted on 
canola stubble. 

“Following canola, we often see some 
interesting, funky growth responses,” said 
Dr. Mario Tenuta, soil science professor 
at the University of Manitoba. Tenuta 
was oan hand to talk about fungi at 
CanolaPALOOZA, a canola-based learn-
ing day hosted by the Manitoba Canola 
Growers and the Canola Council of 
Canada at Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, 
in June. 

arBuScular mycorrhizal fungi

“It’s a story of the soil, and fungi,” 
Tenuta said.

The word “mycorrhiza” comes from 
the Greek words for fungus and root. 
Mycorrhiza is the symbiotic relationship 
between fungi in healthy soil and the 
roots of a plant. The fungi help the plants 
take up minerals and water; the plants 
provide the fungi with carbohydrates.

“Fungi have these hyphae,” Tenuta said, 
describing their branching structures. 
When the fungi are living near a plant, 
their hyphae penetrate into the plant root 
structures. The fine surface areas of the 
hyphae help the plants absorb nutrients.

“What they’re doing,” said Tenuta, “is 
they’re helping the plant by taking phos-
phorus from the soil, and transferring it 
through these hyphae, into the root sys-
tem. They don’t kill the root. They’re not a 
parasite, and they’re not a pathogen.”

“Most plants, most of our crops will have 
this relationship with this fungi, and they 
will take phosphorus from the fungus,” 
Tenuta said. “But there are some crops, 
canola being one of them, which do not 
do this.” Canola doesn’t have this ability to 

colonize with the fungi, and gets its phos-
phorus in different ways. 

Because they are not fed by a growing 
canola crop, the arbuscular mycorrhizal 
fungi (AMF) in the soil are starved for the 
season when canola dominates in the field. 
The following spring, the AMF population 
are reduced, so the next crop will not have 
as many fungi to work with in gathering 
phosphorus.

In early season growth crops, phos-
phorus is very important. Corn is highly 
dependent on phosphorus, so when 
corn follows canola in a rotation, yields 
can suffer. Wheat has a slightly lower 
dependency on phosphorus in the early 
season, but, the impact of following 
canola with wheat can still be seen in 
lab tests, and there may be a difference 
in yield. 

“What we want growers to understand 
is this effect that, when they have canola 
in the rotation, following the canola some 
plants may be struggling to get phospho-
rus,” said Tenuta.

What can Be done?

No-till farming practices can help to nur-
ture the AMF in the soil. When there is till-
age, the fungi can be damaged, and forced 
to re-grow again. “If you chop them up, and 
then you plant canola there, they’ll really 
get hammered,” Tenuta said.

Also, you can add phosphorus to the soil, 
to compensate for the lack of AMF.

Growing canola is hard on AMF pop-
ulations, but thoughtful rotations can 
help them re-build. After canola, Tenuta 
suggested, grow something that’s not so 
dependent on phosphorus, something like 
rye, or buckwheat. “Buckwheat is fantastic,” 
he says. “Buckewheat doesn’t really need 
the mycorrhiza.” 

Then, Tenuta said, “work your way up” in 
the rotation, giving the AMF time to recover 
before you seed flax.

In his extensive work involving soil and 
agriculture, Tenuta often finds canola stand-
ing out from the crowd. “Whenever we do 
studies with canola in rotations, and look 
at almost anything, we find that canola 
behaves differently.”   †
Leeann Minogue is the editor of Grainews.

Nurture fungus for good growth
Find out why your flax suffers following canola. It’s all about the fungus

Dr. Mario Tenuta looks at arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi through a microscope at 
CanolaPALOOZA, hosted by the Manitoba Canola Growers Association and the Canola 
Council of Canada at Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, in June. 

mychorrhizal 
dependency

Potential yield loss  
without mychorriza

crops

Very high Greater than 90% Flax

High 60 to 80% Sunflower, corn, peas, lentils, alfalfa

Medium 40 to 60% Sorghum-sudan, soybean

Low 10 to 30% Wheat, barley, triticale, oats

Very low 0 – 10% Rye, buckwheat

Nil 0 Canola

Source: University of Manitoba, Department of Soil Science
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By Julienne isaacs

Jeff Schoenau has a word 
for agricultural areas cur-
rently in annual produc-
tion that fail to deliver 

a return on expensive inputs: 
“heartache land.” 

It’s better known as “marginal” 
land, and it can be defined as 
land with soil that has limitations 
including poor water-holding 
capacity and water availability 
to roots due to sandy texture or 
structural issues. The latter can 
include, in solonetzic soils of the 
Prairies, a “hardpan B horizon” 
that restricts the rooting volume. 

Other problems include 
restricted drainage that result in 
a high water table, which is fre-
quently associated with salinity.

Schoenau, a professor in the 
Department of Soil Science at the 
University of Saskatchewan and 
Ministry of Agriculture Strategic 
Research Chair, says that much of 
this land is in permanent cover, 
such as forage production. But 
some is still planted to annual 
crops each year, creating head-
aches for growers hoping to maxi-
mize productivity.

In the 1960s, 1970s and early 
1980s, 2.5 million square kilo-
metres of Canada’s rural land 
was mapped and soils were rated 
under the Canada Land Inventory 
(CLI) classification scheme. Seven 
classes were used to distinguish 
between soils’ agricultural capa-
bility, with one indicating the 
highest and seven indicating the 
lowest capability. 

Ratings of four or five indicate 
severe or very severe limitations 
of the land, meaning it is not very 
suitable for annual crop produc-
tion. Though the information is 
old, Schoenau says much of it is 
still relevant. 

Revitalization  
with foRages

In some cases, Schoenau says, 
modern cropping methods such 
as direct seeding, maintenance 
of crop residues and continuous 
cropping have allowed farmers 
to crop marginal lands fairly sus-
tainably. 

Schoenau recommends farmers 
analyze what is planted in steep, 
sandy or saline areas and assess 
how returns relate to inputs.

“When it comes to steeply slop-
ing land, if you were to till that 
land and cultivate it and have a 
bare fallow period like in the old 
days, you have the potential for 
a lot of erosion to take place,” 
he says. 

Saline areas can be planted to 
deep-rooting, salt-tolerant forages 
or annual crops that can lower 
the water table and reduce migra-
tion of salts to the soil surface.

David Lobb, professor in the 
Department of Soil Science at 

the University of Manitoba, 
says perhaps 10 per cent of 
Manitoba’s agricultural land is 
considered marginal — but some 
land is marginal because it’s been 
degraded through poor manage-
ment practices. 

“If it’s degraded marginal 
land, you have to ask why it’s 
degraded,” says Lobb. “Some land 
is heavily degraded by erosion, 
and in those cases you might 
want to potentially restore it by 
changing cropping and tillage 
practices or moving topsoil from 
areas where eroded soil has accu-
mulated to areas where soil has 
been lost.

“If it’s natural land that’s not 
very productive due to issues like 
stoniness or steepness, you can 

put crops in, but not if they’re 
crops that are impacted by stoni-
ness or steepness.”

Forages are farmers’ best friend 
in these scenarios, says Schoenau. 
“That land might be better put 
into forage for a period of time 
to improve that soil by increasing 
organic matter inputs from roots 
and, if the forage stand contains 
a legume, increasing fertility by 
adding fixed nitrogen from the 
air,” he says. “You need to under-
stand what the limitations are on 
that land and take a look at what 
kinds of crops that would do bet-
ter than others. Select crops that 
can do best under the particu-
lar limitations of that land, like 
droughtiness or salinity.”

Forages aren’t the only option 

for maintaining groundcover in 
problem areas; some annual crops 
can help mitigate problems. For 
example, barley and canola can 
tolerate soil salinity better than 
some other crops. Camellina can 
be efficiently and productively 
grown on marginal land.

Schoenau recommends soil 
testing to hone in on each 
fields’ particular strengths and 
weaknesses.

In soils where annual cropping 
has become impossible, Schoenau 
says planting forages or peren-
nial grasses is the best option for 
slowly improving the quality of 
the land. “If you can get some-
thing to grow on these marginal 
lands, the establishment of per-
manent cover is effective in build-

ing up the organic matter of those 
soils, and that’s a key component 
in building fertility and produc-
tivity,” he says.

He’s also been involved in 
research work on planting short-
rotation willow for the bio-energy 
sector in marginal lands, examin-
ing the salt tolerance of different 
willow clones.

“There are opportunities there 
for new crops on marginal lands, 
and this is something for people 
to look at. What’s the market? 
How will you harvest it? There are 
things to work out, but looking 
ahead there is potential opportu-
nity,” he says.   †

Julienne Isaacs is a Winnipeg-based free-
lance writer and editor. Contact her at juli-
enne.isaacs@gmail.com.
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Forages and grasses for marginal land
Permanent cover crops can increase fertility in “problem soils” over time

Some  
annual crops  

can help



By Julienne isaacs 

Better safe than sorry” 
is a mantra many pro-
ducers live by. But in 
the case of durum, they 

might be better off ignoring 
it — at least when it comes 

to early and repeated fungicide 
applications.

Dr. Bill May, a Crop Management 
Agronomist for Agriculture and 
Agri-Food Canada’s Indian Head 
Research Farm, and Dr. Myriam 
Fernandez, an AAFC research 
scientist, conducted two studies 

between 2001 and 2006 look-
ing at the effects of timing and 
number of fungicide applications 
on durum wheat productivity.

Rather than looking at eco-
nomics, the researchers focused 
on the impact of management 
strategies on yield and disease 
incidence. “The main issue was 
that we wanted to see the effect 
of fungicide applications at dif-
ferent times on disease,” says 
Fernandez.

The studies focused on tria-
zole fungicides applied to test 
plots in southern Saskatchewan 
and western Manitoba. One of 
the studies, conducted in 2001 
to 2003, looked at single and 
double fungicide applications at 
flag leaf emergence and flower-
ing. The results were striking: 
while yields increased, early and 
repeated applications had a nega-
tive impact on grain quality and 
downgraded the crop.

“What we found in both studies 
was that an early application before 
or at flag leaf emergence in some 
cases increased yields, but based on 
conditions during the years of the 
studies, an application at the flow-
ering stage was the most effective 
in terms of Fusarium head blight 
and leaf spotting, as well as kernel 
size,” she says.

Tank mixing cut rates of fungi-
cide with herbicides for application 
at flag leaf emergence is a popular 
option for many producers.

But double applications of fun-
gicide — at flag leaf emergence 
or earlier as well as at flowering 
— actually increased black point 

and red smudge in Fernandez’ 
and May’s studies. “We’re not 
saying that application at flag 
leaf would not be beneficial, but 
in those years conditions were 
not good for leaf spot develop-
ment early on,” says Fernandez.

“The message that we want 
to get across is that repeated 
and early applications of fungi-
cide might not be beneficial and 
could actually increase diseases 
of the kernels. Applying fungi-
cide as a preventative measure is 
not effective.”

avoid “canola model”

May says producers have 
gotten used to the “canola 
model” of pushing yields by 
increasing inputs, but this isn’t 
an effective strategy when it 
comes to most other crops, 
including durum.

“You’ve got to be cautious, 
because not every crop responds 
to inputs the way canola does,” 
he says. “I think each crop is dif-
ferent and you need to find the 
right set of agronomic tools for 
each crop.”

May’s and Fernandez’ study 
reports that fungicide applica-
tion, whether single or double, 
was only observed to be profita-
ble in the presence of higher dis-
ease pressure under conditions 
favourable to the development 
of disease.

“Our results also show that 
early fungicide applications 
might have a negative impact on 
dark kernel discolouration,” they 

write. “Percentage kernel discol-
ouration, such as black point 
and red smudge, especially in 
the early application treatments, 
would have resulted in down-
grading of durum wheat grain.”

Researchers are not entirely 
sure why discolouration can 
result from early fungicide appli-
cations, but Fernandez says the 
main reason is that greater ker-
nel size resulting from fungicide 
applications would result in more 
open glumes which facilitates 
fungal penetration and infection.

May says actual disease pres-
sure justifies fungicide applica-
tions, but producers need to be 
aware of the risks. “I think grow-
ers need to be aware that there 
are risks from applying early 
and often. I think the percep-
tion might be out there that it 
doesn’t matter how many times 
you apply, there’s no downside. 
But I think there is a downside,” 
he says. 

“Sometimes with durum you 
have to control Fusarium because 
it’s the main downgrading fac-
tor, but in our environment, one 
application at anthesis will con-
trol leaf spots 90 per cent of the 
time so you’ll get that coverage if 
you have leaf disease incidence.”

Fernandez emphasizes that 
producers should be careful to 
avoid overusing fungicides to 
minimize the risk of resistance 
developing in pathogen popula-
tions.   †

Julienne Isaacs is a Winnipeg-based freelance 
writer and editor. Contact her at julienne.
isaacs@gmail.com.
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By Julienne isaacs

The message is clear: 
two herbicides are no 
longer viable options 
in Western Canada. 

This spring, the Western Grain 
Elevator Association (WGEA) 
and the Canola Oilseed 
Processors Association (COPA) 
individually announced their 
members will not accept can-
ola treated with quinclorac or 
wheat treated with chlormequat 
in the 2016 crop year.

The decision comes due to 
marketing challenges to the 
United States and China respec-
tively. 

Chlormequat, a plant growth 
regulator, has been regis-
tered in Canada under trade 
name Manipulator since 2014. 
Chlormequat is also registered 
for use on crops in Europe and 
Australia, among other wheat-
producing countries — but not 
the United States.

The U.S. lacks a Maximum 
Residue Limit (MRL) for chlo-
rmequat, which means zero tol-
erance by default for even tiny 
amounts of the growth regula-
tor found in wheat shipments. 
According to Cam Dahl, presi-
dent of Cereals Canada, testing 
technology has advanced to the 
point that samples can be meas-
ured in parts per billion or even 
parts per trillion.

Dahl says he has no concerns 
about safety with regard to 
chlormequat, but marketing has 
been an issue since the product 
was introduced in Canada.

“I think it’s important to rec-
ognize this is a product that has 
been registered in the European 
Union for 30 years,” he says. “It 
went through the science-based 
approval process in Canada. It 
does what it says it should do: 
in short, it’s an effective and 
safe product. However, we have 
those trade concerns because it 
hasn’t gone through that simi-
lar process in the U.S., which 
means that tolerance is zero.”

Last year, some growers who’d 
already treated wheat with 
chlormequat ran into market-
ing problems at harvest. Dahl 
says the industry’s attempts to 
widely publicize issues with 
chlormequat this spring will 
hopefully forestall that problem 
in 2016. 

But he says it’s “critical” that 
producers talk to crop retailers 
and grain buyers before making 
the decision to use a particular 
product, to ensure there are 
no existing marketing concerns 
they aren’t aware of.

“It’s a good practice going 
forward, because the ability 
to test at such minute levels 
means this isn’t the last time 
we’ll see asynchronous approv-
als like this,” he says. 

cleaver management
When it comes to the herbicide 

quinclorac, which has been regis-
tered for canola in Canada since 
May 2015, the marketing issues are 
rooted in China, which does not 
have an MRL for the herbicide.

According to the Canola 
Council of Canada, there are 
four quinclorac-based products in 
Canada. Great Northern Growers’ 
Clever and Univar’s Masterline 
Quinclorac are currently on the 
market. Two other products, 
including BASF’s Facet, are not yet 
commercially available. 

“We have a Market Access 
Committee that contains mem-
bers from every level of the value 
chain. In reviewing the risks posed 

by all chemicals, they’ve deter-
mined there is market risk from 
quinclorac,” says Brian Innes, vice-
president of government relations 
for the Canola Council. 

Innes says that at the end of 
April, quinclorac was prioritized 
in the codex process for establish-
ing an MRL in China. The process 
normally takes two years, but the 
Canola Council has advised sellers 
of quinclorac products to work on 
achieving MRL tolerances in mar-
kets of interest.

But the Canola Council is not 
simply focused on marketing. 
Although its registration only came 
through in 2015, quinclorac had 
already emerged as a promising 
control measure for cleavers. “In 
2016, we understand that growers 

need solutions to manage their 
cleavers,” says Innes. “We’re work-
ing with agronomists and growers 
to help manage their cleavers while 
we obtain the certainty in China 
with respect to quinclorac.”

Ian Epp, an agronomy specialist at 
the Canola Council based in north-
ern Saskatchewan, says the team 
is taking a systematic approach to 
cleavers, looking at how they can 
be managed in rotation to minimize 
their impact on canola long-term.

His advice for growers with a 
history of cleavers in the field is 
to tackle them early, with a late-
season application of glyphosate 
in the fall.

“Cleavers are one of those weeds 
where staging is really important,” 
he says. “Once they get to the 

eight, 10 or 12 whorl stage they’re 
very hard to control.”

Epp says the Clearfield system 
has good control unless producers 
have resistance, particularly if they 
have a pulse in the rotation or a 
history using Group 2s. 

Liberty and glyphosate both 
have good control, he says. “With 
Liberty you have to spray early, 
and you have the option of a two-
pass at the one-leaf or two-leaf 
stage, and then later in the season. 
Spray when it’s hot and humid.”

With glyphosate, Epp says early 
application is beneficial, and rates 
should be bumped up when cleav-
ers are a problem.   †

Julienne Isaacs is a Winnipeg-based free-
lance writer and editor. Contact her at juli-
enne.isaacs@gmail.com. 
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Check with buyers before you treat
Buyers don’t want canola treated with quinclorac or wheat treated with chlormequat

Two herbicides
are no longer
viable options



Have you heard the one 
about that farmer who 
lost five acres of soy-
beans to gophers and 

cutworms? And then how those 
gophers refused to go away? It’s a 
doozy, and this story isn’t done.

To bring you up to speed, 
here’s a quick briefing: I’m cur-
rently renting pastureland, and I 
began the process of transform-
ing the 120 acres into cropland 
last fall. I seeded soybeans into 
the field this spring after a few 
additional passes with a speed 
tiller and cultivator.

With the exception of a large 
circle of empty dirt that is clearly 
visible from the road, the field’s 
plant stand is within the intended 
range, the soybeans are looking 
healthy, and the weed pressure 
isn’t nearly as bad as I expected it 
would be, having so recently been 
host to all sorts of plants. These 
are all positive things. 

Back when I signed the rental 
contract, the excitement of increas-
ing our farm’s acreage base over-
shadowed the hurdles that were 
to come. That hasn’t changed. 
Knowing then what I know now, 
I would still have pounced on the 
opportunity. But I would have 
done things differently. 

Mid-May we drove our hoe drill 
to the field, ready to seed into a 
field that hadn’t seen a crop in 
decades. There were clumps of 
sod that hadn’t broken up over 
winter. I had cultivated it a week 
prior, hoping to get away with 
not having to rent any imple-
ments this spring, but cultivating 
the clumps did very little. We 
decided to rent a speed tiller and 
go over the acres. 

The speed tiller did more to 
prepare the seed bed than I could 
have imagined. But it was dry 
already, and going over the whole 
field a second time with a till-
age implement seemed silly at the 
time. But, what do you do? Does a 
good seed bed trump planting into 
moisture?

It was dry. Nobody seeding then 
was seeding into moisture, so it 
provided us a unique opportunity. 
We could plant the soys at the 
ideal depth, without considering 
whether the seed was reaching 
moisture or not. Rain would have 
been required to matter how deep 
we went. 

It took a week or so, but the 
moisture came, and the plants 
started to emerge. Some of the 
land in question is sandy, and, as 
such, the hoes on the drill plunged 
the seeds quite deep in those areas. 
Emergence was staggered. 

And then it happened.

MoMent of truth

I asked an agronomist to swing 
by and check out my pastureland. 
I hadn’t been to the field in a bit, 
and there was some curiosity in 
the ag community about what 
a crop planted immediately after 
pasture, without fertilizer, would 
look like.

I met him on the field. I came 
on motorcycle. I was in good spir-
its and anticipated a nice, light 
chat about how great this crop 
looked. 

He was waiting for me at the 
approach.

What shocked me the most was 
how clearly defined the area was. 
Walking west from the approach, 
we were trampling over fully 
emerged soybeans, many of which 
had nibble marks. And this got pro-
gressively worse as we tracked west. 

Then there was nothing. No. 
That’s not entirely true. I did see 
the odd cotyledon. But other than 
that the ground was void of plant 
life. At the time, we estimated the 
area to be about five acres in size. 

We got on our knees to dig 

around, thinking the problem 
might be cutworms. Many of 
the stems were severed flush 
with the ground. We couldn’t 
find anything. We couldn’t find 
a single worm, and the worms 
wouldn’t explain the large bite 
marks we found in the areas not 
fully eaten. 

We snapped photos, distributed 
them and came up with nothing. 

Then I got a second opinion. 
“I’ve never seen it this bad, but 

it’s definitely gophers that have 
been eating your soybean plants. I 
also found evidence of cutworms.”

Gophers enjoy eating the stems 
and don’t like the taste of the 
cotyledons, said the agronomist, 
who also texted me a photo of a 
cutworm. 

We noted how many gophers 
there were, scrambling to find 
their homes while we were tilling. 
But never once did we think they 
would band together with the cut-
worms to decimate five acres of 
my soybeans.

Then the stories came out of the 
woodwork. 

“If you break pasture, you’re 
gonna have to deal with gophers 
that first year,” one farmer told 
me. And many more have told me 
something similar since. 

You’ve got to put a couple table-
spoons of gopher poison down 
each hole, I heard. I did, and then 
I watched those arrogant gophers 
continue to munch on what looks 
to be a great soybean crop. 

Then I heard of another trick. 

Then another. These are best left 
out of the newspaper, but let your 
imagination wander and I’m sure 
you’ll be close.

The gophers have slowed now. 
It may be a combination of the 
poison and the unspeakable, but 
whatever the case the gophers 
no longer seem to be eating my 
plants and the cutworms have had 
their fill, as well. (Note: if you see 
notable amounts of gophers on 
your land, do something about it 
immediately.)

So, that’s the story of the farmer 
who lost five acres of soybeans to 
gophers. It’s a story I’m currently 
trying to end.   †

Toban Dyck is a freelance writer and a new 
farmer on an old farm. Follow him on Twitter 
@tobandyck or email tobandyck@gmail.com.

Can’t take the farM froM the boy
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Meridian SmoothWall Bins—First in Innovation and First in the Industry. 

Meridian’s SmoothWall and Hopper design revolutionized on farm storage of 

feed, grain, seed and fertilizer. Engineered design provides safe and efficient 

storage, versatility of use and durability. Strong resale value with great return 

on investment. Largest size selection of SmoothWall hopper bins on the market 

with up to 10,700 bushel capacity.

All Welded SmoothWall 
Construction. 
No bolts, stiffeners or holes 
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for superior structural 
strength and support.
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by some competitors.  
Backed by Meridian’s 

5 year warranty 

Hopper Design provides 
smooth clean-out and
safe handling. 

Find your nearest dealer at 
meridianmfg.com/locator/

World Class Quality.  Locally Made Relationships.
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Providing innovative storage and 
handling solutions through generations
Providing innovative storage and 
handling solutions through generations

Mystery of the missing acres
Gophers and cutworms joined forces on Toban Dyck’s newly broken land
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By ross mcKenzie

Soil and water are the most 
important sustainable nat-
ural resources in Western 
Canada. Both are essen-

tial to produce food and sustain 
human life. We hear a lot about 
the dwindling quality and avail-
ability of freshwater supplies, but 
society does not recognize the 
importance of soil. We continue 
to lose more and more of our best 
agricultural lands to urban sprawl, 
rural residential developments, 
expanding rural industrial devel-

opments and the energy sector — 
but most people simply don’t care.

Alberta has a land area of almost 
159 million acres but only 51 mil-
lion acres are used for agriculture, 
of which 26 million acres are in 
native rangeland or tame pasture 
used for livestock production. This 
is mostly rated as Class 5 and 6 
land. About 25 million acres are 
used for annual crop production. 
This is only 15.7 per cent of the 
total land area of Alberta, and 
none of it is Class 1 land. The best 
cultivated land in Alberta is Class 
2, 3 and 4. Class 2 makes up less 

than four per cent of all land in 
Alberta. Alberta and Saskatchewan 
have no Class 1 land as defined 
by Agriculture Canada’s Land 
Suitability Rating System, which 
is based on soil type, climate and 
location.

Saskatchewan has a land area of 
146 million acres with 31 million 
acres used for annual crop produc-
tion (21.2 per cent). Manitoba has 
a land area of 135.5 million acres 
with 10.4 million acres used for 
annual crop production (7.6 per 
cent). Most Canadians are under 
the perception that vast areas of 

the Prairie provinces are used for 
crop production. In fact, the land 
available and suitable is very small 
— only 15 per cent of the total 441 
million acres.

Sprawling urban developments 
are constantly taking our best 
agricultural land out of pro-
duction. For example, the city 
of Calgary occupies an area of 
almost 600 square km with a 
population of over 1.2 million 
people. In 2012, Calgary grew by 
35,000 people or 3.2 per cent. At 
a continued population growth 
rate of three per cent annually, 
Calgary could have 3.6 million 
people in 2050 and occupy a land 
area of 1,800 square km. Almost 
all the best agricultural land in 
southern Alberta is adjacent to 
Calgary. Much of this land could 
be lost from production in the 
next 40 years if present growth 
trends continue. 

The oil and gas sector also 
threatens agricultural land. There 
are about 120,000 abandoned 
well sites on agricultural land in 
Alberta that need to be reclaimed. 
Saskatchewan has a similar prob-
lem. Reclamation procedures can 
greatly improve crop production 
potential, however, the soil cannot 
be returned to its original state. 
There is an estimated 110,000 km 
of pipelines crossing farmland in 
Alberta. In many cases, crop pro-
duction on the disturbed pipeline 
right of way areas is only 60 to 80 
per cent of pre-pipeline produc-
tion. The land is still available for 
cropping after pipeline installa-
tion but crop production is often 
reduced as a result of the signifi-
cant soil disturbances.

As our best agricultural lands 
are removed from production, 
there are limited opportunities to 
develop new lands for produc-
tion. Lands that could potentially 
be developed are in the north-
ern agricultural fringe areas. These 
lands are mostly Class 4 or lower 
and have moderate to severe crop 
production limitations. 

Preserving agricultural land is 
critical for food production. As 
non-renewable energy resources 
are depleted, future generations 
will also need crops for bio-energy. 
Soil is essential for sustaining life 
and the loss of our soil resources 
must be kept in check.   †
Ross H. McKenzie, PhD, P. Ag., is a retired 
agronomy research scientist.  He conducted 
soil, crop and irrigation research with 
Alberta Agriculture for 38 years. He has also 
been an adjunct professor at the University of 
Lethbridge since 1993.

Loss of our prime 
agricultural lands
In Western Canada, we’re losing our  
most productive agricultural lands
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Arable Land Classes for Alberta (LSRS)

Location of Class 2 and 3 lands 
in Alberta using the Agriculture 
Canada Land Suitability Rating 
System. Alberta has no Class 1 
agricultural land. Alberta’s Class 
2 land is mostly located in the 
vicinity of Calgary.
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Gain a new perspective on your farm, your family 
and your future with this informative video series 
from Farm Credit Canada.

Current AGCanadaTV topics include:

 Exchange Rates and Their E	 ect on Canadian Exports
  J.P. Gervais, explains the relationship between exchange rates and 

Canadian exports and why Canada remains competitive despite the 
declining dollar.

 Ag Industry Scores Viral Victory
  Greg Peterson, from Peterson Farm Brothers, discusses his success 

using various forms of social media to promote agriculture.

 5 Keys to a Successful Agribusiness
  Kevin Stewart helps you focus on your farm’s future with these 

five tips for successful agribusiness.

Watch AgCanada TV and be inspired

Start watching: www.agcanada.com/video

FCC Chief Agricultural Economist, J.P. 
Gervais, explains the predicted ups and 
downs of the 2016 Canadian economy and 
their e� ect on the agriculture industry.

INFORMATIVE:

Sylvain Guimond, best-selling author and 
sports psychologist, shares 6 strategies for 
leading a successful life.

INSPIRATIONAL:

AGCanadaTV is sponsored by

AgCanada TV web series informs and motivates farmers 

Watch all 
the episodes 

Now!

Western Canadian 
farmers have two 
main ways to gen-
erate income: grow-

ing something that either goes 
through a grain auger or walks 
on two or four legs. But there are 
other things to grow.

In 2002 I planted a small 
asparagus plot: 1,000 crowns of 
Jersey Knight male sterile hybrid 
imported from New Jersey. It is 
now 14 years old and in its prime. 
Some say a plantation will last 30 
years; it sends down roots to 12 
feet and is very salt tolerant. My 
choice of site was simple — it was a 
piece of ground that was available. 
The original idea was a commercial 
venture but it has become a com-
munity resource and I enjoy hav-
ing friends come to pick and visit. 

The asparagus harvest starts in 
early May and many pickings are 
taken until sometime in June. It 
can be picked clean one day and 
three days later be ready to pick 
again. The photo shows the har-
vest stage, but in one row a kill-

Lessons in asparagus… and water
When a soil scientist grows vegetables, it soon becomes a lesson in the water table
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Figure 1: This photo was taken at harvest time: June 3, 2015.
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Canadian Young Speakers 
for Agriculture Competition

Join the young Canadians who are speaking up for agriculture.

Are you passionate about agriculture? Do you enjoy sharing your views with others? 
Join the upcoming Canadian Young Speakers for Agriculture competition.

As part of this unique competition, contestants prepare a fi ve-to seven-minute speech on one of fi ve 
agriculture-related topics and present it in public. Cash prizes are available for two age groups: 

Junior (11 to 15) and Senior (16 to 24).

The 32nd annual Canadian Young Speakers for Agriculture competition takes place on 
Saturday, November 5, 2016 at the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair in Toronto, Ontario.

For competition rules, a list of speaking topics and 
accommodation assistance please visit www.cysa-joca.ca.

The application deadline is Sept. 30, 2016.
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deer set up a nest so we left it 
alone until the chicks were gone.

After harvest we give it a shot of 
fertilizer and leave it to put down 
root reserves for next years crop. 

The 11 rows are clearly visible in 
the photo to the right, in a recent 
Google Earth image. The joys of 
Google Earth — what a grand time 
we live in!

Now for  
the grouNdwater story

Other than getting the plants 
started I have done little water-
ing — the asparagus seems to 
grow well all by itself. I suspected 
perhaps the deep roots might be 
accessing a water table, but did 
not know. 

When 2015 came along we had 
no rain in May and very little in 
June so I thought it might be time 
to load the water tank and spill a 
little on the asparagus. But, several 
pokes with my trusty Backsaver 
soil probe showed that the soil 
moisture was fine. It was time to 
install a 10-foot observation well 
and find the water table at less 
than six feet (1.79 m to be exact) 
and well within the reach of the 
asparagus roots.

With no rain in early- and mid-
July the water table dropped to 
over eight feet (2.52 m). July 28 
gave our first real rain, 3.6 inches, 
and with rain more in August 
the water table rose to six feet. 
Asparagus grows until freezeup so 
there were minor fluctuations and 
it froze up at about 6.5 feet (2 m).

Spring was early in 2016 so 
after snow melt and 1.9 inches 
of rain in early- to mid-May the 
water table was at a very concern-
ing 2.7 feet (0.81 m) on May 23. 
Asparagus uses very little water 
when at harvest stage and the 
interrows (six-foot row spacing) 
had been clean cultivated. That 
was changed by planting the inter-
rows to barley just to use up some 
water. A close look at the photo 
above shows the barley between 
the rows. It seems to be helping. 
As of July 25 water table was at 4.8 
feet (1.45 m) despite 10 inches of 
rain from May 1 to July 25.

So, it turns out my accidental 
choice of site was a good one 
and a crop like asparagus does 
not have to be in an irrigated 
situation.

I also have two water table wells 
in the nearby barley crop. They 
were installed in 2015 and were 
buried for fall anhydrous and 
spring seeding. With GPS, a large 
disk over the pipe and a metal 
detector I was able to easily find 
them and re-install the length of 
pipe that had been removed in 
fall.

Keep tuned for a more complete 
water table story after this year’s 
crop is off and two-year record is 
available.   † 

J.L.(Les) Henry is a former professor and 
extension specialist at the University of 
Saskatchewan. He farms at Dundurn, Sask. He 
recently finished a second printing of “Henry’s 
Handbook of Soil and Water,” a book that 
mixes the basics and practical aspects of soil, 
fertilizer and farming. Les will cover the ship-
ping and GST for “Grainews” readers. Simply 
send a cheque for $50 to Henry Perspectives, 
143 Tucker Cres, Saskatoon, SK, S7H 3H7, and 
he will dispatch a signed book.
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Asparagus 
grows until 
freezeup

On July 14, 2016 the asparagus was eight feet tall. The long handle 
red spade shows the scale. Asparagus rows visible from space? Google Earth image.
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With the new web series: AGGronomyTV
Grow informed.
AgCanada.com is proud to present this new informative web video series.
AGGronomyTV is a series of videos that covers today’s top issues related
to soil management and crop production. Video topics include:

Scan the code or visit the website for more information

www.agcanada.com/aggronomytv

	New Seeding Technology
	Tire Performance
	4R Stewardship
	Growing Soybeans

	Crop Suitability for 
 NW Saskatchewan
	Plus more…
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For more information on WeatherFarm or purchasing a weather station 
please call: 1-855-886-8515 or email: info@weatherfarm.ca weatherfarm.com

More stations, more data,  
more forecast tools for farmers
All the weather tools you’ll need:

	Over 1,100 reporting stations   Analyze weather feature

	Radar & satellite images  Historical data

	Provincial maps   Photo community

Created by:

Weather INnovations Consulting LP
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By Lee Hart

I remember a few years ago, 
one spring day, being at 
the farm of Brian Otto 
in southern Alberta and I 

suspect he wanted to bend my 
ear about how some politicians 
and agencies (read CWB) had 
their heads up their butts when 
it comes to grain marketing. 

Later we went out to a field 
to take a few photos and I saw 
a wooden stake in the middle of 
a newly seeded barley field. He 
explained the stake marked the 
location of a killdeer nest on the 
ground. During seeding opera-
tions Otto jockeyed equipment 
around this stake so the bird 
could continue nesting. 

Brian Otto didn’t save the 
world with that gesture (and I 
suspect the notion of driving 
that stake through the hearts 
of certain individuals back in 
the often-heated, end-the-CWB 
days, had probably crossed his 
mind). But I have often thought 
since that day, here was a guy 
devoting a lot of time and energy 
to a cause he felt would benefit 
Western Canada’s multi-billion 
dollar grain industry, yet he was 
still concerned about a female 
killdeer and her brood. 

It was a different story, also a 
few years ago, during a visit to 
a central Alberta farm where I 
was doing a story with a hoof 
trimmer. At this farm there 
was a mature beef cow limping 
around the yard with a hind foot 

and leg swollen to the size of a 
tree stump — a real bad case of 
untreated foot rot. This cow was 
supposed to calve in two or three 
weeks. The owner explained the 
situation something like “she’ll 
be okay. I want to get the calf 
out of her and then I’ll shoot 
her. Her foot is a long ways from 
her heart.”

And I have often thought 
since that day, I don’t care that it 
was just one old cow with a bad 
foot, that was no way to run a 
beef operation — either the cow 
should have been put out of her 
discomfort or the farmer should 
have spent a few dollars on vet-
erinary treatment.

Stick with me on my train of 
thought...

Along comes an Ag Canada 
researcher Tim McAllister who 
has taken to the conference 
microphone many times in 
recent years talking about the 
environmental footprint of agri-
culture. He’s a beef researcher 
in Lethbridge, but his message 
applies to all ag sectors. And it 
also opens the door to the larger 
issue of public perception of all 
farming and ranching. 

McAllister, who spoke at the 
recent Canadian Beef Industry 
Conference in Calgary, points 
out that in the grand scheme 
of science and the environment 
with concerns about climate 
change/global warming, agricul-
ture doesn’t even make the scale 
when it comes to the leading 
contributors to carbon release 

and other harmful emissions 
into the environment. 

Some research estimates agri-
culture is less than 10 per cent 
of the problem. Far and away it 
is production and consumption 
of fossil fuels, which is the major 
contributor to climate change. 
You could kill every cow and 
shutoff every tractor in the world 
and still 90 to 95 per cent of 
the problem comes from produc-
tion and use of fossil fuels — by 
industry and consumers. 

But McAllister says while agri-
culture has made considerable 
progress in reducing its environ-
mental footprint in recent years, 
to maintain public favour agri-
culture can’t pass the buck and 
point to “those other guys” as 
being the problem. Agriculture 
has to run a squeaky clean opera-
tion. And the attitude should 

not be one of feeling forced 
into doing it, it should be that 
agriculture runs a safe, clean, 
environmentally sound, humane 
operation because it is the right 
thing to do. 

The industry has made a 
great deal of progress in run-
ning a much more environmen-
tally sound, humane business 
just in the 30 years I have been 
observing. I don’t know how 
many “nudge, nudge, wink, 
wink” practices are carried on 
today. The beloved, late Alberta 
Premier Ralph Klein talked about 
the “shoot, shovel and shut up” 
approach to avoiding problems. 

Hiding or denying problems 
on the farm might have worked 
for a few thousand years, but 
not anymore. Public awareness, 
public scrutiny and public con-
cern are all ramping up. Let’s 
face it, it is getting more and 
more difficult to even stop for a 
pee on a deserted country road 
without fear the image could be 
captured on camera and end up 
on YouTube (or so I’m told if a 
person was inclined to do that). 
To some extent this public inva-
sion is stupid and ridiculous in 
its degree, but fact is that it is a 
reality and likely will increase.

Every time A&W or some 
other food retailer flaps their 
jaws about antibiotic and hor-
mone-free, humanely-raised and 
pesticide-free whatever, it pricks 
some notion in the mind of 
a consumer “yes, I must want 
that, rather than the toxic, inhu-

manely raised, cancer-causing 
products those other people are 
selling.” If it’s on TV it must be 
true. Obviously there are a few 
good guys over here doing the 
right thing, but what are the rest 
of the farmers doing?

McAllister makes the point 
that, in order to increase world 
food production to meet the fore-
cast demands of a global popula-
tion, since the earth isn’t making 
any more land, meeting demand 
will rely on increased produc-
tion efficiency, which relies on 
the use of improved production 
technology. And using technol-
ogy doesn’t make farming or 
food more hazardous — it actu-
ally can be just the opposite 
when applied properly. It is envi-
ronmentally sound technology 
that produces safe, healthy and 
humanely raised food. It is a 
message that will be heard many 
times.

Agriculture hasn’t lost credibil-
ity with most consumers, but it is 
under scrutiny. In metaphorical 
terms the agriculture industry 
can’t allow or condone practices 
that permit an old cow to suf-
fer and limp around a yard just 
because it is economically expe-
dient or nobody’s business. It is 
an industry that needs to show 
the world it is putting a stake in 
the ground beside every killdeer 
nest, because it is the right thing 
to do.   † 

Lee Hart is a field editor with Grainews 
based in Calgary. Contact him at 403-592-
1964 or by email at lee@fbcpublishing.com.

Hart attacks

Researcher Tim McAllister 
says agriculture is a minimal 
contributor to global warming, 
but still needs to demonstrate 
it is running the safest, cleanest 
operation possible
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HEALTHY ROOTS, HEALTHY PLANTS, 
HEALTHY    RETURNS.

Every seed gets Phos early with ALPINE G22®

   Call 1-844-655-PHOS (7467)
   

Get the ALPINE® team and the 
Phazed Nutrition Program® working for you.

www.alpinepfl.com
© 2016. NACHURS ALPINE SOLUTIONS. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.   “ALPINE” IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK of NACHURS ALPINE SOLUTIONS.

Great crop returns start with ALPINE G22® 
and the ALPINE Phazed Nutrition Program®

Those who use Headsight header control systems 
can’t imagine harvesting without them. The patented 
design positions the head to get more of the 
grain while reducing operator fatigue with precise 
automatic adjustments.

574.546.5022  •  Headsight.com
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A crippled old cow and the killdeer nest 
Agriculture is under scrutiny, and under public pressure to do the right thing
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the grainews app  
is ready to load!
Keep up to date on all the latest agriculture news that 
matters to you with the new Grainews mobile app! 

INSTANT ACCESS TO:

More great agricultural apps available!

• Daily regional news

• Daily market news  

• Commodity futures

• Crops news

• WeatherFarm data

• Livestock news

• Machinery tips & reviews

• Plus much more!

IT’S FREE!
Scan the code to  
get the app – or  
visit agreader.ca  
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By andreW allentuck

It is a fact of life that we 
need money to grease the 
wheels of commerce, to buy 
seed, machinery, trucks to 

move the grain, and so on. It is 
also a fact of life that the people 
wanting to do all of this stuff 
don’t have the money. How they 
get it is the opening move for 
investors who have to decide 
where to put their money.

Some investors choose busi-
ness ownership with all the 
risks that go with it. Businesses 
may also borrow from banks or 
directly from the public through 
bonds that promise definite 
payment at specified times and 
eventual repayment of the loan.

If we put a magnifying glass on 
capital markets that trade stocks 
and bonds, we’d find layer after 
layer of information about risk. 
Risk, after all, is what makes 
stocks go up and down. Bonds 
with absolute certainty of pay-
ment of interest and repayment 
of principal offer less risk and 
so attract investors who want 
certainty of payment of interest 
once or twice a year and exact 
payment of principal when the 
bond matures. Both stocks and 
bonds have the common char-
acteristic that the greater the 

Owning a piece of the business
Roller coaster or reliable investment? Consider both sides of the stock market

 Columns



risk of loss, the higher the payoff 
has to be.

The question ultimately is how 
much risk to take. Too often, 
investors let others make their 
decisions, then find they have 
losses greater than they expected. 
Says Brian Roberts, who has a 
mixed grain and cattle farm on 
a section of land near Didsbury, 
Alberta, “I lost $172,000 in just 
eight months starting in mid-
2015 with a portfolio constructed 
by an advisor who put me into 
bonds, a Cuban resource opera-
tion, energy stocks, real estate 
investment trusts and other 
assets I did not understand. I 
trusted him, so I did not ask the 
right questions. I took him at 
his word. Looking back, I should 
have tried to understand the 
investments. We made a little 
in good times, but we lost more 
when times were bad.”

You might ask, why bother to 
take a chance on risky stocks, 
which almost inevitably plunge 
from time to time, when a gov-
ernment bond, which is a sure 
thing, can be had with a phone 
call to an investment dealer or 
via a mutual fund of govern-
ment bonds?

The answer is in the payoff. 
Jeremy Siegel is professor of 
finance at the Wharton School of 
the University of Pennsylvania. 
His research into stock and bond 
returns is used worldwide. He 
sets the standards and measure-
ments of risk and return. Here is 
what he has found:

Using U.S. data, because there 
is so much of it and for much 
longer periods than Canadian 
data, Professor Siegel found that 
from 1802 to 2012, U.S. stocks 
had a compound annual return 
of 6.6 per cent, bonds 3.6 per 
cent, gold 0.7 per cent and the 
U.S. dollar — always eroding 
through inflation — -1.4 per 
cent. One U.S. dollar put into 
any of these categories and kept 
invested by an immortal asset 
manager running the portfolio 
for two centuries would have 
turned into $704,897 in stocks, 
$1,778 in bonds, $4.52 in gold 
or just one nickel, that is, five 
cents, in currency. That is why 
one buys stocks. The payoff is 
too huge to ignore, as Siegel 
shows in his book, Stocks for the 
Long Run. But what one must 
ignore is the propensity of stock 
markets to crash.

The sTock markeT roller 
coasTer?

Thus the paradox: Stocks have 
lost more than 20 per cent in 
brief periods as long as I have 
been investing. There was a flash 
crash of 23 per cent in 1987, then 
a down spike driven by interest 
rate increases in 1991, another 
crash in 1998 spurred by the 
almost simultaneous collapses of 
Long-Term Capital Management 
(a hedge fund in Connecticut), 
the wreck of Thailand’s currency, 
and Russia’s default on many of 
its bonds. In 2000 markets were 
sunk by the popping of the dot 
com bubble, then in 2001 by 
the tragedy of the Twin Towers, 
then in 2008 by the implosion 
of the mortgage market and the 
collapse of American investment 
dealer Lehman Brothers. Markets 
crash every decade and some-
times more often than that, even 
though statistics predict that 
declines of more than 25 per cent 
should only happen, on average, 
once every few hundred years.

crashes reconsidered

You could say that only a fool 
would put money into such a 
roller coaster, but that would 
be wrong. Let’s reconsider those 
crashes. It becomes a matter of 
scale. If you watch stock prices 
minute by minute, as day trad-
ers once did before losing their 
minds and fortunes, you see 
tremendous volatility. A stock 
may rise or fall a few per cent 
in a matter of minutes but at 
the end of each day it will be 
close to where it started or to the 
market trend. A few companies 
may fizzle, such Enron or Bre-X, 
but most companies survive and 
eventually see their shares rise 
in price. The drivers are man-
agement, which must appease 
investors to stay employed, tech-
nical innovation and inflation.

Let’s look at stock prices again, 
now in a moving 20-year weekly 
average. Take any stock or major 
average, say the biggest 60 com-
panies listed on the Toronto 

Stock Exchange, and write down 
its price at a given day, or take 
the five closing prices for the 
week and divide by five. Do this 
for 52 weeks a year for 20 years 
and move the average ahead 
by one week every seven days. 
The line will be almost perfectly 

straight with hardly a wrinkle. 
The angle will be the long-term 
return of stocks, say a six-degree 
up angle. Stick with the average 
and, in spite of crashes and other 
blowouts, occasional bankrupt-
cies of a few companies, foolish 
ideas like the dot coms, which 
were tech companies often with 
no business plans at all, you 

should make a lot of money. All 
it takes is patience.

Let’s talk about patience. 
Seventy per cent of all returns 
of stocks are dividends. If you 
buy shares of a company with a 
history of paying dividends and 
raising them steadily, you will 
be paid in good times and bad. 
The dividends can be reinvested 
in the stocks if you wish via 
Dividend Reinvestment Plans 
(DRIPs), or taken as. Almost 
all of the biggest stocks pay 
dividends. Chartered banks pay 
in a historical range of three 
to five per cent of the stock 
price. Telecom companies like 
BCE Inc. pay four to five per 
cent. Add a conservative two 
per cent for annual increase in 
price of the stock and you have 
a probably rate of growth of, say, 
four per cent dividend and two 
per cent price or six per cent. 
A six per cent annual return, 
which is not even taxed if it is 
inside a Registered Retirement 
Savings Plan or in Canadian 

stocks inside a Tax-Free Savings 
Account, will make $1,000 grow 
to $2,191 in 20 years. If you add 
$100 a year for 20 years, the 
investment will become $5,288 
in 20 years. Such is the reward of 
patience and commitment.

To diversify, do it yourself. 
There are many DIY lessons 
to be found the vast array of 
investment books and just by 
reading the financial press, or 
by watching financial news on 
television. Study and read and 
the odds are that, even with a 
few flops, patience and use of 
dividend paying stocks will let 
you build up a tidy sum. Add 
some growth companies that 
pay small or even no dividends, 
do your research yourself so that 
you have a feel for the assets 
you shop for and buy. That way, 
you’ll have a good shot at diver-
sifying into profitable off-farm 
investments.   † 

Andrew Allentuck is author of “When Can I 
Retire? Planning Your Financial Future After 
Work” (Penguin, 2011).
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PLAN & PROSPER: 
SET THE COURSE FOR FARM SUCCESS

November 22–24, 2016   Calgary, Alberta
� e Agricultural Excellence Conference is a one-of-a-kind event in Canada, focusing on bringing diverse 
industry experts and stakeholders together from across disciplines, regions and commodity sectors to share 
and explore bene� cial farm management practices, advice, and insight with leading farm business thinkers.

Agenda Highlights

info@fmc-gac.comWWW.FMC-GAC.COM
For more information:

1-888-232-3262

KNOWLEDGE, LEADERSHIP, PROSPERITY,
 CONNAISSANCE, LEADERSHIP, PROSPÉRITÉ

Register Now!
Buy One Get One Registration at 
50% o�  for a limited time. 
For the agenda and registration details visit:

www.fmc-gac.com

Farmers in SK, MB, ON, NB, PEI, NL, YK, 
NWT, remember to consult your Provincial/
Territorial Agricultural Ministries for possible 
help in funding the registration costs to attend.

� e Great Debate
Industry experts debate a current topic with ample time for questions from the delegates.

Panel Discussion: Farming in 2050 – What are the greatest risks
 facing Canada’s Agricultural Industry?

Panel discussion between producer, industry and government leaders.

Concurrent Sessions
Choose 3 of 6 to attend!

Towards the Next Ag Policy Framework
Be part of a national conversation dedicated to the next agricultural policy framework for Canada. 

Voice your opinion, share your insights, help shape the future of farm management.

Farm Management Initiatives Showcase
Take part in this ‘show and tell’ event exploring the latest and greatest in farm management programs, 

resources, projects and tools across Canada.

Bridging the Gap Forum:
Young Farmer Bear Pit & Young At Heart Forum 

Young farmers and those who are ‘young at heart’  gather in separate Conference rooms to discuss challenges 
and opportunities in sustaining a successful agricultural industry, then come together to discuss as a group.
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The payoff  
is too huge  
to ignore



Grainews practical test
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By scott Garvey

Just about every producer is 
used to backing up towed 
machinery and trailers. It’s 
an everyday occurrence on 

the farm. But not everyone with 
a driver’s licence is capable of 
easily navigating a truck and 
trailer through the rear-view mir-
ror. To help those directionally 
challenged drivers and anybody 
who would just like reversing a 
trailer to be an easier process, Ford 
recently introduced a feature avail-
able on 2016 F150 pickups called 
Pro Trailer Back Up Assist.

We at Grainews wondered if this 
is a feature farmers would like. 
When we needed a truck to pull 
a trailer loaded with UTVs back 
and forth to our UTV Challenge at 
the Ag in Motion show site near 
Saskatoon in July, Ford offered to 
let us try out a new F150 equipped 
with that feature. That allowed 
us to not only evaluate Pro trailer 
Backup Assist, but it let us see 
how the F150 handled all the 
aspects of towing. Our test truck 
was equipped with several options 
designed to make towing easier, 
including a rear-view camera and 
large side mirrors.

It also had the 7,000 pound 
GVWR package and a 5.0 litre 
engine under the hood mated to 
a six-speed automatic transmis-
sion. All of that was linked to a 
3.55 rear axle with electronic dif-
ferential lock. And since it was a 
King Ranch model, we were able 
to enjoy some additional in-cab 
luxury as a bonus.

The PTBA requires a little set 
up work before the truck can do 
all that complicated reversing on 
its own. With just the manual for 
guidance and a couple of tips from 
the fleet manager at the dealership 
where we picked up the truck, 
we set to prepping the Grainews 
flatdeck trailer to make use of the 
option.

settinG up the trailer

First, each trailer needs to be 
fitted with a special chequered 
decal that can be identified by the 
rear-mounted camera on the truck 
tailgate. Knowing where this decal 
is relative to the truck is how the 
computer decides which way to 
turn the wheels.

Next, once the decal is in place, 
a few measurements are required 
to locate its distance from the 
camera and the rear of the truck. 
Then, those numbers need to be 
entered into the truck’s computer 
via the dashboard controls. Doing 
that is just a matter of following 
the prompts and would certainly 
rank low on anyone’s degree-of-
difficulty scale.

In all, set up took only about 10 
minutes. 

The truck can store data on sev-
eral trailers, each identified by a 
name, so switching between trail-
ers on the farm just requires select-
ing the one in use from the dash 
display before activating the PTBA.

Over the course of our week 
with the F150 we did notice a 
couple of problems that farm 
owners will no-doubt encounter 
if they use this feature. After log-
ging a few miles on some gravel 
surfaces, the build-up of dust 

on the decal seemed to interfere 
with the truck computer’s ability 
to recognize and locate it on the 
trailer hitch. A quick wipe easily 
solved that problem. Although, 
clearing it off after travelling on 
wet gravel roads might mean 
scraping mud away.

But there was another more dif-
ficult snag to deal with. Our trailer 
had a permanently mounted jack 
close behind the ball connec-
tion. When making sharp turns 
while backing up, the jack often 
obscured the decal and the PTBA 
wasn’t able to continue with the 
manoeuvre. The decal had to be 
mounted within a set distance 
from the centre of the trailer 
hitch ball, but with the jack and 
emergency braking equipment 
mounted in that area, we were 
limited to where we could put 
it. That wouldn’t be a problem 
on some trailers with different 
jack positions and hitch designs. 
Our trailer, however, seemed to 
be a worst-case scenario for this 
feature.

in the field

In our tests, straight-back revers-
ing was a piece of cake, and we 
could easily reverse for miles if 
we wanted, at speeds a driver 
wouldn’t normally feel comfort-

able with. The truck followed a 
laser-straight line, and the rear-
mounted camera’s view via the 
dash monitor really made a nice 
addition to the large side mirrors 
to ensure we saw where we were 
going. Easy left or right turns were 
also no problem.

To make turns, trucks equipped 
with PTBA have a dial on the dash-
board the driver uses instead of 
the steering wheel to get the trailer 
to move in the required direction. 

Overall, we found it to be a 
pretty handy feature while we 
hauled the Grainews trailer around. 
Even drivers experienced in back-
ing trailers will probably like this 

feature. It made some manoeuvres 
quicker and simpler. Pro Trailer 
Backup Assist is included in the 
trailer tow package option, which 
gets paired with Adaptive Cruise 
Control and adds $1,500 to the 
window sticker price. 

Since we had the F150, we didn’t 
limit our observations of it to the 
PTBA feature. We liked the overall 
stability of the truck when tow-
ing, even through some extreme 
rainfall conditions which made 
the roads very slippery.

We racked up 878 kilometres 
before making fuel economy cal-
culations. The F150 dragged a 
16-foot flat deck behind it for 

most of that distance, both loaded 
and empty. Part of the distance 
was through all that extreme rain-
fall that put a lot of standing water 
on the highway and was bound 
to negatively affect mileage num-
bers. There was some city driving 
as well and we didn’t scrimp on 
AC use. Average fuel consumption 
through all of that was a pretty 
acceptable 16.5 l/100 km.

For a video look at the set up 
and use of Pro Trailer Backup 
Assist, go online to Grainews.ca 
and watch the e-QuipTV episode 
under the “videos” link.   †
Scott Garvey is machinery editor for Grainews. 
Contact him at Scott.Garvey@fbcpublishing.com.

Testing Ford’s Trailer Backup Assist 
Does adding an auto-back up feature on to the package add value to this farm truck?

 Machinery & Shop Machinery & Shop

We tested the trailer-towing ability of this Ford F150, including the new Pro Trailer Backup Assist feature. 

The truck’s computer needs to locate and confirm the position 
of a special decal on the trailer hitch to provide a reference. Measurements of the decal location needed to be fed into the truck’s onboard system.

A dial on the dash is used to steer the trailer when using 
the Pro Trailer Backup Assist feature

A rear-view camera added to the vision provided by 
the large side mirrors and helped in backing up.
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By Scott Garvey

Proponents of intercrop-
ping (growing two or 
more crops in the same 
field simultaneously) 

claim that system allows for a 
significant reduction in the typi-
cal input costs associated with 
controlling pest and disease 
problems in a monoculture envi-
ronment, and it can significantly 
boost field yields at the same 
time. But there are obvious hur-
dles to overcome in successfully 
harvesting those fields.

To help address that prob-
l e m ,  S a s k a t c h e w a n - b a s e d 
Flexxifinger recently introduced 
its FlexxiSelect combine header 
attachments. Kathryn Sarauer, the 
company’s sales and support spe-
cialist, said that this new product 
can minimize harvest losses in at 
least one intercropping regime, 
which involves blending winter 
wheat and soybeans.

“Our product helps with the 
harvesting of winter wheat,” she 
said when discussing it during 
Canada’s Farm Progress Show in 
June. Flexxifinger used that show 
to introduce the FlexxiSelect 
to farmers. “It holds down the 
soybeans while we take off the 
wheat crop. It reduces the dam-
age to the soybeans, because they 
are usually at flowering during 
wheat harvest. And if we lose a 
flower, we lose a pod.”

The FlexxiSelect consists of a 
plastic paddle that mounts on a 
standard Flexxifinger crop lifter 
mount and can be fitted to any 
combine header. It pushes the 
soybean plants down below the 
cutter bar when combining the 
wheat crop.

“It uses the same end as our 
crop lifters,” said Sarauer. “It 
looks a lot like our crop lifters, 
because half of it is. It has differ-
ent joints so you can change the 
height based on your soybeans.”

The company has had the 
FlexxiSelect in field trials in 
Illinois. In at least one of those 
inter-seeded test fields, the 
grower saw a total production 
output of 170 per cent of a typi-
cal monoculture crop.

“In this particular field, he 
over yielded by 70 per cent,” she 
explains. “Seventy-seven bush-
els per acre of wheat and 35 of 
soybeans. Most of that is due 
to the interaction of wheat and 
soybeans. They require different 
nutrient and moisture levels and 
the root zone is different. And 
because soybeans are a legume, 
they fix nitrogen.”

Inter-seeded test fields also saw 
a significant reduction in inputs.

“There’s a 20 to 30 per cent 
or more reduction in the crop 
protection products you need,” 
she added.

Winter wheat can be seeded 
in the fall and soybeans planted 
into the same field in the spring.

“In the one we did a lot 
of research with, wheat was 
seeded at 15-inch row spacings 
and in spring soybeans were 
seeded at 30-inch spacings,” 
said Sarauer. “It makes kind of 
a wheat sandwich.”

Retail pricing for the 
FlexxiSelect hasn’t yet been set, 
but production is set to begin 

later this year, with product 
delivery available in time for har-
vest 2017.

“It will be ready for harvest 
next year,” she said. “If people 
are thinking of doing this, they 
can seed their winter wheat in 
the fall and we’ll have these 
ready next season.”

“I’m especially excited about 
the whole intercropping thing. 
The great thing about it is it can 
be used by conventional farm-
ers, organic farmers, conserva-
tion farmers. I think it might be a 
tool to open up the conversation 
on how to share our farming 
practices and work together a lit-
tle more in the industry.”   †

Scott Garvey is machinery editor for Grainews. 
Contact him at Scott.Garvey@fbcpublishing.com.

HarveStinG tecHnoloGy
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VISIT WWW.FARM-KING.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION OR VISIT YOUR LOCAL FARM KING DEALER.

©2016 Buhler Trading Inc. | info@buhler.com | www.farm-king.com

BUILT TO HANDLE
TRASH IN HIGH RESIDUE CROPS

FARM KING TANDEM DISCS ARE BUILT TO HANDLE TRASH AND 
INCORPORATE HEAVY RESIDUE. Utilizing a one of a kind floating 
hitch, Farm King tandem discs leave a more level finish when com-
pared to competitive units. Farm King discs are also built using the 
best bearings in the industry, so you stay in the field until the job is 
done. Farm King offers a full line of offset and tandem discs, in addi-
tion to a line of cultivators, chisel plows and chisel cultivators.

FlexxiSelect attachment for combines
New product from Flexxifinger allows for easier harvesting in intercropped fields

 Machinery & Shop Machinery & Shop

FlexxiSelect header attachments from 
Flexxifinger are designed to hold 
down soybean rows while winter 

wheat is harvested in the same field 
without damaging the soybean crop.
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By Scott Garvey

It’s easy to forget about that 
straw chopper hanging off 
the back of a combine. So 
much discussion and effort 

these days seems to focus on get-
ting material fed in at the front, 
that what happens to it when the 
combine coughs it out the rear 
often becomes little more than an 
afterthought.

But the problems created by 
improper residue distribution 
across a field can come back to 
haunt producers the following 
spring during seeding, especially 
those using no-till drills.

“As we move more and more 
into precision farming, the process 
of getting a great precision seeding 
season underway really starts at 
harvest,” says Trevor Thiessen of 
Redekop Manufacturing, a com-
pany that produces both OEM and 
aftermarket choppers. “If you’re 
not managing that residue at har-
vest, there is a chance germination 
in the spring will be hampered. 
These big precision drills that 
try to place seed and fertilizer in 
exactly the correct place only work 
if you have the field prepped cor-
rectly before you get in there. And 
fast, even germination starts with 
seedbed prep.”

Theissen suggests three simple 
steps to maximize chopper per-
formance.

1. Stay Sharp

How often do you sharpen the 
knives on your combine chopper? 
Or should we ask, have you ever 
sharpened them? Maintaining a 
good sharp edge on knives is the 
first step producers should take, 
according to Theissen.

Producers should spend some 
time sharpening chopper knives 
each year before the season kicks 
off. Double edged knives can then 
be turned mid-way through the 

season to keep on cutting effi-
ciently right through harvest.

“Before you spend any big 
dollars on a new combine or 
fixing the chopper on the back 
end, just look at the sharpness 
of your knives,” he advises. “It’s 
a relatively cheap thing. You can 
replace all the knives on your 
combine for about $1,000 at the 
high end. Dull blades have a sig-
nificant impact on the perform-
ance of the combine, because it 
takes more fuel and more horse-
power to chop. When you’re 
using extra horsepower to chop 
straw, you’re taking horsepower 
away from your threshing capac-

ity and your harvesting speed 
starts to slow down.”

When straw doesn’t get cut, it 
doesn’t get spread, so the chopper 
needs to be able to cut the straw 
finely in order to spread it evenly. 
Both the rotating and stationary 
knives work together to get that 
job done.

“There are two sets of knives,” 
Theissen explains. “If you think of 
cutting with scissors, the station-
ary knives mounted on the chop-
per are kind of the opposite side of 
the scissors. If they’re not sharp, 
they’re just breaking or pinch-
ing the straw. Both sets of knives 
are important. You’d be shocked 

equipment maintenance

Straw choppers must be matched to the header width of 
a combine. If a chopper can’t spread the full width of the 
header, residue distribution across the field will be uneven. 

Both the rotating and stationary knives on a chopper must 
be sharpened at least once per season. Most rotating knives 
are double sided and can be rotated midway through the 
season to cut with a new sharp edge.

The position of the tailboard on choppers can significantly 
affect its spread pattern. 
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3 steps to even residue distribution
How to ensure you get the best performance from a combine straw chopper

 Machinery & Shop Machinery & Shop
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InnovatIons

The Heavy Equipment Jack from 
Eastwooda Products is designed 
to improve safety when raising 
heavy equipment. 
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brandt.ca     1-866-427-2638

LOADS BETTER.

  02

BAG LIFT 
TRAY
The bag lift tray does  
the heavy lifting to make 
loading bags easy.

  03

HIGH-FLOW 
AUGER
The 20" main auger 
evenly fills bags at up to 
30,000 bushels per hour.

   05

DISC BRAKES
The large 12-inch disc brakes 
along with precision 
control wheels allow for 
perfectly filled bags.

  04

EXTRA LARGE 
HOPPER
The easy to fill 8'x8' hopper with 
available roll tarp makes filling bags 
easier and protects your product.

01   

BAG PAN
The bag pan supports 

     the bag during  
filling to evenly  
distribute grain.

For the producer who knows value, the Brandt 3010 GrainBag Loader delivers limitless storage capacity 

while preserving grain quality. Designed to maximize your harvest efficiency, it features a high-capacity 20 inch 

loading auger, and our extra wide hopper that makes it easy to load from either side, or from both sides at once. Our 

heavy duty easy lift bagging system makes loading effortless and our innovative bag tunnel design distributes grain 

evenly ensuring perfectly filled bags, every time. That’s Powerful Value. Delivered.

By scott Garvey

It’s common to find trac-
tors and heavy machines 
inside farm shops and 
even dealership service 

bays jacked up and resting on 
a stack of wooden blocks while 
mechanics work underneath 
them. Sometimes that block-
ing doesn’t look very safe.

Louis Sigouin and Dan 
Edwards of Eastwood Products 
in Arborfield, Manitoba, 
have developed their Heavy 
Equipment Jack to deal with 
exactly that problem. Meant 
to be used with a hydraulic or 
air-over-hydraulic bottle jack, 

the Heavy Equipment Jack is 
capable of locking a machine 
in a raised position so it can 
be worked on safely.

The HEJ is built with twin 
sections of square tubing that 
each have a 70,000 pound 
crush rating, so its maximum 
weight load is only limited by 
the rating of the hydraulic bot-
tle jack used with it, according 
to Sigouin. Once a machine is 
raised high enough, locking 
pins can be set on the HEJ so 
the load can be removed from 
the hydraulic jack and held 
solely by the HEJ.

The company was displaying 
the HEJ at the Ag in Motion 

farm show near Saskatoon in 
July, and the jack was entered 
in the innovation awards com-
petition.

A pair of Heavy Equipment 
Jacks (without a hydraulic bot-
tle jack) retails for $1,650.

H2o FIrst-Pro system

Eastwood Products was 
also displaying its H2O Fire-
Pro system. Designed to be 
mounted on a grain cart, the 
water tank and 12 volt pump 
is capable of putting out small 
field fires before they get out 
of control.

“It’s always the grain cart 

driver that finds it first,” said 
Edwards. So the company 
came up with the idea to 
develop this system to equip 
carts as first responders.

The H2O Fire-Pro includes 
a 35 gallon poly tank, 12 volt 
5 g.p.m pump and 30 feet 
of regular garden-style hose 
along with the wiring neces-
sary to connect it to the trac-
tor’s electrical system. It retails 
for $695.

To contact the company, 
check out their website, east-
woodproducts.ca.   †

Scott Garvey is machinery editor for 
Grainews. Contact him at Scott.Garvey@
fbcpublishing.com.

Jack allows for safe, heavy lifts
New heavy equipment jack design takes the risk out of raising heavy equipment

at how efficient a combine can 
become when you put a sharp set 
of knives on.”

2. adjustments

The second step is to ensure the 
chopper is adjusted properly.

“We get calls from guys say-
ing their straw isn’t spreading 
properly,” says Theissen. “And we 
just ask them, have you adjusted 
the height of your tailboard? In 
windy conditions you have to 
lower it a little bit. It’s a sim-
ple thing, but unfortunately it’s 
something some guys or their 
operators don’t think about.”

Also, deflectors inside the com-
bine help route the flow of straw 
into choppers. If they aren’t deliver-
ing an even flow of material across 
the width of the chopper, distribu-
tion across the field will be uneven.

“Straw needs to feed into the 
chopper evenly,” he continues. 
“If you don’t feed your chopper 
evenly, it throws lots of straw on 
one side or the other. So you have 
to adjust that.”

3. Be a matcH maker

Can the chopper on your com-
bine spread the full width of the 
header? If it can’t, you need a bet-
ter chopper or a narrower header. 
They need to be matched.

“You need to make sure you 
get a chopper that can work with 
the header size,” says Theissen. 
“You have to spread the width 
of the cutter bar. Because if you 
don’t, what you’ll end up with 
are patches of residue that are 
going to cause you problems 
later on.”

“You still find a lot of larger 
farmers using a heavy harrow or 
tilling a field, sometimes twice, 
post harvest. You can move the 
long straw (with tillage), but you 
can’t move the finely cut straw 
and chaff. It falls too low onto the 
ground. So if you haven’t distrib-
uted it evenly, you’ll end up with 
concentrated chaff and straw in 
certain spots.”

“The heavy harrow can also 
leave bunches of straw. It’s just 
moving it around not breaking 
it down. It also has a significant 
cost. You don’t have to talk to too 
many precision or no-till produc-
ers to find stories of plugging or 
hair-pinning issues with excessive 
residue.”   †
Scott Garvey is machinery editor for Grainews. 
Contact him at Scott.Garvey@fbcpublishing.com.
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By Scott Garvey

Back in 2014 Saskatchewan-based 
Seed Hawk used the Canada’s 
Farm Progress Show in Regina to 
introduce an entirely new seed 

metering system for its air carts. Control 
of the then-new modular, meters beneath 
the cart tanks moved to a wireless system 
called iCon, away from the Raven control-
ler the company had been using.

That metering system represented a 
major change in technology for the 
brand. But in the past two seasons some 
farmers experienced problems with the 
meters when seeding certain products. 
At this year’s Canada’s Farm Progress 
show, the brand announced it had rede-
signed that metering system to address 
those issues.

The result of that redesign is the new 
Fenix III metering system, which has 
undergone field trials in Europe through 
Seed Hawk’s parent company Väderstad.

“We experienced a few problems with 
the metering system we introduced a 
couple of years ago,” explains Peter 
Clarke, Seed Hawk president and CEO. 
“This update addresses all the issues our 
farmers identified in the spring of 2015 
and 2016.”

To prevent dust and fines from getting 
into the drive motors, which caused 
trouble in the previous system, they 
have now been moved outside of the 
housing body and have a quick attach 
system that allows for easy and fast in-
field changes.

“This is a larger motor than we had 
on our iCon system previously,” says 

Clarke. “This is a 40 watt motor versus 
our 10 watt system. It sits outside the 
meter housing, so it addresses issues of 
contamination that we faced over the 
past few springs.”

To accommodate moving the elec-
tric motors, the meter housing, itself, 
needed a redesign. Engineers used that 
opportunity to make some improve-
ments to the flow of product through 
them as well. The company claims 
higher rates of product can now flow 
more easily through the meter body 
compared to the 2014 design.

“The roller, itself, has changed in 
terms of material type,” he adds. “It’s 
a polyurethane product. And the shape 
and design of the roller actually works 
seamlessly with the meter housing to 
improve product flow.”

For growers who purchased air carts 
in the last two years and have experi-
enced trouble with the previous meter-
ing system, they will be able to change 
over to the new Fenix III system.

“The Fenix III system is retrofittable 
to all iCon systems that are on the mar-
ket today,” says Clarke. “And our plan is 
to release this into our new 2017 model 
year beginning production in the fall. 
And the entire system works better than 
we’ve ever had before.”

For a video look at the new Fenix III 
metering system and an explanation of its 
design from company president and CEO 
Peter Clarke, go online to grainews.ca and 
click on the e-QuipTV button under the 
“videos” link.   †
Scott Garvey is machinery editor for Grainews. Contact 
him at Scott.Garvey@fbcpublishing.com.

SeedinG technoloGy
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Seed Hawk replaces its metering system
The new Fenix III meter addresses performance issues in the previous design

 Machinery & Shop Machinery & Shop

Seed Hawk’s new metering system, the Fenix III, replaces the previous design that 
was introduced in 2014.

The new, more powerful electric drive motors are now attached to the outside of the 
meter housing to prevent contamination problems.
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By Scott Garvey

A prototype air -boom 
spreader on display 
at Salford’s Canada’s 
Farm Progress Show 

exhibit in Regina was the result 
of the brand deciding to accom-
modate a special request from a 
customer, says Dave King, the 
company’s director of sales and 
marketing.

“Last year at this show we 
were showing a MagnaSpread 
big spreader and we also had 
Valmar air boom systems,” he 
explains. “A Valmar customer 
came in and said I want that (a 
large spreader), and I want an air 
boom on it. Basically, what they 
were after was a large-capacity 
air boom system.”

“At the customer’s request, we 
started looking at this. We took 
a 20-ton spreader and redesigned 
the (Valmar) boom a little bit. We 
started working with this farmer 
to run a demo in the field.”

The result of that work was a 
completely new offering from 
Salford, a fertilizer spreader 
with a 20-ton box capacity 
and 66-foot air boom, which 
is meant to appeal to west-
ern Canadian growers. Salford 
expects this machine should cre-
ate new interest in the market 
for dry product spreaders across 
the prairies, which has lagged 
over the years.

“The units that were here in 
the past had less technology and 
features,” King notes. “And the 
sizes weren’t big enough. Today, 
we’re offering a lot higher tech-
nology in spreaders.”

With the increased versatility 
offered by an air boom spreader 
over a spinner box design, this 
new offering should meet the 
needs of a wider range of grow-
ers and overcome some spinner 
box limitations.

“As a general rule when you 
get to about 25 m.p.h. with 
wind, an air boom will per-
form better than a spinner,” 
King says.

Development of the new 
spreader displayed in Regina, 
which was still a pre-production 
model, was the result of Salford 
recently taking over both the BBI 
and Valmar brands. It allowed 
the company to integrate tech-
nology from both firms and cre-
ate the new, high-capacity air 
boom spreader.

“Last fall we had some issues 
with the boom,” says King. “It was 
bouncing. So we took some of that 
out and field tested it this spring 
and got those issues resolved, and 
we’re now ready to start factory 
production. We’re going to build 
them to order. It takes about eight 
weeks to build it.”

Retail price for a base unit is 
$142,275. The tarp and scale 
options included on the display 
model at the show add about 
$11,000 to that.

The company expects to fur-
ther increase the efficiency of 
these models in the future by 
offering a wider boom width.

“We want to make a 90-foot 
boom,” he adds. “We’re going to 
be doing some work on that.”   †
Scott Garvey is machinery editor for Grainews. 
Contact him at Scott.Garvey@fbcpublishing.com.
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VISIT WWW.FARM-KING.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION OR SEE YOUR LOCAL FARM KING DEALER.

HIGHER INPUT COSTS AND TIGHTER MARGINS REQUIRE A  
COMPLETE GRAIN MANAGEMENT SYSTEM TO MAKE YOUR  
OPERATION AS PROFITABLE AS POSSIBLE. The complete line of 
Farm King grain handling equipment ensures you get top dollar for 
your crop. With decades of grain handling experience, Farm King 
offers a line of durable, high capacity products for your farm.

©2016 Buhler Trading Inc. | info@buhler.com | www.farm-king.com

HIGH CAPACITY  
AND HEAVY-DUTY

New air-boom spreader from Salford
A customer request for an air boom leads Salford to develop an entirely new model

 Machinery & Shop Machinery & Shop

Salford introduced a prototype 20 ton air boom spreader during Canada’s Farm 
Progress Show in Regina in June. 

The design of the new model on display was created from a blend 
of technologies taken from existing products in the company’s lines 
of MagnaSpread BBI spinner spreaders and Valmar air booms.
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BKT Tires (CANADA) Inc.
Tel: AG/IND  905-641-5636
AG/IND  604-701-9098

By sCott Garvey

Back in January, Grainews was invited 
into Versatile’s Winnipeg tractor assem-
bly plant to follow the restoration of the 
classic Big Roy, eight-wheel drive tractor, 

which has been a brand icon since the 1970s. 
The Grainews video team documented the work 
being done to the tractor by company employees 
throughout the restoration process. The goal of 
the restoration was to bring the tractor back to 
what it once was. Time had taken its toll on it, like 
it does on all machines.

After months of work and the expenditure of an 
undisclosed amount of money, staff at Versatile 
— including at least one employee who had origi-
nally helped build the tractor — have wrapped up 
the project. In early July Big Roy was finally ready 
for his first official public viewing. That took place 
at the company’s Sanford R&D facility as part of 
the presentation event for buyers of the Legendary 
Limited Edition tractors. The new owners of those 
special edition machines were the first to see the 
refreshed Big Roy.

The entire event including the presentation of 
keys to customers of the LLE tractors and the Big 
Roy debut was a long time in the making, accord-
ing to Versatile’s marketing manager Adam Reid.

“It turned out better than we thought,” he said. 
“We had about 130 people here between dealers 
and customers. The response to these (LLE) trac-
tors from the very first time we showed them has 
always been spectacular.”

Despite the enthusiasm about seeing their own 
LLE tractor for the very first time, arguably it was 
Big Roy’s dramatic entrance that stole the show. 
The tractor rolled out from behind closed doors in 
the evening as the entire crowd gathered to watch 
and eventually give it a close inspection.

“I’ve seen it at its very worst; and now I’ve seen 
it at its very best,” said Reid of the restoration 
work. “The partnership we have with the museum 
is fantastic. People come from all over the world 
to see it. And now there is a showpiece there that 
will accurately depict who we think Versatile is.”

But Big Roy will first spend the summer on 
tour with Versatile, forming the centrepiece at its 
show displays around Canada and the Northern 
U.S. Its first stop was the Ag in Motion show near 
Saskatoon in late July. 

“It’s a world-wide attraction and now it’s going 
to make the show tour with us,” Reid added. 
“We’re going to show it to people who remember 
that era of Versatile, who remember when this 
was just a monster tractor. And what’s funny is 
when it was in the R&D bay being restored and it 
was parked next to a Delta Track, the Delta Track 
is several feet higher and the dimensions aren’t 
that much different. But in its day, Big Roy was 
earth shattering. It was groundbreaking. No one 
had seen anything like it. The fact that we’re able 
to bring it back for the 50th anniversary is very 
fulfilling for us.”

For a video look at Big Roy’s restoration 
and debut in Sanford, Manitoba, go online to 
Grainews.ca and watch the e-QuipTV episode 
under the “videos” link.   †

Scott Garvey is machinery editor for Grainews. Contact him at Scott.
Garvey@fbcpublishing.com.

Big Roy debuts — again!
Grainews has been following the restoration of this tractor, and it’s finally finished

 Machinery & Shop Machinery & Shop

After several months of restoration work, Big Roy is now back in as-new condition.

Coming out from behind a closed door, the tractor made its debut in front of a 
crowd of about 130 people at Versatile’s R&D facility in Sanford, Manitoba.

Getting the original closed circuit TV system 
to work again meant tracking down an old-
fashioned TV repairman.

Inspecting the tractor and posing for pictures with it was one of the 
highlights for customers during the unveil.

Customers (posing here for a group photo) who 
purchased one of the Legendary Limited Edition 
models were presented with the keys to their new 
tractors just before Big Roy made his appearance.
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AS FEATURED ON

765669

2015 JOHN DEERE R4030

BASSANO, AB
403-641-3813

LOADED, 120ft, Warranty, as new 
condition, only 187 engine hours

778599

$325,000

2012 CLAAS LEXION 740TT

NORTHBATTLEFORD, SK
306-445-8010

$79,900

2010 NEW HOLLAND 8040

WETASKIWIN, AB
780-352-9244

763 hrs, Double Knife, Air Bag

790710

2014 JOHN DEERE S680

WATROUS, SK
306-946-3362

13 hrs, premium cab, leather package, 
HID lights, premium radio

$504,900

721505

790485

$110,000

2008 FLEXI-COIL 3350

PENHOLD, AB
403-886-4222

TBT Vari, w/5000-33-10 5.5” rub, single 
shoot, Stealth Openers.

Pictures & full used inventory: 
www.tingleyshc.com

$435,000

791517

2012 LOAD KING PRESTIGE GRAIN TRAILER

LETHBRIDGE, AB
403-331-6315

Comes w fresh safety, stainless steel 
fenders,dual hopper cr

789185

$269,000

2013 BOURGAULT 3320-66’

WADENA, SK
306-338-2541

Liquid Kit, 6550 Tow Between Cart, 
Brandt 3400TC Liquid Cart

$45,900

743496

$66,900

2004 WESTWARD 9352I

ROSENORT, MB
204-746-8441

With NEW Isuzi Turbo,972-30ft.Double 
Knife Drive, Split Reel.

$299,000

2013 VERSATILE 450W

CAMROSE, AB
780-673-9593

865 hrs, 710/70R42 duals, frt weight,dlx 
cab, raven steer, radar, P/S

778548



BY ANGELA LOVELL

The Manitoba Forage and 
Grassland Association 
(MFGA) and M3 Aerial 
Productions are team-

ing up to investigate whether 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) 
 — also known as drones — can 
be used to enhance the MFGA’s 
Green Gold Program, which pro-
vides producers with the best 
first-cut date for alfalfa crops.

The MFGA offers the Green 
Gold program, which originally 
began as a Manitoba government 
initiative 21 years ago. Offered at 
no cost to producers, the gener-
osity of sponsors helps fund the 
program. Participating producers 
clip samples of alfalfa from their 
fields twice a week which are sent 
to Central Testing Laboratories 
— a core partner in the program 
— for evaluation. Program co-
ordinator, John McGregor emails 
regional results to subscribers, 
posts them on the MFGA website 
and sends them to various media. 
More than 500 producers and 
industry people receive informa-
tion from the program, all geared 
to identifying the optimum tim-
ing for first-cut alfalfa crops when 
the relative feed value is the high-

est. The first-cut date for 2016 was 
May 30.

AERIAL VS. GROUND DATA 

As part of the trial project, a 
handful of Manitoba producers 
participating in the Green Gold 
program this year not only took 
clippings, but also had aerial 
images of their crops taken by 
camera-equipped drones. 

“The UAVs are fitted with sen-
sors which pick up infrared light 
in four wavelengths that bounce 
off the plants,” says M3 Aerial 
Productions owner Matthew 
Johnson. “Our software uses an 
algorithm to look at the light 
that has come back and turn 
it into something that’s called 
NDVI (Normalized Difference 
Vegetation Index). It basically 
allows you to get a reference point 
so you can note the variations 
between healthy and unhealthy 
plants in the crop.”

Because red and green are 
opposite on the colour spectrum, 
they have different interactions. 
A green plant will absorb infra-
red light in a certain way — the 
darker green the plant, the more 
infrared light it absorbs. A dying 
or diseased plant, paler in colour, 

will reflect more light up to the 
sensors. Colour picked up by the 
infrared sensors can indicate when 
a crop is at its prime growth stage.

M3 uses two drones to gather 
crop data. Its five-foot wide, fixed-
wing Ag Eagle RX60 UAV can fly 
up to 500 feet above the ground, 
collecting data from a half-section 
field in around 30 minutes. Its 
Quad Copter drone has the ability 
to hover and fly at lower levels. 
“A producer can cover a section 
of land in one flight with the Ag 
Eagle, get a breakdown of where 
the problems areas are and then use 
the Quad Copter to fly at about five 
feet above the crop to get a really 
close look at it,” says Johnson. “A 
producer may be able to identify 
what the issue is without having to 
walk out into the field.

VALUABLE TOOL 

“The Green Gold program is 
one of our most valuable pro-
grams for producers,” says 
Duncan Morrison, MFGA execu-
tive director. “We’re evaluating 
the UAV eye-in-the-sky technol-
ogy to see if we could corre-
late what we are seeing with the 
lab results. It also gives us all a 
broader scope as well. It definitely 

supports the existing program, 
which will continue to be of great 
value as we look at ways to get the 
best information possible out to 
producers, while attracting spon-
sors for the program.”

“Farmers around the world are 
being educated on the benefits 
that UAVs can provide to their 
operations,” says Johnson. “From 
increasing efficiency and profitabil-

ity, to decreasing waste and envi-
ronmental impacts, the solution is 
clear, and it is UAV-based technol-
ogy. We are very pleased to have 
this opportunity to work with and 
help MFGA showcase their Green 
Gold program.” For more informa-
tion visit the M3 website at: www.
m3aerial.com.   †

Angela Lovell is a freelance writer based in 
Manitou, Manitoba.

Cattle prices appear to 
be stabilizing as the 
market absorbs the 
surge in third-quarter 

beef production. Alberta packers 
have been buying fed cattle in the 
range of $145 to $148 in August 
while prices in the U.S. Southern 
Plains have been hovering around 
US$120. Wholesale beef prices 
have also held value, enhancing 
margins for packers. We’ve seen 
retail beef prices soften, which has 
strengthened demand at the con-
sumer level. All these factors have 
supported the fed cattle market, 
which has spilled over into the 
feeder complex. 

Early yearling sales have mixed 
steers weighing just over 900 pounds 
trading at $180 and 810 pound 
mixed steers averaging $192 in 
central Alberta. Western Canadian 
barley prices have dropped approxi-
mately $30/mt over the past month 
which has supported the feeder 
market. Feedlot margins have 
moved near breakeven levels and 
strength in the deferred live cattle 
futures has improved the outlook 
for replacements. 

SUPPLIES REMAIN HIGH

U.S. feedlot inventories have 
been running one to two per cent 

above year-ago levels through 
the summer months while place-
ments are up three to five per 
cent. The USDA revised the third-
quarter beef production estimate 
to 6.46 billion pounds, which is 
a 400 million pound year-over-
year increase. Cash cattle prices 
will likely remain rangebound 
over the next month because of 
the larger supplies overhanging 
the market. Looking forward, the 
supply situation tends to mar-
ginally contract in the fourth 
quarter but still remains sharply 
above year-ago levels. In the first 
quarter of 2017, the market will 
be contending with the lowest 
quarterly production for the year. 

For the week ending July 30, 
the Canadian cattle slaughter 
was up four per cent over year-
ago levels. Year-to-date beef 
output reached 578,489 mt, 
which reflected a year-over-year 
increase of 10 per cent. Alberta 
and Saskatchewan feedlot inven-
tories have been running four 

to five per cent above 2015 
largely due to lower feeder cattle 
exports. I’m expecting the year-
over-year increase in domestic 
beef production to continue for 
the remainder of the year and 
could actually expand further. 

The U.S. economy is running 
on all cylinders with low unem-
ployment levels, strong con-
sumer confidence, and steady 
consumer spending. Away-from-
home food spending contin-
ues to reflect a year-over-year 
increase of 3.5 per cent and 
per capita disposable income is 
slowly rising. Retail beef prices 
have also softened from the 
spring highs causing overall 
consumption to increase. U.S. 
at-home food spending has 
been hovering at 5.4 per cent 
above year-ago levels through-
out the summer. I’m looking 
for seasonal trends in demand 
to influence the cattle market 
over the next year. We usually 
see a spike in restaurant spend-

ing in late November through 
December. January and February 
are very slow months followed 
by another sharp spike in March. 

BETTER MARKETING IN 2017 

Currently, the live cattle 
futures appear to experienc-
ing bottoming type behav-
iour as the burdensome supply 
situation eases. The market is 
expected to percolate higher in 
the fourth quarter as supplies 
decrease and demand improves. 
I’m expecting a rather stagnant 
market in January and February 
and then look for the seasonal 
highs to occur in mid March. 
Producers should not be over 
anxious to forward contract cat-
tle. Once December 2016 comes 
around, producers can be more 
aggressive on their contract-
ing program for all of 2017. 
Producers can leave some cattle 
that will be marketed in the 
first quarter unhedged. Keep in 

mind the futures will turn lower 
before the cash market. 

I’m expecting the lows in the 
feeder market to be made in 
August and September. Similar 
to the fed market, feeder cattle 
prices are expected to percolate 
higher during the fall and winter 
period. Feed grain supplies will 
be burdensome for the 2016-17 
crop year, which will be a major 
factor driving the feeder market 
higher. The cost per pound gain 
will be sharply below year-ago 
levels so feedlots will have addi-
tional buying power for replace-
ment cattle.   † 

Jerry Klassen is manager of the Canadian 
office for Swiss-based grain trader GAP 
SA Grains and Products Ltd. He is also 
president and founder of Resilient Capital 
— a specialist in commodity futures trading 
and commodity market analysis. Aside 
from owning farmland in Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan, he’s a University of Alberta 
graduate who grew up on a mixed farm 
feedlot operation in southern Alberta, which 
keeps him close to the grassroots of grain 
and cattle production. He can be reached at 
204 504 8339.

fORAGE PRODUcTION

Matthew Johnson of M3 Aerial Productions with the UAVs his company 
uses to capture images to determine hay crop quality.
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Drone image reveals best cutting day
Infrared aerial photo technology senses when alfalfa quality is prime

Lower meat prices attract consumers
It’s still going to be a slow fall for prices, although expected to pick up in 2017

 Cattleman’s Corner

THE MARKETS

JERRY 
KLASSEN

MARKET 
UPDATE

U.S. QUARTERLY BEEf PRODUcTION

Quarter 2013 2014 2015 Est. 2016 Est. 2017

1 6,172 5,868 5,664 5,935 6,045

2 6,517 6,183 5,855 6,190 6,470

3 6,608 6,179 6,066 6,460 6,700

4 6,420 6,021 6,105 6,360 6,570

Total 25,717 24,251 23,690 24,945 25,785

cME NEARBY WEEKLY LIVE cATTLE fUTURES

CHART COURTESY OF DTN PROPHET X.

Upside 
potential 

I’m looking for upside potentil to the 
range of $135 to $140 in March 2017
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For much of this summer a 
lot of rain has fallen across 
the Prairies and has made 
pastures lush with green 

grass. Many beef cow-calf produc-
ers which creep spring calves have 
found cows are literarily bursting 
with milk, so their spring calves are 
making few visits to the calf feeders. 

It has been my experience even-
tually calves will come up and eat 
more creep feed. That’s because by 
late summer, milk production of the 
nursing cow naturally slows down 
and will make up about 50 per cent 
of her calf’s growing requirements. 
Lush pastures will also mature and 
lay down more fibre, which lim-
its available nutrients for good calf 
growth. By creep feeding calves, 
supplemental feed not only fills this 
nutritional gap, but can make for a 
more profitable calf at weaning. 

GOOD RETURN fOUR  
OUT fivE YEARS 

For many people, creep feed-
ing calves must be profitable even 
before they consider it. In the 
last five years of creep feeding 
in Western Canada, the picture 
shows four positive annual return 
on investment (ROI) (2012-15) 
and only one negative ROI year 
(2011). The biggest ROI of 142 per 
cent was set last fall.

For 2016, I present the follow-
ing spreadsheet. It illustrates the 
current financial status of a 100-
day creep feeding program imple-
mented for a group of large-framed 
calves with standard genetics and 
replacement heifers segregated to 
another pasture put on a different 
feeding program. Other parameters 
include: 1. A commercial 14 per 
cent creep feed pellet @ $350/mt 
is fed, 2. Feed conversion of these 
pellets is six lbs. of weaned weight 
gain, 3. All calves are weaned at 
600 lbs. and 4. A cwt market dis-
count of five cents per lb.

I showed these calculations to 
a friend who operates a 300-cow-
calf operation. He said that $25 
per calf didn’t seem much profit, 
if you could get them to eat creep 
feed in the first place. But I disa-
greed with him. Even in a flat or 
down cattle market; my current 
calculation of his 350 cows x 96 
per cent calving rate x 90 per cent 
marketable calves (replacement 
heifers held back) x $25.53 per 
weaned calf yields about $6,600.

By looking at this absolute 
profit of nearly $7,000, it didn’t 
take my friend long to envision 
the worthiness of creep feeding 
his calves, once they are dramati-
cally eat eight to 10 lbs. per day 
by summer’s end and well into 
the fall months. His creep feed-
ers and others should be filled 
with a nutritious well-balanced 
creep feed; 14 per cent protein, 
medium level energy (65-70 per 
cent TDN), balanced with calcium, 
phosphorus, salt, fortified trace 
mineral-vitamin pack (especially 
copper, zinc, selenium, vitamin 
A and vitamin E). A probiotic or 
yeast plus a coccidiostat such as 

monensin sodium should also be 
added to the final creep formula. 

GAiN WiTHOUT fAT

I use these nutrient guidelines to 
put together practical creep feed-
ing feeds and programs that put 
efficient gains (complement milk 
and forage intake) on spring calves 
without making them “fleshy or 
greasy.” That means I like to for-
mulate beef calf creep feeds using 
some barley, wheat middling, corn 
distillers’ grains and soybean meal. 
I avoid sunflower and canola meal 
due to lower palatability and most 
feed screenings due to low feed 
quality and high risk of myco-
toxins, although good-quality pea 
and lentil screenings are accept-

able. I do this work in conjunc-
tion with local feed mills and get 
a commercial pellet made, which 
has a five to six per cent feed con-
sumption advantage over chop 
feed when fed to spring calves. 

Creep feeding is still significantly 
utilized by many cow-calf produc-
ers as a means of supplementing 
essential nutrients to saleable beef 
calves, where milk and forage sup-
plies become short. Despite lower 
selling prices projected for weaned 
calves this fall, those producers 
committed to putting calf creep 
feeders out on pasture should 
squeeze out on profitable creep 
feeding in 2016.   † 

Peter Vitti is an independent livestock nutritionist 
and consultant based in Winnipeg. To reach him 
call 204-254-7497 or by email at vitti@mts.net.

bETTER bUNkS AND pASTURES
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Visit  www.agribition.com 
for the full schedule of events including all breed show and sales

bEEf EVEnTs

Pencil the profits of creep feeding
In a 300-head herd it could mean about $7,000 worth of extra gain

 Cattleman’s Corner

pETER
viTTi

CREEp fEEDiNG

No Creep 
(1)

Creep  
(2)

Your  
Calculations

A Weaned calf weight (lb.) 540 600 Input

b Expected body wt. gain 
due to creep feed (lb.)

0 60 Input

C Expected Creep feed used 0 360 6.0 x B

D Predicted calf price at 
weaning

1.88 1.83 0.08 x 60/100

E Predicted calf value $ 1015.20 $ 1098.00 A1 x D1, A2 x D2

f Value of Expected gain 0 $82.80 E1 – E2

G Creep feed cost per lb. 0 $0.16 Input

H Total cost of creep feed  0 $57.27 C x G

i Profit per head due to 
creep feed

0 $25.53 F - H

J Return of Investment (ROI) 0 45% I/H*100



Over the last few years 
several herds in our 
area have been affected 
with grass tetany. These 

herds will often have multiples cases 
in short order. Once clinical signs 
occur and cattle go down chances of 
recovery are very poor so treatment 
wise they are a true emergency. 

Early in the course of the disease 
treatment is very successful and 
your veterinarian will initiate steps 
to prevent further cases. As it is a 
condition caused by a magnesium 

deficiency, it is important to take 
steps to prevent it, however if neces-
sary, follow treatment advice.   

In a classic case of grass tetany 
cattle (especially mature cows) 
become weak, staggery, go down 
and develop tetanic convulsive fits. 
Paddling with the front feet and 
snapping of the eyelids can also 
occur with heavy breathing and 
foaming at the mouth. 

When your veterinarian exam-
ines affected cattle they often find a 
very high heart rate and potentially 
elevated temperature from all the 
hard work the muscles are doing. 
Not much else is found and since 
the cow is down veterinarians often 
administer a combination of cal-
cium, phosphorus and magnesium 
much the same as one would treat 

a milk fever as these three minerals 
together or in combination may be 
low enough to cause a downer cow.

Most clinics are now set up to do 
in-house blood work so many vet-
erinarians will often grab a blood 
sample before they begin to check 
for the levels of these minerals. We 
often see magnesium and calcium 
low together. Occasionally we look 
for high potassium another mac-
romineral as it can lead to a sec-
ondary grass tetani.

SUDDEN ONSET 

The real problem with grass 
tetany is it generally comes on very 
suddenly without warning and 
death can be very sudden. Post-
mortems show very little and often 

leaves the veterinarians scratching 
their heads unless clinical signs are 
seen. Treatment initiated before 
they go down or just as they go 
down is often successful. If down 
for a time, treatment although it 
may reverse some signs, cattle sel-
dom get up. So as the producer, 
a suddenly down cow is really a 
veterinary emergency. The combi-
nation calcium, phosphorus, mag-
nesium products are often given 
by slow intravenous injection and 
more can be given subcutaneously 
or intraperitoneally. Your veterinar-
ian when giving it intravenously 
will often listen to the heart so if 
problems occur administration can 
be quickly slowed down or stopped.  

If one cow is magnesium defi-
cient it is not uncommon for more 

cases to develop rapidly and one 
must assume the whole herd could 
be borderline deficient. 

In almost all cases I have seen 
mineral feeding has been sporadic 
to non-existent for the past year. 
Magnesium is what you call a 
macro mineral along with the 
likes of calcium and phosphorus. 
These deficiencies may be a long 
time coming. Stresses like weather 
changes, starvation for even 24 
hours, heavy pregnancy or milk 
loss from sucking by well-doing 
calves will lead to deficiencies. In 
a group of cows the lactating ones 
are usually first affected. 

Changes to lush green pastures 
coupled with inclement weather 
can also precipitate an outbreak 
(lush grass lowers the magnesium 
level). I have seen a group of well-
doing heifers on a sound mineral 
program that were starved for 24 
hours to facilitate spaying have an 
outbreak when the weather turned 
inclement. Not only do veterinar-
ians want to treat clinical cases 
when they occur they want to 
prevent further cases from devel-
oping by getting the much needed 
magnesium into them. Force feed-
ing or drenching with magnesium 
oxide may prevent further cases if 
along with this producers start sup-
plementing with a good mineral 
program containing magnesium. 

MINERALS KEY TO PREVENTION

Good trace minerals will have 
macro minerals such as calcium, 
phosphorus and magnesium as 
well as many micro minerals such 
as copper and zinc. Some producers 
are misled by terms such as trace-
mineralized salt, that is primarily 
micro minerals with mainly salt to 
enhance consumption. The issue 
is the macro minerals are totally 
absent in these combinations. 
These products are much cheaper 
which is why they are purchased 
in the first place. When you pur-
chase minerals make sure and read 
the label. All three cause downer 
cows but most definitely the most 
serious of these deficiencies in beef 
cattle is magnesium. 

You can see your mineral pro-
gram is absolutely key to preventing 
this sudden killer of cattle. Some 
areas have needed to increase the 
levels of the standard amounts of 
magnesium because of severe defi-
ciencies but if we get too high, pal-
atability is a problem and cattle may 
back off mineral consumption and 
we don’t want that. Work with your 
veterinarian and nutritionist or feed 
mill to make sure you have ade-
quate of the macro minerals in your 
program and always keep a close 
eye on cattle in times of stress. Not 
all cattle will eat adequate amounts 
of minerals even though we have it 
out for them.

Grass tetany is a condition that 
is entirely preventable so by sup-
plying good-quality minerals. You 
can prevent it as well as many 
other conditions caused by min-
eral deficiencies in your herd. Most 
other deficiencies come on slower 
but grass tetany is rather dramatic 
and it is the sort of drama we can 
use less of in our cattle herds.   †  

Roy Lewis is an Alberta-based veterinarian 
specializing in large-animal practice. He is 
also a part-time technical services vet for 
Merck Animal Health.

ANIMAL hEALTh
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Have you  
heard?

Have you heard about the AGRI-PRIZE?
Someone is going to WIN a BRAND NEW  
set of JOHN DEERE equipment!
All you have to do is grow 100 bu/ac of 
spring seeded dryland CANOLA!

For contest rules and to enter, visit: 
www.agriprize.com or call 1.877.276.7526

Canola 100 is sponsored by

*100 hours use of each piece of equipment (model selection made by winner in conjunction with John Deere)  **Open to all farmers in the authorized competition area of Canada

Have you  

ENTER TODAY!

DEADLINE: MARCH 31st

WINENTER
AND YOU
COULD

A Complete, New JOHN DEERE  
EQUIPMENT PACKAGE — for a year! 
• TRACTOR • AIR SEEDER • HIGH CLEARANCE SPRAYER 

• WINDROWER • COMBINE

Magnesium key to prevent grass tetany
Chances are that if one animal goes down, others are soon to follow

 Cattleman’s Corner

ROY  
LEwIS

ANIMAL 
hEALTh



Every year our small flock of 
sheep educates us. They’ve 
taught us many life les-
sons over the years, one of 

them being “Don’t ever be smug.”
There I was reading about how 

so many people were having huge 
issues with flystrike this year and 
found myself saying, out loud, 
for all to hear, “Boy, am I ever 
glad that is something we don’t 
ever get!” Honest, I wasn’t being 
smug or judging other shepherds 
or their capabilities. I was just 
truly glad we didn’t have an issue. 
Within days, we had an issue with 
flystrike and our sheep taught us a 
lot more lessons.

Flystrike is horrible. It occurs 
when the larvae (maggots) of blow-
flies, in our area referred to as green-
bottles, decide to eat sheep alive. 
Conditions were ripe — lots of rain 
and heat mixed with decomposing 
vegetative matter in the fleece. It is 
a fallacy that maggots only eat dead 
flesh. These maggots eat whatever 
is in their path and treatment must 
be speedy. They damage a lot of 
flesh rapidly and the hatched flies 
will lay more eggs, repeating the 
cycle. The maggots will go into a 
sheep’s body if opportunity arises. 
A woman I spoke to years ago 
said calving in July was not rec-
ommended because they had lost 
calves to flies. The first time we saw 
flystrike on a sheep we understood 
how. Literally overnight, healthy 
sheep can be attacked en masse by 
these creatures. 

IDEAL CONDITIONS

The conditions have to be 
perfect. Temperatures must be 
between 15 and 38 C. There 
must be recent rain that is capa-
ble of keeping suitable areas of 
the sheep moist for about three 
days. Wrinkles on the body, urine-
soaked fleece, or areas with tag on 
them will attract the blowflies and 
sustain maggots. A female blowfly 
lays 250 eggs, which hatch after 
about 12 hours. After three days 
the mature larvae drop off the 
sheep and pupate in the soil.

An affected animal will usually 
be itchy. They will act stressed 
and may stand with their heads 
hanging, panting from pain. 
Rapidly there will be a smell which 
attracts more of the blowflies to 
lay more eggs and the situation 
quickly becomes dire. Rams can 
be attacked around their sheaths 
which is difficult to clear if the 
maggots go up the sheath. Shorn 
as well as unshorn sheep can be 
victims. It is for this reason we 
don’t dehorn calves and kid goats 
in fly season.

Being collectors of all useful 
items really does pay off. There 
we were on a weekend without 
any supplies. The recommended 
product was Ectoban, which none 
of us remembered ever seeing or 

hearing of before. However, my 
son recalled bringing home some 
extra items after helping a neigh-
bour move. That included some 
vet supplies and fortunately a con-
tainer of Ectoban. 

Our sheep were in full fleece, 
which actually helped. It didn’t 
help us to detect it quickly but it 
did help us to treat the problem. 
The Ectoban needed to be applied 
to short fleece, about the equiva-
lent to three weeks growth, in order 
to be effective. On freshly shorn 
animals it just runs off, which is 
what others were finding. 

In order to treat affected ani-
mals we clipped the fleece over 
the flystrike areas leaving a five-
centimetre wide berth, which we 
soaked with the Ectoban, as per 

label instructions. We also sprayed 
a homemade fly-repellent mixture 
on the fleece surrounding the area 
and sprayed the rear end of each 
animal in the rest of the flock. 
It has been a week and they are 
still clean. The homemade rem-
edy needs to be handled carefully  
around animals and humans and 
kept away from eyes and skin.

Considering how rapidly this 
condition goes from an itchy 
sheep to a very sick sheep we are 
hopeful that pest conditions aren’t 
perfect very often. We will keep 
the supplies on hand now, and be 
extra diligent to keep watch over 
the flock.   † 

Debbie Chikousky farms with her family at 
Narcisse, Manitoba. Visitors are always welcome. 
Contact Debbie at debbie@chikouskyfarms.com.

ANyONE CAN STArT fArmINg

The long fleece was trimmed in 
areas affected by flystrike and 
treatment applied. 
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A FIELD FULL OF BALES
IS NO LONGER THE DREADED CHORE IT ONCE WAS

VISIT WWW.FARM-KING.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION OR SEE YOUR LOCAL FARM KING DEALER.

FARM KING ROUND BALE CARRIERS WILL CHANGE THE WAY YOU 
LOOK AT PICKING, MOVING AND STACKING BALES. You’ll not only 
save time and money, but Farm King bale carriers are designed 
to maintain the integrity of the bale, with gentle handling, even on 
bales that have been left on the field through the winter season! 
The strings will remain intact, from the field to the stack.

©2016 Buhler Trading Inc. | info@buhler.com | www.farm-king.com

Flystrike can strike without warning
Just when we thought it wasn’t a concern in our sheep, it suddenly appears

 Cattleman’s Corner

DEbbIE
ChIkOuSky

1/2 cup witch hazel
1/2 cup apple cider vinegar

30-50 drops of essential 
oils. Choose any combina-
tion of citronella, rosemary, 
tea tree, eucalyptus, laven-
der, and mint.

Pour the ingredients into 
an empty spray bottle. You 
can use an old one that has 
been cleaned out with soap 
and water, or buy a new one 
from the drugstore to reserve 
for this use. We had an extra 
kitchen spritzer that works 
really great for this.

Homemade 
Fly Repellent
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JULY 12, 2016

Last week Andrea had an 
MRI on her neck and 
spine that showed a 
bone spur in her neck 

and some narrowing, which may 
explain the numbness in her 
arms every morning and neck 
pain. She goes to physical thera-
py twice a week, which helps, but 
needs to go to a spine specialist.

Lynn turned and baled hay on 
the field below the lane, until the 
baler broke down. Robbie was 
able to fix it. Then we baled 
and hauled the field by Andrea’s 
house. We’re done haying earlier 
this year, so hopefully we’ll get 
regrowth for fall pasture before 
the creek drops too low and we 
run out of irrigation water.

JULY 20

Michael, Carolyn and young 
Heather worked on preparations 
for her wedding this coming 
weekend. Lynn sanded the wood 

blocks for centrepieces, which 
are very clever, with a horse on 
one side and a tractor on the 
other. 

Yesterday Andrea’s dogs were 
barking furiously just before day-
light. She looked out and saw a 
big cougar right by her house. 
She yelled at it and it went down 
through the field where our cows 
and calves are.

Last night at dark Cub Cake 
was bawling, so Andrea went to 
check, and found her calf dull 
and weak and breathing fast. I 
helped her sort that pair out of 
the herd, through the gate and 
down to the corral. We put them 
in the pen by the barn where 
there’s a light above the head-
catch. We took his temperature; 
it was 105 F. so we gave him 
antibiotics and anti-inflamma-
tory medication. We suspected 
pneumonia, from the stress of 
hot days and cold nights. 

Our vet came today and was 
puzzled at how the calf could 
have been so sick last night and 
so perky this morning. He sus-
pected it might have been heat 
stress and maybe additional stress 
with the cougar and the cattle 
running around, and possibly 
early pneumonia that responded 
quickly to our treatment.

JULY 30

Last Friday was the pre-wedding 
barbeque at Michael’s house. It 
was nice to meet Gregory’s family 
from Canada.

The wedding was Saturday at the 
Catholic church, then Lynn and 
I came home to do chores before 
going back to town for the recep-
tion. Dinner was excellent (friends 
helped prepare the food) and the 
slide show was fun. They’d put 
together old photos taken when 
Heather and Gregory were grow-
ing up, plus photos of him on the 
farm in Saskatchewan and her rid-
ing horses here on the ranch. The 
final photos of Heather and Gregory 
were taken by Emily this summer 
when Gregory was here visiting.

After dinner, they danced. The 
flower girls (Gregory’s nieces) 
spread rose petals on the floor and 
Heather and Gregory had their first 
dance, followed by relative dances 
(the bride and her father, groom 
and his mother, and others). 
Michael gave a speech before his 
dance with Heather, saying they’ve 
come full circle. He carried/danced 
her around while singing to help 
her fall asleep as a toddler, and was 
now dancing with her at her wed-
ding. He mentioned her early love 
of horses, and singing Ian Tyson’s 

song Adelita Rose, so that was their 
song for the father/daughter dance. 
Michael sang along softly with 
Ian’s music, singing the lullaby he 
used to sing to little Heather:

�Rings�on�her�fingers��
and�bells�on�her�toes
�She�is�my�sunshine��
wherever�she�goes
�Adelita�Rose�stay�in�
your�own�little�bed�tonight
�For�the�sake�of�your�Momma��
and�me.
We�gotta�get�some�sleep
Tomorrow’s�gonna�come�early.
�We�don’t�wanna�hear�any��
sound�at�all
�Don’t�wanna�hear�little�feet�
coming�down�the�hall
�Go�to�sleep,�dream�of�all��
the�pretty�little�horses.
�The�blacks�and�bays�and��
the�dapples�and�grays,
�The�red�tail�hawk�on��
the�summer�days
�And�watch�that�pony��
or�goodness�knows
He’s�gonna�step�on�your�baby�toes
Go�to�sleep,�dream�of�those
Pretty�little�horses.

Then everyone danced. It was 
delightful watching the flower 
girls dancing with each other, the 
bride dancing with her uncles — 

all of us savouring the joy of this 
occasion. I danced with my grand-
sons, and my son, and we all had 
a wonderful time.

AUGUST 8

Last week we moved the heif-
ers again to new pasture. It’s a 
juggling act, rotating them and 
the cows around, hoping to have 
enough irrigation water to keep 
the fields green so there will be 
regrowth to graze again.   †

Heather Smith Thomas is a longtime 
Grainews columnist who ranches with her 
husband Lynn near Salmon, Idaho. Contact 
her at 208-756-2841.

RAncheR’S DiARY

Granddaughter Heather and new 
husband Gregory have their first dance.
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Replacement  Female  
& Club Calf  Guide

Helping you find Replacement Female & Club Calf 
prospects before year end, and show season starts.  
This is where buyers & sellers meet!
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BY ALLAN DAWSON
Co-operator staff

Asenior executive with 
CP Rail says the com-
p a n y  i s  “w e l l  p o s i -

tioned” to move this year’s 
grain crop despite  recent 
c u t b a c k s  i n  s t a f f  a n d 
locomotives. 

Grain is, was and will con-
tinue to be Canadian Pacific 
Railway’s biggest cargo, John 
Brooks, vice-president of sales 
and marketing for bulk com-
modities, said in an interview 
Aug. 6.

And the historic railway 
founded in 1881 is investing to 
move even more in the future, 
he said. “Make no bones about 
it, grain is king at CP,” he said.

“It is our life-bread. There is 
nothing we want to do more 
than move a lot of grain.

“I think we feel pretty good 
about our handling capacity… 
to move this new crop.”

cP Rail says 
it’s ready to 
move this 
year’s crop 
to market
The company is 
investing billions to 
move even more grain 
as western Canadian 
production continues 
to increase

see CP Rail on page 7 »  

BY LORRAINE STEVENSON
Co-operator staff / Portage la Prairie

Aproduction system that extends 
the growing season, offers grow-
ers a competitive edge in the 

marketplace and potential to make 
more money sounds mighty tempting.

That’s why fruit and vegetable grow-
ers were out in large numbers at Hort 
Diagnostic Days in late July to hear 
more about construction of high 
tunnels.

This is the first year a variety 
of fruits and vegetables has been 
planted in the high tunnel built in 
2014 at the Agriculture Agri-Food 

Canada location in Portage la Prairie. 
Growers are keen to hear what 
Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Development (MAFRD) specialists are 
learning.

High tunnel production is common-
place in other parts of Canada and 
in northern and central U.S. where 
nearly every type of fruit and vege-
table is now grown, even tree fruits. 
MAFRD staff are researching how high 
tunnels work in Manitoba growing 
conditions.

“We have a lot of recommendations 
from other places like Minnesota 
and Ontario about what to grow in 
a high tunnel but nothing for under 
Manitoba conditions,” said fruit 

crop specialist Anthony Mintenko, 
who is evaluating day-neutral straw-
berries, early-season June-bearing 
strawberries, fall-bearing raspberries 
and blackberries at one end of the 
100x15x7.5-foot tunnel. Provincial 
vegetable specialist Tom Gonsalves is 
experimenting with vegetables such 
as tomatoes, cucumbers and peppers 
at the other.

High tunnels are like greenhouses, 
except they don’t have a double layer 
of poly, and no permanent heat or 
electricity. But they have a similar 
function — they keep cold out and, 
conversely, heat in.

Researchers study how to 
extend the growing season
MAFRD is looking at how well these oversize cold frames  
can extend horticultural growing seasons

High tunnel production has potential to extend the Manitoba grower’s season, says MAFRD’s fruit crops specialist Anthony Mintenko. He and the provincial 
vegetable crop specialist are evaluating fruit and vegetable crops for high tunnel production at the AAFC site at Portage la Prairie.   PHOTO: LORRAINE STEVENSON

see ReseaRCheRs on page 6 »  
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meet in 
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JOHN DEERE COMBINES WAS NOW
JD S670 - 2012, Duals $339,500 $290,900
JD S670 - 2012 $341,500 $295,900
JD S670 - 2012 $349,900 $285,000
JD S680 -  $389,900 $319,900
JD T670 -  $232,900 $199,900
JD 8820 - 1983 $21,900 $13,900
JD 8820 -   $15,900 $7,950
JD 8820 - Titan II $27,900 $12,900
JD 9501 - PT $29,900 $25,900
JD 9650 - Walker $115,900 $110,900
JD 9660 - Walker $177,900 $149,900
JD 9760 - STS $144,900 $119,900

OTHER COMBINES WAS NOW
CIH 2388 - 2003 $119,900 $89,900
CIH 2388 -  $99,900 $79,900
MF 8780 -  $61,500 $48,750
NH CR9080 - 2010, 1031/790 HRS $269,900 $199,900
NH TR98 - 2218 HRS $69,900 $49,900
NH CX8080 -  $195,900 $169,900
MF 9790 -  $159,900 $99,900

JOHN DEERE HEADERS WAS NOW
JD 635D - Cross Auger $65,900 $57,500
JD 635D - Cross Auger $67,900 $58,900
JD 930 DRAPER - PU REEL $41,900 $29,900
(3) JD 930 DRAPER - PU REEL $41,900 $36,900
JD 936 DRAPER - PU REEL $44,900 $29,900

OTHER HEADERS WAS NOW
CIH 1010 - 30’ BATT REEL $7,900 $4,900
CIH 1010 - 30’ BATT REEL $8,900 $5,250
HONEY BEE - 21’ JD ADAPTER $18,900 $12,900
MF 9700 - 30’ PU REEL $10,900 $5,200

WINDROWERS WAS NOW
JD W150 - 2013, 430D $149,900 $141,900
JD W150 - c/w 430D Platform 2014 DEMO $179,900 $164,900
JD W150 - c/w 430D Platform 2013 $144,900 $129,900
MACDON M150 - 2009, D60, 30ft $119,900 $104,900
MACDON M150 - 2008 $114,500 $103,500
MACDON M150 - D60 25ft 2008 $115,900 $104,900
MACDON 960 HDR - 21ft, 1997 $15,900 $9,900
PREMIER M150 - 25ft, 2008 $159,000 $99,900
PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $145,900 $134,500
PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $145,900 $134,500
PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $153,900 $144,500
PREMIER M155 - 30ft, 2012 $155,900 $144,500
WESTWARD 9352 - 2002, 30ft $75,900 $69,900
CIH 8820 - 25ft Rotosheears $29,900 $24,900

JOHN DEERE 2WD WAS NOW
JD 2550 - o/s MFWD, loader $23,500 $19,500
JD 2950 - 2WD, Cab, recent wo $25,900 $23,900
JD 4450 - 2WD, JD 725  SOLD
JD 4455 - MFWD, PST, JD 265  SOLD
JD 4960 - duals, MFWD, 3 PTH $71,900 $64,900
JD 5075E - Cab, MFWD, H240 loader  SOLD
JD 5075M - DEMO $58,900 $48,900

JOHN DEERE 2WD WAS NOW
JD 5200 - MFWD, cab, 540 loader $32,900 $23,900
JD 6125M - MFWD,   SOLD
JD 6430 - Premium, 673 loader $106,900 $95,900
JD 7200 - MFWD, 740 loader $59,900 $49,900
JD 7215R - MFWD, H480 $224,900 $214,900
JD 7210R - IVT, 50 k, frt 3pth & pto $249,900 $228,900
JD 7210R - 50 k, IVT, frt 3pth & pto $250,500 $229,900
JD 7210R - 50 k, IVT, H480 loader $250,900 $230,900
JD 7210R - 50 k, IVT, H480 loader $249,900 $229,900
JD 7220 - 741 loader $59,900 $49,900
JD 4440 - 2WD, 740SL loader  SOLD
JD 5100E - cab, MFWD, low hrs $75,900 $62,900
JD 7430 - MFWD, 741 loader $107,900 $99,900
JD 7830 - AUTOQUAD, 746 loader $139,900 $129,900
JD 8335R - IVT, frt hitch REDUCED $332,900 $299,900
JD 8345R - 2 To Choose From  Coming In

JOHN DEERE 4WD WAS NOW
JD 9460R -  $315,900 $299,900
JD 9430 - 3pth, PTO $227,900 $199,900
JD 9430 - PS $289,900 $232,500

OTHER TRACTORS WAS NOW
FENDT 930 - FRT Hitch $139,900 $125,900
CIH 7220 - MFWD, ldr $62,900 $58,900
CIH 2294 - 2WD, PST $24,900 $18,500
AGCO 6690 - MFWD, ldr $25,900 $23,900
MCCORMICK TTX230 - 2013 $119,900 $104,900

LEASE JD T670, 615PU
FOR $13,500 Semi-Annual 0 Down

LEASE 2003 CIH 2388
FOR $5,950 Semi-Annual 0 Down

2010 NH CR9080
WAS $269,900 NOW $199,900

BLOWOUT

Western Canada’s female & Club Calf sourCe

•  Massive distribution (92,500) total penetration of the 
western Canadian marketplace for cattle breeders, in the  
leading ag publications.

•  Full color with limited premium positions 
and double page spreads available.

•  3 month shelf life for cattle breeders to reference later on.

•  Unbeatable value - about 2 cents per contact for a full page ad.

OCTOBER ISSUES: Deadline: September 9
 October 3 - Saskatchewan AgDealer
 October 6 - Manitoba Co-operator
 October 10 - Alberta Farmer

STRATEGIC ADVANTAGES
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long WAY 
From lA Crete
But country stars Brad and 
Curtis Rempel haven’t forgotten 
their farm roots » PG 32

rAnge  
WArs
Report on grazing leases  
ignites an old debate » PG 22

By Alexis Kienlen
AF STAFF

C rop producers will have to 
wait until after harvest to 
find out if there is any gov-

ernment drought assistance, says 
the president of the Grain Growers 
of Canada.

The question of additional farm 
aid was put to Oneil Carlier, the 
new NDP agriculture minister, 
when he attended an Alberta 
Wheat Commission directors’ 
meeting in Red Deer on July 21, 
said Gary Stanford, who is also a 
director with that organization.

“I asked him if there will be any 
form of funding for cattle and hay, 
and also for some areas that are so 
dry that crop insurance for grain 
farmers won’t really cover every-
thing,” said the Magrath-area pro-
ducer.

“He said that he will probably 
wait until after harvest is over and 
he gets the crop insurance infor-
mation back from the Agricultural 
Financial Services Corporation to 
see what the facts are. He’ll then 
find out which counties are in the 
worst shape.”

That same stance was taken 
by Federal Agriculture Minister 
Gerry Ritz at a national meeting of 
agriculture ministers held in mid-

no word on 
farm aid until 
after harvest
Livestock producers have 
a tax deferral option, but 
government waiting to 
see if crop insurance is 
adequate

see FARM AiD } page 6

By JenniFeR BlAiR
AF STAFF

Changes to farm safety 
regulations are expect-
ed soon — and that 

might not be a bad thing 
for Alberta farmers, says the 
president of the Alberta Fed-
eration of Agriculture.

“Workers’ compensation 
or private insurance really 
is a great risk management 
tool for farms nowadays,” 
said Lynn Jacobson. “That 
protection against litigation 
is one of the big selling fac-

tors for workers’ compensa-
tion.” 

Oneil Carlier, the new NDP 
agriculture minister, has 
vowed to extend workplace 
safety regulations to farm 
workers who aren’t currently 
covered by workers’ compen-
sation or Occupational Health 
and Safety regulations. 

Today, only around seven 
per cent of Alberta farm 
employers voluntarily carry 
workers’ compensation for 
their operations. But offering 
that protection — both for 
employers and employees — 
is one of the realities of farm-

ing today, said Jacobson, who 
farms near Enchant. 

“There’s getting to be more 
and more hired help on the 
farm and we’re employing 
more people,” he said. “It gives 
protection from litigation and 
other advantages, and if you 
don’t have it, there can be 
some serious consequences.”

And farm workers today 
“aren’t just interested in a pay-
cheque,” he said. 

“They’re starting to realize, 
‘If I get hurt on this job, where’s 
the protection for my family?’ 
When it comes down to it, a 
farm that has some type of 

protection for those people is 
going to have a lot easier time 
hiring people.” 

Cost and paperwork 
There are “some misconcep-
tions” about workers’ compen-
sation that have made Alberta 
farmers reluctant to offer cov-
erage to their workers, said 
Jacobson.

“Some people don’t like that 
administrative role and the 
paperwork that is associated 
with the program at this point 
in time,” he said.

Farm leaders say  
workers’ compensation 
coverage is a good thing
Mandatory enrolment could be announced this fall, but leaders  
say cost and paperwork won’t be onerous

see COVeRAGe } page 7

You don’t have to go far to find hazards on a farm, and that’s why new workplace safety regulations are inevitable, say farm 
leaders.  PHOTOS: COURTESY Canadian agRiCUlTURal SafETY aSSOCiaTiOn
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Wedding creates Canadian connection
Haying is done, hopefully there’ll be enough moisture for pasture regrowth
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 Cattleman’s Corner
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Advancing Women Conference EAST 2016 / Grainews / 10.25” x 3” 

LISTEN, LEARN, NETWORK & GROW  ~  FAIRMONT ROYAL YORK, TORONTO, OCTOBER 3 & 4, 2016

Open your mind to the endless possibilities. Prepare to be inspired. Acquire the life skills you need to reach your goals.  
This conference could be life-changing. Register today! Visit advancingwomenconference.ca or phone 403-686-8407. 

Register today!

Seating is limited.

If it weren’t for the messages from some of the leaders I connected with, I wouldn’t have this clear vision nor the motivation to go after it. I can’t thank you enough for that. 
– Jen C., Ontario, AWC Delegate

Which shade of control is  
blocking your farm transition?
One lawyer suggests there are four different types of control that need to transfer

SEEDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT
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ElAiNE 
FROESE

“



Growing up it was very common for 
friends and neighbours to stop by 
with meals when there was a family 
in need. Whether there had been a 

birth or a death, food helped, but it was really the 
love that was brought with the food that helped 
the people. Food nourished the body but love 
nourished the soul.

With the increase in technology it is refreshing 
to see these old-fashioned practices still exist. In 
the old days we depended on those geographically 
close to provide us with encouragement, but today 
this support circle can be widespread. Email makes 
it easy to send a quick note to cheer someone, but 
for me, getting a handwritten letter in the mail is 
amazing. When I read that high school students in 
Saskatchewan were sending letters to Attawapiskat 
youth, I decided that my family should as well. 

Canada Post sells postage-paid postcards for 
$2.82. Inwood Post Office usually has them 
in stock so about once a week we send one. 
Our church has done mission work on these 
reserves and they attest they are isolated and 
often lonely youth. Suicide rates among young 
people have jumped very high and they are 
pleading for support. It isn’t much, but we hope 
it can make someone’s day a bit brighter if they 
get a postcard that they can keep. It just says to 
them that somewhere out there someone cares. 
These addresses were supplied for two of the high-
risk areas. If readers know of more, email me at 
debbie@chikouskyfarms.com.
•    Youth in Cross Lake,

Cross Lake Band Office, 
P.O. Box 10,  
Cross Lake, Man.  
R0B 0J0

•  Attawapiskat: Youth in Attawapiskat,  
P.O. Box 248,  
Attawapiskat, Ont.  
P0L 1A0

It is also encouraging to hear that the practice 
of meal bringing is still done. We have been 
helped very much since my husband’s illness 
and I truly appreciate the hand-picked bouquets 
that the young girls have given me as much as we 
were uplifted by the visiting that accompanied 
the meals.  

When illnesses go on for a long time it is easy 
for families to get left behind. This also happens 
after a death. It’s very busy at the beginning and 
then things start to settle down and reality sets in. 

This is our new normal and some days are just not 
easy. That’s when it’s helpful to have meals still 
being brought, notes sent in the mail or a quick 
phone call.

When bringing meals to a family, bring freezer 
meals and concentrate on main meals not treats. 
At times of stress sugary treats look good but they 
are not going to help support the family nutrition-
ally. Soups, stews and casseroles work well, and 
include heating instructions. A very wise woman 
in my life goes to bargain stores, thrift stores and 
garage sales to get casserole dishes specifically to 
give away.

When she hears of a family in need she fills the 
dish with a meal and delivers it, with no need to 
ever get the dish back. She writes the recipe on a 
card and includes it so the family knows exactly 
what is in it.

In our community people always bring a pan 
of baking to funerals and the family takes the 
leftovers home. Not having to return the pans is a 
great stress reliever and many reuse them for the 
next family in need.

One of our favourite take-along suppers is Upside 
Down Pizza. It freezes and transports very well. 

UPSIDE DOWN PIZZA

1 lb. ground beef
1 medium onion, chopped
1/4 c. chopped green pepper
2     tbsp. plus 1 c. all-purpose flour, divided
1/2 tsp. dried basil
1/2 tsp. Italian seasoning
1  can (15 ounces) spaghetti sauce
2 c. shredded mozzarella cheese
2 eggs
1 c. milk
1 tbsp. olive oil
1/2 tsp. salt
2  tbsp. grated Parmesan cheese (optional)

Preheat oven to 425 F. In a saucepan, cook 
the beef, onion, and green pepper over medium 
heat until meat is no longer pink; drain. Stir in 2 
tablespoons flour, basil and Italian seasoning. Add 
spaghetti sauce. Bring to a boil; cook and stir for 
2 minutes.

Transfer to an ungreased 13x9-in. baking dish. 
Sprinkle with mozzarella cheese. Place the remain-
ing flour in a large bowl. Beat in the eggs, milk, oil 
and salt until smooth; stir in Parmesan cheese if 
desired. Pour over casserole. Bake, uncovered, for 
25-30 minutes or until browned. Yield: 8 servings.

The important part is not the material object 
that we give people, it’s the part of us we leave 
behind. It’s the love that is translated in these let-
ters, meals and visits, helping to make someone’s 
load just a bit easier.   †
Debbie Chikousky farms at Narcisse, Man.
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2017 CYFF Young Farmers  
Conference

FebruarY 23-27, 2017  
Westin ottaWa, ottaWa, on 

for 150 years depuis 150 ans
Growing Canada La culture du Canada

#canag150

1-888-416-2965   •   info@cyff.ca
  Canadian Young Farmers Forum            @CYFF

www.cyff.ca

educate
energize

empower

THE REAL STORY OF AG

Safe food; animal welfare; sustainability; people care deeply about these 
things when they make food choices. And all of us in the agriculture industry 
care deeply about them too. But sometimes the general public doesn’t see it 
that way. Why? Because, for the most part, we’re not telling them our story 
and, too often, someone outside the industry is.

The journey from farm to table is a conversation we need to make sure we’re 
a part of. So let’s talk about it, together.

Visit AgMoreThanEver.ca to discover how you can help improve and create realistic 
perceptions of Canadian ag. 

We all share the same table. 
Pull up a chair. 

“ We take pride in knowing we would 
feel safe consuming any of the crops 
we sell. If we would not use it ourselves 
it does not go to market.”

– Katelyn Duncan, Saskatchewan 

“ The welfare of my animals is one of my 
highest priorities. If I don’t give my 
cows a high quality of life they won’t 
grow up to be great cows.” 

– Andrew Campbell, Ontario

“ The natural environment is critical to 
farmers – we depend on soil and water 
for the production of food. But we also 
live on our farms, so it’s essential that 
we act as responsible stewards.” 

– Doug Chorney, Manitoba

Young farmers: the 
future of Canada’s 
agriculture sector

Nos jeunes agriculteurs : 
le futur du secteur 
agricole canadien

Egg Farmers of Canada is a proud sponsor of the 
Canadian Young Farmers' Forum.

Les Producteur d'œufs du Canada sont fiers partenaires 
de la Table pancanadienne de la relève agricole.

To learn more about Canada’s egg 
industry visit eggfarmers.ca

Pour en savoir plus sur l'industrie 
canadienne des œufs, visitez 
producteursdoeufs.ca

Trait Stewardship Responsibilities Notice to Farmers
Monsanto Company is a member of Excellence Through Stewardship® (ETS). Monsanto products are commercialized 
in accordance with ETS Product Launch Stewardship Guidance, and in compliance with Monsanto’s Policy for 
Commercialization of Biotechnology-Derived Plant Products in Commodity Crops. These products have been approved for 
import into key export markets with functioning regulatory systems. Any crop or material produced from these products can 
only be exported to, or used, processed or sold in countries where all necessary regulatory approvals have been granted. It is 
a violation of national and international law to move material containing biotech traits across boundaries into nations where 
import is not permitted. Growers should talk to their grain handler or product purchaser to confirm their buying position for 
these products. Excellence Through Stewardship® is a registered trademark of Excellence Through Stewardship.

ALWAYS READ AND FOLLOW PESTICIDE LABEL DIRECTIONS. Roundup Ready® technology contains genes that 
confer tolerance to glyphosate, an active ingredient in Roundup® brand agricultural herbicides. Roundup Ready 2 Xtend™ 
soybeans contain genes that confer tolerance to glyphosate and dicamba. Agricultural herbicides containing glyphosate will 
kill crops that are not tolerant to glyphosate, and those containing dicamba will kill crops that are not tolerant to dicamba. 
Contact your Monsanto dealer or call the Monsanto technical support line at 1-800-667-4944 for recommended Roundup 
Ready® Xtend Crop System weed control programs. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for canola contains the active 
ingredients difenoconazole, metalaxyl (M and S isomers), fludioxonil and thiamethoxam. Acceleron® seed applied solutions 
for canola plus Vibrance® is a combination of two separate individually-registered products, which together contain the 
active ingredients difenoconazole, metalaxyl (M and S isomers), fludioxonil, thiamethoxam, and sedaxane. Acceleron® seed 
applied solutions for corn (fungicides and insecticide) is a combination of four separate individually-registered products, 
which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, trifloxystrobin, ipconazole, and clothianidin. Acceleron® seed 
applied solutions for corn (fungicides only) is a combination of three separate individually-registered products, which 
together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, trifloxystrobin and ipconazole. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for 
corn with Poncho®/VoTivo™ (fungicides, insecticide and nematicide) is a combination of five separate individually-registered 
products, which together contain the active ingredients metalaxyl, trifloxystrobin, ipconazole, clothianidin and Bacillus 
firmus strain I-1582. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for soybeans (fungicides and insecticide) is a combination of four 
separate individually registered products, which together contain the active ingredients fluxapyroxad, pyraclostrobin, 
metalaxyl and imidacloprid. Acceleron® seed applied solutions for soybeans (fungicides only) is a combination of three 
separate individually registered products, which together contain the active ingredients fluxapyroxad, pyraclostrobin 
and metalaxyl. Acceleron®, Cell-Tech™, DEKALB and Design®, DEKALB®, Genuity and Design®, Genuity®, JumpStart®, 
Optimize®, RIB Complete®, Roundup Ready 2 Technology and Design®, Roundup Ready 2 Xtend™, Roundup Ready 2 Yield®, 
Roundup Ready®, Roundup Transorb®, Roundup WeatherMAX®, Roundup Xtend™, Roundup®, SmartStax®, TagTeam®, 
Transorb®, VaporGrip®, VT Double PRO®, VT Triple PRO® and XtendiMax® are trademarks of Monsanto Technology LLC. Used 
under license. Fortenza® and Vibrance® are registered trademarks of a Syngenta group company. LibertyLink® and the Water 
Droplet Design are trademarks of Bayer. Used under license. Herculex® is a registered trademark of Dow AgroSciences LLC. 
Used under license. Poncho® and Votivo™ are trademarks of Bayer. Used under license. ©2016 Monsanto Canada Inc.
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FROM THE FARM

DEbbIE
CHIkOUSky

Reaching out to others in need
Whether you deliver a meal, send a note or phone, it will say that you careDo you have a story about a farm- or 

home-based business? 

How about some household management tips? Does 
someone in the family have a special-diet need? Share 
some of your recipes and some meal ideas.

LOVE HEARING FROM YOU

Visit grainews.ca to sign up for enews.

Please remember we can no longer  
return photos or material.

SEND THEM TO FARMLIFE:
 
1666 Dublin Ave., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3H 0H1. 

Phone 1-800-665-0502 or email susan@fbcpublishing.com
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For more information  
please contact us at:   
support@weatherfarm.com

Get weather on your desktop at
weatherfarm.com

Track systems with

Weatherfarm  
Mobile
Weather from hundreds of stations  
available on your smartphone!

Available FREE for iPhone & Android

The Weatherfarm Mobile app gives farmers clear and 
comprehensive weather information that is essential  
to their operation. Download the app today!

The new Weatherfarm Mobile app gives you instant access to 
an extensive, live-updating network with current and forecasted 
weather data for your farm or surrounding area. 

App features include: 

	 Current conditions
	 Hourly, 6 hour and 10 day  
 forecast data
	 Radar & satellite data
	 Weather news & facts

	 Weather alerts
	 Market and ag news
	 Intuitive interface with 
 large, easy-to-read text 
	 More to Come

Sponsored by

PRAIRIE PALATE
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DONNA’S ROLLKUCHEN

In my family, harvest suppers 
were a simple affair. My dad 
preferred a cold supper in a 
lunch box containing no item 

he couldn’t eat with one hand while 
steering the combine with the other. 
The driver of the grain truck (usually 
my brother Tom) might come in for 
a quick supper in the time it took to 
unload, providing he was back in the 
field when Dad needed him again. If 
Dad did manage to get to the table 
for a sit-down meal, it was over in 15 
minutes flat. A nourishing repast, but 
not a family affair.

It was certainly not akin to the leg-
endary harvest suppers of olden times, 
when a hot meal was provided to a 
threshing crew that might include 15 to 
20 hungry men. 

Julie Feilberg described prepping such 
a meal on the homestead in 1911: 

“We bake seven large loaves of bread 
each day, five to six pies, buns, tarts, 
cakes, and so on. Besides there are roost-
ers to pluck, butter to churn. . .  so you 
see when the dishwashing is added 
there is enough to keep us busy.” 

In fact, Julie was preparing not one 

but three meals a day for the harvest 
crew, beginning with breakfast at 6 a.m.

She included a typical harvest menu 
in a letter to her family back in Denmark, 
noting that lunchtime was the largest 
meal of the day:

Breakfast – Rolled oats porridge, eggs, 
cold boiled ham, potatoes, coffee, Sally 
Lunns (a type of bun), stewed apples.

Dinner – A young rooster roasted in 
the oven, stuffed with bread crumbs, 
onions and sage; cabbage, potatoes, 
beets, tea, bread and butter, cheese, 
apple pie.

Supper – Ragout, fried potatoes, 
stewed carrots, tarts, cake, cooked 
fruit, tea, bread and butter, pickles.

Back then, harvest meals relied 
heavily on the produce of the farm, a 
masterful balance of loading the table 
without breaking the bank. In a bad 
year, when prices or yields were low, 
it was possible to eat up a good chunk 
of the harvest profit.

It’s nice to know that some farm 
families continue the tradition of a hot 
harvest meal eaten together in the field. 
A few years ago, I spent an afternoon 
with Donna Driegder of Osler, Sask., in 
her century-old farmhouse as she pre-
pared the evening meal for her harvest 
crew which, depending on the day, 
could include three generations eating 
together in the field.

Her kitchen was extra equipped with 
four Crock-Pots, two countertop roast-

ers, several insulated carafes and cov-
ered containers of every shape and size. 
It took a good 15 minutes just to load 
the car.

“I always try to keep everything hot,” 
she said. “No one wants lukewarm food.

“Harvest is so busy, you can just run 
past each other and barely say ‘hello.’ 
We always want to spend some time 
together in the day, and we chose to do 
that over mealtime.”

That’s how it was done when her hus-
band Irvin was growing up on the farm. 

“Times have changed. If you don’t 
make an effort, there’s no more ‘fam-
ily’ in farming than there is in a 
car factory,” he told me. “We’re all 
together for supper — it doesn’t matter 
if you’re three or 30 years old.”

We ate that meal in the shade of a 
windrow, the food set out on the hood 
of a pickup truck that had been draped 
with a pretty tablecloth. Baked ham, 
scalloped potatoes, garden vegetables 
hot and cold and, for dessert, rollkuchen 
and watermelon.

It was my first introduction to 
rollkuchen, a Mennonite treat made 
with old-fashioned farm ingredients 
that is perfect for any outdoor picnic, 
whether in a field at harvest time or a 
pretty city park.   †

Amy Jo Ehman is the author of Prairie Feast: A 
Writer’s Journey Home for Dinner, and, Out of Old 
Saskatchewan Kitchens. She hails from Craik, 
Saskatchewan.

Sift flour, salt and baking powder into a mixing 
bowl. Make a well in the centre and pour in 
the eggs and cream. Mix well, adding more 
flour if the dough is sticky. Knead the dough on 
the countertop for a few minutes, until pliable 
and easy to handle. Wrap the dough and set it 
to rest in the fridge for an hour. On a floured 
countertop, roll the dough until it is as thin as a 
pencil. Cut into strips of 2 by 4 inches (5 by 10 
cm). Cut a slit down the middle of each piece 
and pull one end of the dough through the hole, 
creating a twist. Fry in batches in hot oil or lard 
until golden. Serve rollkuchen with a sprinkle of 
icing sugar and sliced watermelon.

Amy JO 
EHmAN

Meals in the field?
Harvesting season is so busy but make meals  
a time to get together with family
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2 c. flour
1 tsp. salt
1/2 tsp. baking powder
2 eggs

1 c. heavy cream
Cooking oil or lard
Watermelon
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A      Canadian Prairie farmer 
blend of three grains and 
a couple of other ingre-
dients are combined in 

a drink called: Moose Jaw Royale. 
The beverage is said to mimic 
appearance and taste of real coffee. 
Have never tried it myself — yet — 
but hope to once I’ve assembled 
all ingredients. The recipe follows 
further along.

Also, I usually get more inquir-
ies and stories about fruits of the 
vine, but so far this year, reader 
focus continues to be more on 
potatoes rather than tomatoes.

Well the birds ate most of my sas-
katoons and sour cherries, although 
I did manage to make stewed cher-
ries and cherry juice and pick some 
plums. A friend made a cherry pie 
for me in exchange for cherries he 
picked. I think it’s called swapping.

A tip of my hat ushers in a wel-
come bigger than the largest sun-
flower seed head wherever it may 
be. It’s out there in someone’s 
garden and if you think you’ve 
got it, send along a picture and 
some details. 

YUKON GOLD  
— THE POSH POTATO

Thanks to Lucy O. Zinyk from 
Evansburg, Alta. for her handwrit-
ten letter and including copy of 
an article from Maclean’s magazine 
May 2, 2016 issue. The article tells 
about the invention of Yukon Gold 
potato which was bred 50 years ago 
by researchers at the University 
of Guelph in 1966 and first hit 
the market in 1980. It’s known 
throughout “all of North America 
as the champion, the best yellow 
potato that was ever grown.” A 
59-year-old Toronto man “is on 
a mission to make sure every-
body knows it and celebrates this 
Canadian success story.”

In her letter Lucy writes: “Ted: 
I read with great interest about 
the Marilyn potato. The picture 
of these potatoes reminds me of 
another yellow potato ‘the German 
Butter potato.’ I was introduced to 
it unexpectedly about 20 years ago 
when my daughter’s mother-in-law 
went to Germany to visit her fam-
ily, brought some back to Canada 
wanting me to plant them. Since 
it was late summer I put them in 
a paper bag in my ‘old’ milk fridge 
and planted them in the spring. 
They were very tasty and buttery. 
A few years later I was given Eagle 
Creek Seed Potatoes catalogue and 
lo and behold these potatoes were 
listed as a heritage potato. I sent 
for the seed and they are the same 
as the ones my daughter gave me. 
I look forward to reading your arti-
cles, very helpful. (Signed) An old 
gardener, Lucy.”

German Butterball is described 
as a late-season potato and seed 
for same, along with numerous 
other early, mid-season, late-sea-
son and fingerling varieties are 
available from:

Eagle Creek Seed Potatoes,
Box 70, Bowden, Alta., T0M 0K0
Phone 1-877-224-3939
www.seedpotatoes.ca

Next, a thank you note received 
July 22 via email reads as follows:

“Hello, Ted! I just read your col-
umn in Grainews, July 19, 2016 
and found the answer to a problem 
I have been meaning to call you 
about: ‘Sangre potatoes with tiny 
wormholes.’ Thank you very much!  
I shall have to spray my potatoes 
with Sevin or Ambush. Hopefully 
that will end the holes. — Eleanor 
Parker, Three Hills, Alta.”

ALSO FROM WILD  
ROSE PROVINCE

“Hi Ted, My husband wanted 
me to send you a photo of his 
potato patch. It started out as an 
overgrown mess of a lilac hedge. I 
made him take out the hedge so I 
could have a little patio and herb 
garden. He said he would have to 
put potatoes in first to condition 
the soil. This is year four and I 
haven’t got a patio or herb garden.  

Andrew planted 70 hills. The 
patch is about 8x15 feet.  He hasn’t 
done anything to amend the soil 
— he plants them in the spring and 
harvests them in the fall. He likes 
the Russet Burbank. They yield a 
good-size potato and the sheep 
get the small ones. Andrew used 
to grow potatoes in the vegetable 
garden that is by a dugout in the 
pasture. It is the stack yard where 
the winter feed is stored and so is 
fenced off. He used to get really 
good potatoes but they started to 
get scabby and reduced production 
even though we alternated plant-
ing each year. The potatoes are still 
quite small when the Felix Leclerc 
rose is in its glory so I will con-
tinue to let Andrew have his potato 
patch. You can just see the top of 
my Felix Leclerc rose that I planted 
the year before last. A neighbour 
has the Campfire Rose and is quite 
spectacular.

We have a few chickens in the 
yard that keep the pests away. I 
share an uneasy truce as too many 

can be destructive in the flower 
beds. The chickens are bantam so 
are quite small. There are about four 
or five hens and a rooster down here 
in the house yard. The barnyard has 
more, some always migrating to the 
house yard. Needless to say we have 
a building formerly known as the 
car garage that houses the chickens. 
They scratch around amongst the 
plants and grass for insects and will 
eat bugs off of anything. Insect pro-
tein is their natural diet.

Andrew is 77 and I am 54 and 
we have a very active 11-year-old. 
Coincidentally his parents shared 
the same age difference and had 
children younger. Andrew says he 
is looking forward to your next 
column (as am I). We really enjoy 
your column and have learned lots. 
Take care. — Marina and Andrew 
Moon from south of Calgary”

NON-CURDLE SCALLOPED 
POTATOES  

Have you ever made scalloped 
potatoes that curdled? Read on and 
I’ll share a recipe so they don’t cur-
dle next time. Mashed, baked, fried 
or scalloped — the beloved spud 
reigns as Canada’s most popular 
root crop vegetable. You can modify 
quantity of ingredients, depending 
on size of your family. The follow-
ing makes about four servings:

 
 5  to 6 potatoes [weighing about  

1 kg (2 lbs. and a bit)]
3 tablespoons all-purpose flour
3 to 4 tablespoons butter
 2  or more tablespoons  

 of chopped onion
 Salt and freshly ground  
  pepper to suit taste
2 cups hot milk but not boiling

The trick to prevent curdling 
is to bake the potatoes dry before 
adding the milk. Smear butter or 
canola oil inside a baking dish of 
appropriate size. Wash, peel and 
thinly slice about 6 cups or so of 
potatoes. Spread one-half of the 
potato slices inside the baking dish. 
Sprinkle with half the flour and 
season with salt and pepper. Dot 
with half the butter then place 
chopped onions on top. Add a 
second layer with remaining pota-
toes, flour, seasoning and butter. 
Bake for 15 minutes in a preheated 
oven at 180 C (350 F). Remove 
from oven and carefully stir in the 
hot milk. Return to oven and bake 

for up to one hour longer or until 
potatoes are tender and browned.

MOOSE JAW ROYALE 
BEVERAGE 

Hello to all the good folks in 
Moose Jaw, home of Temple Gardens 
and the Tunnels of Moose Jaw; both 
downtown. Another top attraction 
is Mac the Moose located at Moose 
Jaw’s Tourism Visitor Information 
Centre on the Trans-Canada Hwy. 
No. 1. Mac stands an impressive 
height of almost 10 metres (32 feet) 
tall and weighs close to an astound-
ing 9,000 kilos (10 tons). Have no 
idea how this beverage got its name 
attached to said city.

Reviving old food and beverage 
recipes may be good to know about 
but can be time consuming to 
prepare. What was popular or out 
of necessity back in the ’30s when 
times were tough at least gives 
us something to think about and 
reminisce the past once in a while.

This coffee substitute recipe 
appeared in the third printing of a 
little booklet called Mock Java back 
in 1977. The grains are readily 
grown by Canadian farmers and 
latter two ingredients are available 
at some health food and bulk nat-
ural food stores. This recipe makes 
enough for a six-cup pot.

2  tablespoons well-roasted  
ground rye

1 tablespoon roasted ground oats
1/2 tablespoon roasted ground flax
1/3 tablespoon chicory
2- inch section of dried ground 

licorice root (optional)

The brew is described as a good, 
tasty, medium-brown drink sub-
stantial on its own. You can also 
experiment to create a mixture 
suited to your taste, such as by 
adding some ordinary ground cof-
fee beans, in which case flax and 
licorice are deleted.

TED AT THE WHOOP  
& HOLLAR MUSIC FEST 

Our nation is filled to the brim 
with music festivals. Ella Fitzgerald 
hit the nail on the head when 
she said, “The only thing better 
than singing is more singing.” Two 
fun and entertaining music-filled 
events were scheduled the same 
weekend in my area of centre-south 
Manitoba. The Whoop & Hollar 

Folk Festival where I appeared took 
place August 5 on a beautiful acre-
age just a kilometre west of nation-
ally known Hoop and Holler Bend 
in the RM of Portage la Prairie, 
Man. Scores of musicians performed 
and throngs of music lovers “do-si-
doed and whooped at the hoop” 
well into the night. A huge out-
door stage with canopy was the 
focal point for ongoing live music. 
Trees and shrubs provided bountiful 
shade for the enthusiastic, hand-
clapping, spirited audience. It was 
a magical experience discovered by 
many for the first time.

Rustling of leaves, walking 
among flowers along pathways 
within a tranquil labyrinth and 
strolling through the winding 
Cottonwood Trail added to the 
ambience of the event. The fes-
tival’s goal is to revive the spirit 
of music and dance that once 
prevailed in the area. Its name 
is in recognition of historic and 
lively Hoop & Holler District that 
existed nearly a century ago. Late-
night jam sessions around a bon-
fire attracted many participants. 
Some pitched a tent and camped 
out beneath the stars with other 
folkies. One spectator expressed 
it this way. “What a wonderful 
chance to get out of the city on 
a lovely evening to enjoy a walk 
throughout the labyrinth garden, 
stroll along the Cottonwood Trail 
and enjoy the sights and sounds of 
nature blended with music for an 
entire evening.”   †

This is Ted Meseyton the Singing Gardener 
and Grow-It Poet from Portage la Prairie, Man. 
I have found through years of practice and 
meeting people that dedicated gardeners love 
and appreciate their garden space. Humans 
garden for many reasons such as nurturing 
and watching something grow, to interact with 
nature and other gardeners, to find sanctuary, to 
heal, to pray, to honour our Maker’s creation, to 
leave a better mark than when they began and 
to put fresh and reliable homegrown food on 
the table. Keep in touch. My email address is 
singinggardener@mts.net..
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Info on potatoes and Moose Jaw Royale
Plus, Ted whoops it up with fellow musicians

This patch of Russet Burbank potatoes in full bloom was grown by southern Alberta gardener Andrew Moon, shown standing to the right rear.



Somebody should 
speak up.

AgMoreThanEver.ca

Be somebody who does something.
Be an agvocate.

Somebody should set the record straight. 
Somebody should do something. 

Well I’m somebody. 
You’re somebody. 
Everyone in ag is somebody.

So be somebody who does something.

Somebody who speaks from a place of experience,  
with passion and conviction.

Somebody who proudly takes part in food 
conversations big or small, so our voice is heard.

Somebody who tells our story, before  
someone else does.

Somebody who builds consumer trust so  
our industry can meet the demands of a growing,  
and very hungry, world. 

Somebody who shapes people’s relationship  
with agriculture.

It can be done. 

But it’s a big job that takes co-operation, patience  
and respect for every voice in the conversation.  
We need to build lines of communication, not draw 
lines in the sand.

Be somebody who helps everybody see  
Canadian agriculture as the vital, modern industry it 
is. Somebody who helps everybody see people  
in ag for what they are – neighbours, friends  
and family who share the same concern everyone 
does: providing safe, healthy food to the  
people we love. 

Our point of view is important. 
Our story is important. 
And people want to hear what we have to say. 
So be somebody who takes, and makes, every 
opportunity to share it.

I’m somebody. 
You’re somebody.

Together, we can tell everybody.
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Another successful year for Western Canada’s only outdoor farm expo!
MORE EXHIBITORS - 63% increase in exhibits
MORE FARMERS - 44% increase in crowds
MORE DEMOS - 100% increase in field space
MORE LIVESTOCK - New Livestock Central area introduced
MORE TO COME - Mark your calendar for July 18 to 20, 2017!

™

A BIG THANKS!

www.aginmotion.ca
™ Denotes a trade-mark of Canada’s Outdoor Shows Limited Partnership.

SEE Technology TOUCH Innovation BE Empowered
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